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PREFACE 

~b object in writing this book is to present to all interested 

in the subject of Palmistry a simple, and yet complete 

statement of its teachings. 

My plan bas been to deal with each branch and sign sepa

rately, before dealing with combinations. 

It having been my good fortune to read some tens of 

thousands of pairs of hands during the last few years, I have 

had every opportunity· for testing the rules laid clown by 

other writers, ancl proving their statements for myself; there

fore, unless where otherwise expressed, the statemei1ts ancl rules 

herein contained all agree with my own personal observations. 

IDA ELLIS. 
BLACKPOOL. 
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PART I 

CHIROGNOMY 

CHAPTER I 

The Different Types of Hands 

S e C t i O 11 1. INTRODUCTORY QUESTIONS. 

1. What is Chirognomy ?-It is the science of reading the 
character and talents of an individual from the shape of the 
hand, including the configuration of the finger joints and tips. 

2. Is Chirognomy closely allied to Palmistry ?-Not of necessity, 
for the former deals with character only, whilst the latter 
treats of events, past, present and future, also fortune as well 
as character. 

3. Who first discovered and founded the system of Chirognomy? 
-M. D'Arpentigny, an officer in the French Army. It appears 
that he had exceptionally good shaped hands, of which he was 
rather vain, and in comparing them with those of others he 
was gradually led to study character from the shape and 
formation of the hand in general. He felt more desirous of 
pursuing the subject after his palms had been read by a gipsy 
female, although it is stated that he attached no importance 
to her prognostications and deductions. The result of his 
studies on the matter he put before the world, and the con
tinued observations of very intelligent men and women since 
that time have served to confirm the statements he made. 

1 



2 CATECHISM OF PALMISTRY 

4. How does Chirognomy deal with the many shaped hands?
It classes the hand into different types, and divides each hand 
into three pm-ts. The lower portion of the hand (which in
cludes the root of the thumb and all below it) corresponds 
with the animal or material portion of our nature. From the 
root of the thumb to the root of the fingers, indicates the 
extent of our intellectual abilities. The fingers set forth the 
divine, or moral portion of our nature, and according to 
which part of the hand is largest in development so will be 
the strongest part of our character. (See Plate II.) 

5. How many types of hands are there, and what are they 
ccilled?-There are seven different types of hands, which are 
classed- as follows :-lst the Elementary, 2nd the Spatulate, 
3rd the Square, 4th the Conical, 5th the Philosophical, 6th 
the Psychical, and 7th the Mixed. 

6. Is -it easy to 'distinguish one type from cmother ?- Yes, 
when the type is pure, which, however, is not very frequently 
the case. 

Se C ·t i O 11 2. THE F.Lll1rEN'fARY HAND. 

7. How can the Elementary hand be recognised ?-The fingers 
are short and stiff, the nails small and the palm long in pro
portion to the fingers. (See Plate Il I.) 

8. What does the Elementary hand indicate ?-That the owner 
has very little intellect, especially if the thumb is not very 
large. When opposed they are brutal in their opposition, 
but do not make rulers, being ruled by others. 

9. Ca.n the Elementary hand be developed into one of a higher 
tljpe ?-Not completely, because the type of hand shows the 
natural tendencies to be low, and cultivate a pig as much as 
you like, it will still remain a pig; as, however, there is 
nothing on earth but what is capable of improvement in some 
form or other, the Elementary hand can be somewhat improved 
by proper training, but it must necessarily remain of the earth 
earthy, becaUS!;l its owner possesses a low ancl grovelling spirit, 
with very little self-control, ancl is invariably the tool of others. 

s e C t i On 3. 'l'HE SPA'fULA'fE RAND. 

10. How can the Spcttitlctte hand be reco,qnised ?-By the 
widening, or flattening out of the finger ends. Spatulate 
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means to "spread" out. The whole hand in this type is large 
and strong, rather thick, and usually firm to the touch. (See 
Plate lV.) 

11. What does the Spatulate hancl indicate?- Self-reliance and 
much resolution. The individual is ambitious, active, mechani
ciLlly inclined and a hard worker, more especially if the hand 
is hard as well as firm. lt is a useful hand altogether, but 
not very delicate. lt also indicates courage, capacity to op· 
pose, and its owner may be said to shine best under difficulties. 
People ·with this type of hand are fond of music, but musical 
instruments requiring mechanical skill are more to their tasf e 
than vocal music. They love a country for what 1hat country 
gives them, hence they are likely to emigrate, provided their 
position is bettered thereby. 

12. TVhat is conside1'ed a good Spatnlate hand ?-One tlrn,t 
is firm but yielding, with a good amo'tmt of elasticity in the 
touch, as it then indicates a practical, all-round 1rn,ture, with 
a desire to look on both sides of a question. It idso shows 
affection, and an honest disposition. 

Se C ti O 11 4, . THE SQUARE HAND. 

13: How ccm the Square type of hand be recognised ?-By 
the squareness of the finger tips, large hand, thumb of good 
size, and a medium palm of firm consistency. (See Plate V.) 

14. TVhat does the Square lwncl ·indicate?-Love of order 
and neatness, and a tendency to be more quickly upset by 
disorder and confusion than 1:/y anything else. Owners of this 
type are not very poetical, neither artistic, as this type in
dicates a love of the useful ra.ther than the· ornamental. 
Their poetry, however, would be exact as to rhythm and ar
rangement. They are clever in all things requiring correct
ness of aim or a practised eye, and are firm lovers of justice. 
Such persons are too well able to control themselves to be
come enthusiastic in anything. They cannot bear excitement, or 
a "scene" of any description, and are deeply annoyed if obliged 
by their extreme natural politeness to listen to the troubles 
and quarrels, etc., of others. They aim for moderation and 
exactness in all things. They think highly of the powers that 
be, and are deferential to their superiors, paying great respect 
and attention to form and ceremony, an:l nrc rather bigot.eel 
and narrow-minded or conservative in views. They have excellent· 
powers to conceal their thoughts, plans, feelings, and can act 
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in a sly and cunning manner. If very square, they can be 
hypocritical, and though able to make many acquaintances, 
they possess few friends, as their secretive nature permits 
but of few confiJences. 

s e C t i O n 5. THE CONICAL HAND. 

15. What is meant by the Conical hrtnd ?-That class of hancl 
where lhe fingers become narrower and smaller, so as to 
resemble :t cone at the tips, lf the type is pure, the palm 
and the fingers are of the same length, and the joints smooth. 
(See Plate VI.) 

16. IV!,at does the Co11ical hand fodicate?-Much love of art, 
beauty, JJerfection, and embellishment: refinement of mind, 
and corred tastes in person, surroundings, elc.; the owners 
are atlrnctcd to, or repulsed from, all things animate or in
animal !', according ill their beauty and not their usefulness, 
hence they are changeable in mood, easily discontented with 
their st:rroundings, and dislike domestic business life and work. 

s e C t i O n 6. 1'HE PHILOSOPUICAL HAND. 

17. ·what ronstilitles the Philosophical hand r-A large palm, 
fingers rather long, but partly Square and partly Conical, with 
both the first and second joints well developed, so as to make 
I hem appear knotty. The thumb also should be well developed 
in the first and second joints. (See Plate VII.) 

18. What does the Philosophical hand indfrate ?--Love of 
truth and investigafion, power for metaphysics, and deep rea
soning on things relating to the internal and external world. 
Owners of this hand accept no statement without proof, and 
are decidedly critical and analytical. They find fault, and in
quire into the cause and effect of everyt.hing. They have their 
own idea8 on most things, but do not make them known 
thoughtlessly, and such persons have suffered a kind. of mar
tyrdom, for the sake of truth, because of their close adherence 
lo it. They also admire and appreciate beauty where seen, 
but it must be real and true, not artificial, for their strongest 
desire is fur truth and sincerity in all things, let the conse
quences be what they may. 

s e C t i O n 7. THE PSYCHICAL HAND. 

19. Of what for111 is the Psychical hctnd ?-This 18 easily 
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known by the fingers being the same length as the palm, the 
hand narrow, the fingers pointed at the end like a filbert, 
and the thumb small and of exquisite shape. (See Plate VII I.J 

20. What are the characteristics of the Psychical ha11d ?-lt 
represents the divine world, and is very rare in its purity, 
although there are many modifications. Owners of this hand 
are all soul, or in other words, very ethereal, very idealistic, 
and not at all practical, for they live in an ideal world, born 
of their own spiritualistic nature. They are so absorbed in 
seeking a high and ideal state, that they cannot attend to 
anything so materialistic as the wants of this fleshly body. 
They are very intuitive, and know by feelings the best course 
to take, and are excellent soul-readers. 

21. IVhat does the Psychical hand ind-icate when the fi11ge1·s 
are longer than the· palm ?-Excessive sentiment, and dreamy 
idealism, fondness for poetry, and almost a hatred of all things 
pertaining to the lower part ·of man's nature. This develop
ment, however, is very rare, 

22. Where is the P~ychical hand most (1·eqnently (onnd ?
In Asia, the land of the birth of all great religions, theolo
gies, prophecies, and magic. Germany also produces a great 
many of this class, the people of that country being well-known 
for their lofty idealism, and vivid imagination. England does 
not produce many of this type for reasons we shall see 
later on. 

s e C t i On 8. THE MIXED HAND. 

23. How can the Mi.xed hand be recognised ?-The fingers 
of this hand will partake. of the different types. For instance, 
one finger may be Spatulate, another Square, another Conical, 
and so on. A finger is• sometimes between two types, thµ,t is 
to say, partly Square, and partly Conical, etc. The Chirornant 
who understands his profession, will readily detect the type 
which is most powerful, and will draw his inferences accordingly. 

24. What does the Mixed hand ind-icate ?-It shows the 
owner t.o be capable of doing many different things, but as 
the energy is put into so many gr0oves, there is not often 
genius in anything which the individual carries out, unless the 
whole attention has been directed to that branch of work 
most suited to the type which is predominant, and the thumb 
be long and well developed. Generally, owners of the Mixed 
hand may be termed "handy men" or "Jack-of. all-trades and 
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master of none." ] f, however, it is well formed, and the prin
cipal lines are also clear, it is capable of exhibiting much 
original invention, for the Psychical part of the hand shows 
the possession of the idea, the Square part shows ability for 
reasoning and deductive power, whilst the Spatulate portion 
of the band indicates the power to do, to realise the result, 
to practically carry out the ideas. 

s e C t i On 9. THE COMBINATION Ol' 'rYPES. 

25. TV/wt does the Elementary-Philosophical hand indicate?
Tbis combination modifies the crude effects of an Elementn.ry 
haud to a small extent, so as to impart a desire for simple 
intellectual occupations, Lut the person would not be suffi
ciently intellectual to reason in a philosophical manner, 
'l'here would be a tendency to indulge in petty distinctions 
and faultfinding. 

26. What does the Square-Conical hand i11dicate?-This com
Lination indicates the love of social interests, and fonnalisms, 
rendered by the Square, but is toned up as it were, by a 
sprinkling of artistic love such as is not known in the purely 
Square. lt also indicates a love of absolute truth for the 
essence of things, for their realisation rather than the name 
merely. 

27. What does et Co11ical-Ele111e11tary hm1d inclicate ?-Sensi
tiveness to bodily pain and fondness for artistic things, althongh 
on the whole such persons are rude and uncultivated. 'l'hey 
make vulgar poets, are superstitious and cannot be called hard 
workers, but are "ne'er-do-wells" as a rule. 

28. TV hat are the clrnracterist-i<:s of et snft-Spatnlate hand?
The soft Spatubte hand proclaims its owner ca.pable of working 
out discoveries and ideas made or suggested by owners oft he 
soft Psychical hand, especially if those ideas are of a ma.r
vellous or occult nature, as the Spatulate type shows more 
pra.cticability and an intense desire for movement; although 
where the hand is soft the activity is more mental than physical, 
showing the desire to get others to do the actual work whilst. 
the owner does the thinking. 

Se C t i On 10. MISCELLANEOGS QUESTIONS. 

29. How sho11ld a chiro111ct11t vroceecl to read the hand?
Dy first. lletern1ining wl,ic-h is the most pro111in,ent 1ype, for 
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the type most largely developed has most influence on the 
individual character. 

30. What does a hard hand indicate r~It shows great 
activity, love of work, and especially if it be of the Spatulate 
type, great practicality. Owners of this hand are not demon· 
strative in love affairs and do not show all thev feel of the 
tender passion. They can, however, endure h·ardship and 
privation to a great extent. There is not great intelligence 
shown if this hand is very red. 

31. What does a soft hand indicate ?-A lazy disposition, or 
rather a nature which loves a sedentary occupation more than 
an active one: a sentimental imaginative mind, fond of poetry 
and rather feminine. Persons of this description are liable to 
make a display of affection rather in excess of the real 
nature of their love. They are not very practical, but very 
sensitive, with a strong love of the marvellous, and they will 
always be fascinated by phenomena of a superhuman or occult 
nature. In hard work they are soon fatigued and cannot en
dure privations. 

32. Is it possible for the type of hand to change ?-To a 
certain extent it can be modified or slightly altered, as far 
as certain traits of character are concerned, especially if the 
person works in a different groove from that for which he is 
naturally adapted. The inherent tendencies, however, must 
ever remain strong within him, however much restra.ined by 
circumstances. 

33. What are the charcicteristics of a large ha-nd ?-Force 
and power, love of neatness, finish and detail. Everything 
must be neat, and in all the owners' transactions this trait is 
noticeable, for they seldom undertake anything which cannot 
be accomplished by them properly. 

34. Are the manifestations of a small hand opposite to those 
of a large one ?-Yes, a small hand can be compared to a 
large one, in the same way as a mental temperament is com
parable with a muscular one. The small hand indicates an 
impressionable nervous and mental nature, with ideas and 
plans too large for the owner to carry out. Such persons like 
things on a gigantic scale, in the home, commercial, literary 
or philanthropic sphere. 

35. L~ a large hand or a smcill hand best ?-Neither, handR 
of a medium size are far the best for all practical purposes, 
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being devoid as they are of much of the force and harshness 
of rule which characterises the owner of the Large hand, yet 
having more power to carry out their ideas than Small handed 
·persons. 

36. What is the sign of an end1.trin_q nature?-A person who 
is capable of long endurance, possesses a decided curve on the 
outer edge of the hand from the wriRt to the end of the fourth 
finger. The more straight the outline in this direction, the 
less ability there is to endure either mental or physical ex• 
posure, opposition or tension. 

37. ·what is the difference between a Spatitlate and a Square 
hand, as regards veneration 01· reverence ?-The Spatulate per• 
son will reverence his superiors on account of his love for 
them, but for him to submit to a dictator from any other 
cause, t.be authority must be powerful indeed.:' The Square 
handed subject has a deep respect for properly constituted 
authority, because he reverences the principle, rather than the 
person, and will pay hom[l,ge on this account. 

38. Do the descriptions of different types of ha-11ds apply 
equally to malt! and female?- Yes, but it should be borne in 
mind th[tt the pure Square and Spatulate are not often seen 
on an English wonmn's hand, the Conic[tl, or Psychical slightly 
modified by the Squ[tre or Spatulate, being more representative 
of the female, though in the ma.le sex the Squm·e a.nd Spat
ulate. type is chiefly predominant. 

39. T-Vhy is there a difference between the hcmds of male ctnd 
female ?-Because fem[tles na.turally have more instinct than 
males, and their feelings are more inclined to religion. It is 
a well-known fact that females are more impressionable than 
m[tles, though less practical: woman imagines things whilst 
man, ever practical, carries out the more practical part of her 
ideas and imaginations. Personally, I think that in the case 
of English women, there have been so many generations in 
which she has been content with domestic love and duties, 
until practical, scientific, and intellectual pursuits are now 
looked upon as outside her "sphere"; consequently the hand 
indicates an idealistic, or dreamy and imaginative nature than 
otherwise, and when some female with Knotty and Square 
fingers or a Spatulate hand and large thumb, appears before 
the world to demonstrate other themes than those connected 
with home duties, she is regarded as violating the laws of 
society or trespassing into the domains of the "lords of 
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creation". It is different, however, with our sisters in America, 
who are more active, scientific and pushing in their habits, 
and consequently possess hands more akin to those of the 
male sex. The only thing to be regretted concerning the 
tendency of the female type of hand to change thus, is that 
the world would doubtless lose much inspiration, grace, gentle
ness and pleasure, attendant upon the manifestation of the 
more idealistic type of hand. · 

40. Are fem.ales smooth fingered ?-Yes, generally, and the 
more Knotty the fingers the less she trusts to instinct and 
the more she leans to reason. V.'here a woman has a large 
thumb, Knotty fingers of a Square or Spatulate type, she is 
a born leader, and more at her ease in business and intel
lectual work than in domestic duties. 

41. If a Spatitlate hand is soft what doe.~ it indicate ?-It 
has the effect of lessening its activity: it shows the subject 
to be a late riser, as love of comfort is indicated by the soft
ness; such a person would be fond of being amongst activity, 
but he must not be worried by anything and must have his 
love of pleasure gratified at the same time. Such persons are 
also fond of elegance, but it must be a fashionable elegance, 
and even their religion will be that upon which least slurs 
are cast by the public. 



CHAPTER JI 

The Palms, Thumbs, Fingers, and Nails 

S e C t i O Il 1. 'l'lIE PAU!S. 

42. Whctt does et thick clumsy palm indicate ?-An obstinate 
egoti~tical nature, a strong constitution and plenty of force, 
hut it is of a brute nature and indicates much selfishness. 

43. Why cti·e some palms thin, dry and hard ?-Because 
these belong to a person of a timid, shrinking nature, pos
SP,ssing little energy to kee]J the blood in proper circulation. 
hence the hands are ill nourished and the health poor. 

44. 1-Vhat does the palm indicate when it is longer than the 
fingers ?-A dull intellect and a person void of fine suscepti
bilities. It implies the same in Palmistry as organic quality 
does in Phrenology, showing whether the subject be high or 
low in refinement. 

45. Is a moderntel!f developed palm best ?-Yes, for when it 
is thus, the intellect is good and keen and the subject capable 
of carrying out his ideas in an intellectual manner. 

8 e C t i O 11 2. 'l'HE THUMBS. 

46. How is the thwub dealt with in chirognomy ?-First, it 
is divided into three parts, corresponding with the three 
world~. The top ]Jart or nail phalange represents the will, 
or the Dfoine part of the nature: the Second phalange re
presents the logic, or the Intellectual part: and the Third 
plrnJange, or base, represents the passions or the Animal part 
of our nature, and according t.o the different developments of 
these different parts so will the character be. 

10 
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47. ·what is meant by the words "First", "Second", and "Third" 
phalcmges of the thumb ?-The First phalange of the thumb is 
that' part on which the nail grows, and it extends to the 
First joint: the Second phabnge reaches to the Second joint; 
and the Third phalange, or base of the thumb reaches to the 
wrist, but owing to the important part which the inner base 
of the thumb plays in Chiromancy, it is not dealt with here 
and therefore the term "Third phalange" is intended to mean 
the oute1· part of the base of the thumb. 

48. What part does the thumb plety in revea Ung character?
lt plays a most important part, and is called the Emperor of 
the hand, for without it we should be at a loss how to handle 
the many different tools which we use. In fact a well devel
oped thumb always accompanies an intellectual character. 

49. How long ought the thumb to be ?-In a proper development 
the thumb will reach to the Second joint of the First finger (that 
joint which joins the Second to the Third phalange) when the 
thumb i8 laid straight in a line with the front of the finger: 
according as it varies from this point so will the intellect 
and will of the person be inferior or superior. 

50. What does an wideveloped thwnb indicate ?-In no other 
aninrn,l do we find a distinct thum\;. It is true that the mon
key tribe has a digit somewhat resembling the thumb of man
kind, but it is as far below it in perfection and usefulness, 
as the intelligence of the monkey tribe is below that of a 
civilised man; indeed there is no distinct character withont 
the thumb, and the more developed this is, the stronger will 
the character be, although the direction in which this strength 
manifests itself, whether for good or evil, is shewn by the 
other parts of the hand, as well as the development of the 
different parts of the thumb. It must, however, be distinctly 
understood, that it is not t.he thumb or any part of the hand 
which makes the character, these things being but the instru
ments used t.o indicate and manifest the characteristics which 
belong to the person. An undevelopedt hurnb then, shows lack 
of intellect. 

51. What is indicated by a poorl I/ developed thumb ?-In
ability to manage one's own affairs, no will power or reason, 
a person led by impulse, one who is like a feather blown 
hither and thither by every litt.le gust of wind, dogma, or creed. 

52. Wha.t are the chamcteri.~tics of a, Spalttlate thumb?--'l'he 
possessor of a Spatulatc thumb woulLl h,wc a will so strong, 
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that nothing would serve to change his mind when once made 
up, for he would be absolutely obstinate even to his own hurt. 
If the thumb turns outward be will be generous, though im
pulsive in his generosity. 

53. What is the meaning of a Sqttare tipped thmnb f-'l'his 
type, which is most frequently seen, indicates a decided char
acter, firm and stable, though not very obstinate. 

54. What does a Psychical or pointed thumb indicate ?-It 
shows a sensitive and impressionable nature, one easily affected 
and influenced by surroundings, whose nerves are very highly 
strung; but such a person possesses much intuitive perception 

· and is idealistic. 

55. What does a clubbed thumb ind-icate ?-A most brutal 
and passionate temper, a person to be avoided when his 
anger is aroused, especially when the hand is of the Elementary 
type and other signs of intellect are weak. 

56. What effect has a lar,qe thumb upon the d·iff erent types 
of hands ?-On the Elementary hand a large thumb shows an 
increase of the will power, which makes the possessor firm 
and stubborn, but as it is combined with ignorance the effect 
is to make the inuividual more difficult to manage. On the 
Spatulate hand the effect is an increase of its capacity and 
shows a strong desire for independence, and to be master of 
own actions. On the Square hand it indicates more exactitude 
and order both in reason and science. On the Conical hand 
this strength of will power introduces method, logic and power 
of deduction in work and ideas, and thus tones clown the natural 
impulses. On the Philosophical hand a large thumb is necessary, 
or the philosophy will be of a weak and wavering order. 

57. What does a large 01· well-proportioned thumb ·indicate ?
A firm and stable character, a reasoning disposition, a person 
governed by the intellect, and though the affections may be 
strong and lasting, they will not dominate. 

58. What does et small thumb and a broctd palm on a 
Conical hand indicate ?-An ambition for riches and greatness 
in connection with art, but its owner will lack the stability 
and firmness necessary to gain success. If the hand is soft 
and pliant, with only a moderate palm, the owner will love 
art for its own sake, and will be so enraptured by its per
fection and beauty, that he will aim at its production, to the 
utter disregard of money or fame. 
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59. What effect has a small thumb on the different types of 
hands ?-A small thumb on an Elementary hancl shows a 
weakening of the already meagre intellectual capacity, and 
therefore such persons are entirely governed by their animal 
instincts, rather than by re son or logic, ancl they are scarcely 
capable of bridling their passions. If the hancl is Spatulate, 
the owner will commence everything, but finish nothing, and 
will be inconstant. If the hancl is Square, it shows the same 
love of order, ceremony, form ancl exactitude, but the power 
1o carry out the desires will be lacking. If the hand is 
Conical, or Psychical, it shows an increased impulsive nature, 
making the poet or artist more soulful ancl more in love with 
his work and ideas than if the thumb be large, in which case 
the individual would be more logical and so reduce many of 
the extravagant ideas clown to practicability or reason. If the 
hand is Philosophical a small thumb shows a weakening of the 
logical and reasoning capacity. 

60. What does a short First phalctn_qe of thitmb indicate ?-A 
weak will power, hence a tendency to be led by others, thereby 
indicating that such persons never succeed as their own 
masters. 

61. What does a long First phalange of thumb indicate?
Perseverance and stability of character, ancl a determination 
to succeed at any cost. lf very long, it indicates an excessive 
amount of will power, dominancy over others, thus making 
the tyrant and despot. 

62. What does a bi·oad and long First phalange of thitrnb 
ind-icate ?-An obstinate and unreasonable temper. If, however, 
the fingers have Square tips, this quality is moderated into firm 
judgment and a desire to do justice. 

63. What effect has a long First phalunge of thumb ttpo·n a 
soft hand ?-A long phalange of will influences a soft hand to 
-more than its natural activity, and causes the subject to do work 
which is necessary even though it may be distasteful to him; 
whereas with a short development of the First phalange of 
thumb the duty would be neglected for the sake of natural 
tastes. 

64. What does a short Second phala.nge of thumb indicate?
That there is little reason or logic in the nature. The subject 
will do things because he wants or wills to do them, and not 
because of any rational reason for so doing. Such persons 
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would never become good debaters and can neYer be phi°losophical 
in its true sense. 

65. What does a short First a.i,d a long Second phalcmge of 
thumb indicate ?-That its possessor is always able to give good 
reasons why his will was not strong enough to enable him 
to do this, that or the other; and although his reason reYeals to 
him the weakness of his character, he has not enough firmness 
and stability to enable him to improve himself. 

66. What does the turning baclc of the First plrnlange of the 
thumb indicate ?-Generosity, running into extravagrmce if full 
and fleshy; but if flat, it is a sign of ability to keep the 
temper under with a firm strong decision: if pointed, great, 
impulsiveness and extravagant ideas. 

67. What does a slender Seco11d phalcmge of the thumb indi
cate ?-Great tact and diplomacy: persons who possess this 
shape of thumb, are never at a loss how to get out of difficulty. 
They can be sly and secretive when it suits their purpose, 
and are full of plans and ideas, but they lack broaclmindcdness 
and are apt to feel too strongly on some points and disregard 
others, although able to keep their ideas to themselves: are, 
in short, unable to see all round a subject. • 

68. What does a thick clumsy Second phalange of thumb 
·indicate ?-That its possessor has good plans and ideas, but 
lacks the power of executing them: he often says and does 
awkward things, and in so doing manufactures for himself 
many enemies. Is not a good diplomatist. 

69. T¥hat does a thin and slender Third phalange of the 
tlmmb indicate?-Love of an ideal and noble character. Love 
to the possessor of such a sign is a sacred and pure thing, 
something ethereal and belonging more to the soul than to 
the body, but it shows a tendency for jealousy. 

70. What does et short thiclc Third phalcmge of thnmb ind·i
cate ?-An animalised and sensual nature, one much and easily 
influenced by the opposite sex: its possessor is an eager seeker 
after pleasure, and his love will not be very pure or elevating, 
and is therefore more correctly called I ust. 

71. When the joints of the th1.tmb are well developed what does 
it indicate ?-When the l<'irst joint is well developed, it shows 
remarkable intelligence if the First phalange be long. The 
Second joint largely developed shows love of order, punctuality 
and love of symmetry in all things, also scientific tendencies. 
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72. What is the meaning of the thumb being folded in the 
hand ?-The thumbs of infants n,re habitually closed over by 
their fingers, becn,use their character is not yet unfolded, 
and they have not stn,rted to think or act for themselves, but 
as they do so their thumbs become covered less and less. 
It is worthy of note that idiots invariably lay their thumbs 
in their hands with their fingers over them, thus showing that 
the will or logic is sleeping or absent. In death the thumb 
frequently retires as it were, indicating that will and logic 
are leaving the house of clay, for the thumb which is the 
sign of active intelligence is no longer required. I have also 
noticed that in cases of partial pn,rnlysis, and of prolonged 
rheumatism, the thumb often folds it.self in the hand uncon
sciously, so that it is necessary to ascertain whether there is 
any disease in the system, before passing judgment upon the 
intellect from this position of the thumb n,lone: although where 
otherwise in good health the possessor of the fqJ.ded thumb 
1acks ability to govern and direct his own affairs. 

73. What effect has the size of thumb on the lovt affctirs of 
females ?-With a large thumb, n, female will be very cautious 
in love matters, and will allow reason to guide her in her 
choice. With a small thumb, impulse will be the guiding 
star of affection, and the head must forsooth follow the heart, 
instead of the heart following the head. A large thumbed 
woman is not easily gulled, whereas a small thumbed woman 
is rather quickly fascinated, for with her, love is an all absorbing 
passion "towering high o'er reason's throne". 

S e C t i O 11 3. FINGERS, FINGER TIPS, PHALANGES, AND JOINTS, 

74- What do Spatulate fingers indicrite ?-A love of manual 
work, of that kind which is useful and mechanical: a desire 
for travel, progression, agriculture, plenty of life and movement, 
and for all things connected with physical life. 

75. Wltrtt do Sqitare fin_qe1·s indicrite ?-A taste for social 
science, politics, commercial capacity and appreciation of 
rhyt.hm, grammar, consh·uction and n,rangement both ofliteratme 
and art. They also indicate ideas of a positive nature, attention 
to theory rather than practice, and a love of order and 
tidiness. If the fingers are Knotty, the order, ideas, and 
theories, are more likely to be put into practice than if they 
are Smooth, consequently the Knotty fingers are most reliable. 
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76. What do Conical fingers indicate?-Love of art and per
fection, also of literature of a, poetical and extravagant nature. 
They also indicate an impulsive and imaginative character. 

77. What do Psychical or pointed fingers indicate ?-Great 
impressionability, inspiration, intuition, idealism and excessive 
imagination. A love for high, good and noble things, but 
great impracticability, so far as a prosiac life is concerned. 

78. What is the meaning of short fingers ?-Short fingers 
are the property of impulsive and intuitive natures, which 
act as if by inspiration, and do not stop to weigh up a matter 
before coming to a conclusion, neither do they care much for 
appearances on the whole, being rather brusque in manner, 
but are very active and full of life, push and energy. 
, 79. What is the meaning of short fingers, thick at base, 

pointed at tips and the palm longe1· them the fingers ?-This is a 
sign of a lazy and luxurious disposition, a sensual nature with 
refined habits and tastes. We often find good singers with 
this combination, who sometimes become very popular owing 
to the large amount of sex-magnetism which they possess. 

80. What do long finge1·s indicate ?-Long fingers indicate 
a love of detail, method and regularity, causing their owners 
to be harassed and troubled over mere trifles as though they 
were matters of the greatest importance. Such persons are 
very proper, strict in matters of propriety and decorum, and 
are often affected in manner. A good thumb will, however, 
modify these manifestations. 

81. What influence have thin fingers upon the charcicter ?
Thin fingers indicate much diplomatic talent, a tendency to 
deceive and be hypocritical. Such fingers are usually seen on 
the hands of card sharpers and those who habitually try to 
cheat other people. 

82. What is the natitre of the influence of thick fingers on 
the character ?-They indicate the owner to be more or less 
harsh, cruel and revengeful, and more given to animal and 
sensual pleasures than intellectual and refined pursuits. 

83. What is the meaning of twisted finge1·s ?-A deceitful, 
cruel and revengeful nature, which would stop short at nothing 
for revenge, not even murder. In an otherwise good hand, 
twisted fingers indicate a trying and annoying disposition. 

84. What do shapeless fingers indicate ?-These fingers belong 
to persons whose characters are wavering, whose intellect is 
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by no means strong or decided. They possess no certain 
individuality of their own, but in proportion as one, two, 
three or four of their fingers take a decided shape so will the 
intellect declare itself. In idiots the fingers are decidedly 
irregular and misshapen. 

85. What i.~ the mecining of close fitting fingers ?-These 
indicate a mean and sordid nature, and belong to persons 
who live for self and self alone. 

86. What is the mean-ing of fingers falling far apart ?-This 
shows a desire to see into and know all that is going on, 
also indicates much origina.lity. Such persons are rather in
terfering, inquisitive and meddlesome, though well meaning 
in all their actions. 

87. Can Con-ical finge,-s become Square or Spat1tlate?-To 
some extent, yes, according as the mind is used in scientific 
or mechanical pursuits, so will the fingers incline to the Square 
or Bpatulate type: but in the character of such a subject., in
tuition and love of art must ever be a strong factor, ready 
to manifest itself when opportunity offers, as it is only held 
in check by training and surroundings. 

88. What do the individual fingers indicate on the Spatiilate 
hand ?-If the First finger is very long, it indicates intense 
love of the mysterious, and great tendency to error and 
fanaticism. If the Second finger is long, it shows an active 
imagina.tion and a fancy for scientific a.ncl occult literature, 
but much gloom and depression and if excessively long, a 
tendency to melancholia. If the Third finger is long, it shows 
ability to imitate and impersonate and to express thoughts 
a.nd feelings, also a love of struggle and fondness for pictures 
representing battles, etc. If the Fourth finger is long, it 
shows fervour and eloquence, though not always in a wise 
cause, and a strong leaning towards scientific mechaniscism, 
electricity, etc. When any of these fingers are very short it 
shows a want of those qualities indicated when they are long. 

89. ·what do the individital fingers indicate when on the 
Sq1.iare hand ?-If the First finger is long, it shows a love of 
truth and the subject will search for it in natural phenomena, 
but he will be proud notwithstanding his love for religion. 
If the Second finger is long, it shows a very grave and 
melancholy natme. If the Third finger is long, love of 1·e
search and reason in art. If the Fourth finger is long, it in· 
dicates love of scientific research, reason in science and good 

2 
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powers of expression. If the different fingers are short it 
shows impatience in rrason and argument, and an impulsive 
nature. 

90. What do the individual fingers indicate on the Conical 
and P,;ychical hand?-In each case the characteristics are simi
lar, though in the case of the Psychical, the manifestations 
are excessive. If the First finger is long it shows strong love 
of religion with a desire to take a leading part in it, and if 
as long or longer than the Second finger, it shows that the 
life is rnled by ambition. If the Second finger is long, which 
is very rare, it is an indication of folly and frivolity, as the 
pointed tip counteracts, or destroys the grave and serious 
tendencies which this finger, when long, always indicates. lf 
the Third finger is long, it shows strong intuition in art and 
inspiration as to subjects, but if the Third phalange is longest., 
art will be pursued for the sake of gain more than for love 
of art itself. If the Fourth finger is long, it is a sign of in
tuition of' an occult and mysterious nature, and eloquence in 
the same. When any of these :&ngers are short, it denotes 
impulsiveness and selfishness, which results in disaster arising 
from unpremeditated action. 

91. What is the meaning of the Third finger being as lo11,q as 
the Fii'st and Seco11d ?- When it is as long as the First finger, 
it betrays a strong ambition to rise and be successful in the 
artistic world. When as long as the Second, it indicates en
terprise and a love of speculation, a tendency to gamble and 
indulge in games of chance, unless the thumb is very good 
when it then shows strength of will to overcome this weak
ness. 

92. Wha,t does a soft fieshy ball on the inside of the fin,qer 
tips indicate ?-This is a sign of great sensitiveness, and also 
great tact as to how to act during an emergency. Mental 
act.ivity and intellectual powers of a good order will also be 
found with these fleshy balls: in fact, good taste in general 
both as to manners and things. 

93. What is the mea11fog of finger tips which turn back ?
This shows a clever and ingenious nature, with a strong de
sire to obtain knowledge, causing inquisitiveness and prying 
curiosity, at the same time a wish to be agreeable and adapt 
oneself to the tastes of others. It also denotes tendency for 
extravagance from too much benevolence. 
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94. What is ineant by the term "Phalanges of the fingers?" -
A " pbalange " is that part of a finger which is situate between 
the joints or at the top of the highest joint: thus, the First 
phalange of the finger is from the tip to the first joint, the 
Second phalange is from the first to the second joint; and 
the Third pbalange is from the second joint to the root or 
knuckles of the fingers. 

95. What do the different phalanges of the First finger indi• 
cate on the different types of hands ?- If the :First phalange is 
longest and the hand Spatulate, it shows a restless disposition 
and an intense love of mysticism: if the hand is Square, there 
will be much interest in social things, but it will be in a 
formal and ceremonious fashion: if the band is Psychical it 
shows a tendency to religious contemplation, and to occultism, 
spiritualism, etc. If the Second phalange is longest and the 
hand Spatulate, it indicates that the ambition is great, as 
also is the power to realise the ambition: if the hand is 
Square, it shows ambition but not the power to carry it out, 
because the order, preciseness, etc., interferes with the rapid 
progression necessary to the realisation of the ambition: if 
the hand is Psychical, ambition is still there, but it manifests 
itself in the desire to see and realise the idealisations, rather 
than wield the sceptre and bold the power. If the Third 
pbalange is longest and the hand Spatulate or Square, it in
dicates pride and a desire to rule over others, earthly glory: 
if the hand is Psychical, it denotes a dragging down to earth 
as it were, the strong intuitional ethereal ideas of which this 
type is a sign, for the First phalange represents the moral, 
the Second the intellectual, and the Third the aninml world. 

96. What do the different phalanges of the Second finger on 
the different types of hands indicate ?--If the First phalange is 
longest and the hand Spatulate, it indicates a tendency to 
despond ancl recur to the painful and gloomy side of life and 
experiences, and such persons always bring gloom and sad
ness around them, and are often tempted to end life by sui
cide: if the hand is Square the mind is more in harmony 
with life's realities, but sober, grave and staid: if the hand is 
Psychical which it rarely is, it shows much vanity and frivo
lity, which is the exact opposite to the Spatulate and Square. 
If the Second phalange is longest and the hand Spatulat!'), it 
shows much ingenuity, versatility and love of mechanical oc
cupation, such as engineering, etc.: if the hand is Square, it 
denotes love of science and mechanism, but of an abstract 
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and speculative character: if the hand is Psychical, there will 
be frivolity and vanity, though not so near the surface as 
when the First phalangc is longest. If the Third phalange 
is longest and the hand Spatulate, the talents will be used 
for a mean and selfish purpose, rather than for love of action 
and work: if the hand is Square the manifestations will be 
similar; and if the hand is Psychical sensuality will exhibit 
itself, though not in a coarse and vulgar manner. 

97. What do the different phalanges of the Third (Inger on 
the diff'erent typeR of hands indicate ?-If the First phalange is 
longest and the hand Spatulate, it indicates love of action in 
the representation of art and dramatic capacit.y: if the hand 
is Square, it shows love of truthfulness in the expression of 
art and literature: if the hand is Conical or Psychical, it in
dicates intuition in art and in the choice of subjects. If the 
Second phnJange is longest and the hand Spatulate, it shows 
a willingness to labour in order to obtain success in art: if 
the hand i~ Square, it shows ability to reason on things of 
art: if the hand is Psychical, it indicates a modification of 
intuition in art. If the 'l'hird phalange is longest in any of 
these different types, the pursuit of art will be for pecuniary 
results, and for material gratification rather than for the mere 
love of art. 

98. What do the different phalangeR of the Fou,·th fin.(Je1' on 
the different types of hands indicate ?-If the First phalange is 
longest, and the hand Spatulate, it shows activity in science, 
powerful eloquence and a capacity to invent things in me
chanicism: if the hand is Square, it shows a love of study and 
research in things of a scientific character: if the hand is 
Psychical, it is an indication of intuition in research, and a 
lOl'f' of science for its own sake. If the Second phalange is 
longest, and the hand Spatulate, it indicates power to manage 
business affairs of a scientific nature: if the hand is Square, 
its characteristics will be similar as in the Spatulate, but not 
so practical or active: if the hand is Psychical, t.here will be 
good power to learn languages, coin words, etc. If the Third 
phn.lange is the .longest on any of the types, it shows a ten
dency for cunning, untruthfulness in science and business, in 
order that selfish and material desires may be gratified. Jf' 
the First and Second phalanges are of the ~ame length on 
any iype, it shows an equal amount of scientific and business 
ability. 

99. What effe~t does a thiclc Third phala11ge have upon Com·-
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cal fin,qer ti'.ps ?-If the l)altn and thumb arc large as well as 
the Third pha.langes there will be much love of sensual pleas
ures, but they must be of au artistic order and amongst ar
tistic people; there will be no inclination for real and prac
tical work. It shows also a wayw,ud and impulsive nature, 
fond of change and variety-: in fact, the hand will be that 
of a lazy good-for-nothing sensmtlist. 

100. How ctre ·t11~ joints dealt with?-The joints are divided 
into two chsses, the .Knotty and the Smooth, or the developed 
and undeveloped. When the fingers are Knotty, t.lmt is bulged 
out at the joint~, they are called developed joints, but when 
the fingers are Smooth at the joints, they are called uncle· 
veloped joints. 

101. Wlwt do developed Joints indicate ?-A love of intellect
ual work and ideas: ability to reason on things connected 
with the material or intellectual world, according to whether 
the First or Second joints are most develop_ed. 

102. TV/wt do wzdeveloped joi11ts indicate ?-A natun1.l grace 
and artistic motion, and a love of things perfect and beauti
ful; but the owners are too a.relent and impulsive, acting too 
often. without due thought, and consequently meet with fre
quent failures. 

103. What eff Pct has the development of -the First .foi11t 011 

differe11t types of hands ?-'I'he First joint is called the Philo
sophical joint or knot, and when this is developed it indicates 
a desire to examine and search into mental things, acting as 
a boundary between the Divine world (First phalange) and 
the Intellechrnl world (Second pha,lange), hence the though ls 
and ideas conceived or accepted by the intuition, inrn.gination, 
etc., are cont.rolled, modified or guided by tbe reason indicated 
by the development of this joint. 

On the Spatulatc hand, it denotes disquietude of miud, and 
a battle between looking continually to the prnct.ical side of 
things and the desire to reason matters out. 

On the Square hand with its exact.itude, it shows good 
faith, a love of and desire for justice ,it all hazanls, and all 
pro's and con's will be thoughtfully weighed up. 

On the Conical hand it allows reason to intercept what 
would otherwise be impulse, through a too vivid and unprac
tical imagination; there will also be constant struggle between 
the tendency for religion, and a love of argument or desire 
to search the origin of things. 
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On the Philosophical it is of course always present. 
On the Psychical hand it would indicate its possessor to be 

eccentric, and unable to decide what religion is best to follow, 
thereby producing scepticism for a while: the mind, however, 
would return to religion deeper than e1·er after a time. This 
changeability is accounted for by the Philosophical joint 
indicating a desire to look into, overhaul and seek the why 
and wherefore of the intuition and religious instincts shown 
by the pointed tips. In other words, this joint is a block to 
the intuitions being carried into effect by the brain. 

104. What difference will the development of lhP First joint 
make to a soft Spatulate hand ?-The mechanical skill indicated 
by the Spatulate type will remain intact, but the love of 
comfort shown by its softness, combined with love of philo
sophical reasoning as shown by the development of the joint, 
takes away the practical side of the nature; therefore there 
will be plenty of plans and schemes but no practicality or 
energy to carry them out. 

105. TVhat effect has the developn1,ent of' the Second joiut upon 
the different types of hands ?-This is called the joint of Order 
and indicates love of order in things of a material nature, 
and has a like effect to the development of the Fir8t joints on 
the different types, only that it deals with things material, whereas 
the First joint deals with things mental and spiritual. 

106. 'What effect has the development of both Joints 1tpon the 
different types of' hands ?- When both joints are developed the 
hand becomes the Philosophical hand, more especially if the 
fingers are slightly mixed in their shape, and consequently 
this development is dealt with under the, 'Philoso11hical 
hand'. (Chap. I, sect. 6.) 

107. What difference will the development of both .foi11ts make 
to the manifestations of' a Psychicetl hand ?-This development 
will tone the intuitional character clown to reason, and shows 
much inventive genius, but it is not a practical type of 
hand, as there will be insufficient ability to carry out the 
inventions. 

108. What do 1111de1•doped 01· smooth joints indicate 011 Square 
fingers ?-This is an indication of a love of outward order, 
such as the tidy appearance of a room, office, external appear
ance, etc., but cupboards. drawers and the interior ofboxea, etc., 
will be in confusion and disorder; for the Squareness of the 
hand ~hows love of neatne8s, onler and decorum, whilst tbe 
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smoothness counteracts this effect. This combination also 
indicates that the owner is fond of art and poetry, but the 
poetica,l productions will be useful in their aim, and the ar
tistic work will be as much for use as for ornament, differing 
from the natural and careless grace of the true artist, because 
of the precision with which each touch is given. 

109. Can knotty fingers become smooth by neglect of ordel' 
and i11tellect11al Jntrsttits ?-No, this is not in accordance with 
nature. A person born with intellectual capacities will always 
have those capacities, let his environment be as unfavourable 
as possible, and he will show this capacity to a certain ex
tent in ail he says and does: for no person who is born an 
intelligent being can become an idiot, although he can be
come insane. 'l'he difference between idiotcy and insanity 
being that iin idiot lacks the brnin development necessary for 
the manifestation of intellect, and an insane person possesses 
the development Lut it is inflamed or diseased, and thus the 
manifestation becomes uncontrollable by the will. lt is far 
eiisier to bring intuition iind impulse (shewn by smooth joints) 
to the grnde of reason and judgment (shewn by the developed 
joints), than to retrograde and go from reason and judgment 
to instinct and impulse. 

110. ls it po.~sible that joints naturally smooth can be derel
oped ?-Yes, close attention to work of an intellectual or 
mental order will in time develo1J the joints of .Philosophy 
a,nd Order, because it must be borne in mind that whilst the 
hand sholl.'s the true character, the hand does not form the 
character, but the character forms the hand. 

111. rVhat effect lias knotty joints on a long Second phalange 
of the Second finger ?-Knotty joints are an indication that the 
person has a tendency to direct the love of science shown by 
this long phalange to the more exact sciences, whereas if the 
joints are smooth the tendency will be to enter more into 
the study and love of occult sciences. 

S e c t i o n 4. 'IIIE NAILS. 

112. How are the finger nails dealt u:ith ?-They are classi
fied as follows :-Filbert, Short, Short and Broad, Round, Long 
a,nd Da,rk coloured. 

113. TVhat do Filbert slurped nails indicate ?-If with a white 
and polished surface they indicate a good temper, a sensitive 
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and refined nature, but such a person has not enough force 
or aggressive 1JOwer to push his way in the world to insure 
success. 

114. Whctt do Short 1iails indicate ?-Short nailed people 
are critics, are fond· of taking notice of things in detail, ,tnd 
possess much courage and desire to resist. 

115. What ·does a Short and broad nail indicate ?-This is ,t 
sign of a domineering nature, sharp and shrewd, but rather 
overbearing and meddlesome. If, however, the whole hand is 
otherwise good, these characteristics become modified into 
good natured sarcasm and love of criticism, contraJiction, etc. 
Persons possessing these nails are active and orderly in their 
habits and work. 

116. What do Round nails indi'.cate ?--Round nails indicate 
a passionate disposition, a quick and hasty temper, but one 
which is soon over, leaving no grudge or ill-will behind it. 
Very reel nails also show the same tendencies. 

117. What do Lon.CJ and dark coloitred nails -indicate?
Owners of this class of nail will have a tendency to be deceit
ful and cunning, ftnd of a brutal temper : they are cruel in 
disposition unless the rest of the hand abound in favourable 
signs. 

118. Do the finger nail,q show the condition of the health?
Yes, to a certain extent: for insta,nce, thin nails with the tips 
bent inward, are signs' of a weak constitution, and very pale 
nails show a weak condition of the blood and consequent ir
regularity in the circulation. 



CHAPTER III 

Trades and Professions 

119. What form of hand is best for mechcmical pursuits ?
The Spatulate type rather hard, with long Second pha1anges, 
a good strong thumb and broad palm: if the hand is soft 
there will be a greater love for mental, than for physical 
mechanics, and a desire to superintend rather than to do all 
kinds of work persona,lly. 

120. What coinbi,iation is best for bnsiness hcmds? - A Square 
or Square-Spatulate type with a long Fourth finger and a 
strong First phalange of thumb, a full palm and joints 
developed, makes a good combination for business, as it unites 
the capacity for business with a love of truth, justice, and 
equity. 

121. What form of hand is best for a scientific pw·suit ?
Square or slightly Spatulate (Square-Spatulate) fingers, 
knotty joints and a large thumb is the form wbit;h character
ises the true scientific person. 

122. J,Vhat type or combinat·ion of types constitu.tes the true 
poet ?-A person with Conica.l fingers, smooth joints, and a 
small thumb, must of necessity be a poet at heart, whatever 
his education or surroundings may be, a~ he possesses all the 
elements of inspiration, impulse and high-flown sentiments. 
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PART II 

CHIROMANCY 

CHAPTER I 

Introduction to Palmistry 

123. What is Palmistry or Chil'omancy ?-The science or art 
of reading the character, past, present, and the prohable 
future, of an individual from the marks, lines, etc., on the 
palms :1nd fingers of the hands, hence it is ClLlled Palmistry. 

124. Has Palmist1·y been long practised i11 Ew·ope ?-Occa
sional books have been published upon the subject since the 
year 1448, but it was not until the last fifty years or so that 
it was taken much notice of, although nearly all Eastern 
countries were acquainted with its principles ihousands of 
years ago. It is to the Eastern sages that we are indebted 
for the preservation of the knowledge of the art. 

125. What is the histoi·y of Chiromancy ?-lt is of such 
ancient date that its birth is lost in the obscurity of past 
ages, whilst its light and beauty have improved with the 
march of phy~iological and mental science. lt is RO ancient 
that the sages practised it at Buddha's birth, which occurred 
about 550 B.C. Hartleib wrote upon it as early as 1448, and 
Aristotle was the author of an article upon its merits in 
1490; but dim records of the Eastern magicians practising it 
long before the Christian era are handed down to us, thus 
proving the science of Palmistry a1le to hold its owu, and to 
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live through all assaults, fierce as they may have been upon 
it at times. 

126. Why has Palmistry not made bette,· progress ?-It has 
made far better progress than is generally supposed, but 
owing to the fact of the law standing as it now does in 
relation to it, the students and believers of this branch of 
character reading, cannot ply their profession in a manner 
likely to attract public attention; but it is impossible to 
converse with any well read and educated person of reasonable 
mind, without finding them firm supporters of the science. 
'rhe day, however, is not far distant, when Palmistry will be 
second to but few methods of reading character, health and 
tendencies, both by its support from the upper and lower, as 
well as from the midrlle classes. 

127. What is the difference between. gipsy fortune telling a11d 
scie11Ufic Pahnist,·y ?-The fortune telling practised by some 
gypsies and mendicants, is a pretence to tell the future by 
having the hand crossed with money. This is stated by them 
to • work the oracle" and the amount of information given 
depends upon the amount of money received. This will at 
once be seen to have nothing whatever to do with scientific 
Palm.istry; however, it cannot be denied that fortune tellers 
have long been and are able to tell something of ihe past. 
present and future of individuals, when coming in contact 
with them, as there is every reason to believe that some are 
seers, or gifted with second sight; but so far as l am aware 
the mere act of crossing the hand with money, per se, does 
not enable the fortune teller to read the future any more than 
without it. This statement must not be taken as a denial to 
the power of Psychometry which is another thing altogether. 
'rhe true Palmist can give a reason for all his statements, 
whereas the fortune teller cannot. 

128. Is Palmistry rel-iable ?- Yes, in the hands of a com
petent person, most decidedly so, but those persons· wishing 
to test and pro.ve for themselves cannot be too particular as 
to whom they submit their hands for a reading, as grievous 
mistakes are sometimes made, and untold mischief effected 
through the ignorance of amateurs, who, desirous of saying 
something unusual have blighted lives through their startling 
prognostications, none of which perhaps had any foundation 
as far as the science of Palmistry is concerned. 

129. Why are there so many opponents to Palmistry ?-Be
cause of ignorance of its principles anrl teachings It is gen-
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erally the case with this as with all else, those who are 
most severe in their judgment, are most ignorant on the 
subject; whereas no one should offer their opinion without 
first studying it and all the kindred sciences leading up to 
it, such as Physiology, Electricity, etc., as the following extract 
will tend to show. "It is a well-known fact that there are 
more nerves in the hand than in any other part of the body, 
and in the palm they are more numerous than in any other 
part of the band. The palms also contain a great number of 
corpuscles, which are arranged in regular rows, and are r.on
sidered to be a cause of the lines in the hands. A science 
which bas been firmly believed in, and practised by men of 
great learning ought not to be lightly treated by those who 
have never made it a subject of study." (W. H. Cotton, 
Future, Jan. 1893.) 

130. Are there not two hands alike, or so similar that the 
same characteri.~lics are ascr-ibed to each?-Undoubtedly there 
are similarities in the marking of hands, in the same way 
as there are faces similar to each other; but there are no two 
faces alike, and neither are there two hands whose markings 
are exactly the same. 

131. II ow ctre the ,r1reat va,riety of lines in the hands ac
counted for ?-On the same principle that no two characters are 
alike. Each person has his or her own individuality, and 
since there is the law of correspondence running throughout 
all nature, the hands must retain their distinct individuality, 
just in proportion as the character is an individual one. 

132. Is it necessary to lcnow both Chirognom.y nnd Chiromancy 
before being able to rend lw.nds properly ?-Yes, been.use although 
the character may be told from the shape of the hands alone, 
circurnsta,nces and influences from others, as shown by the 
lines, etc., on the hand, will ha,ve much bearing upon the 
manifestation or the Ruppression of the cha,racteristics; and 
likewise the shape of the hands have much inAuence upon the 
marks, lines, etc., as will be seen further on. 

133. L~ the system of hand phys-io_gnomy applicable in the 
cnse of children ?-It is not reliable before the age of seven 
at least, for up to that time the life of the child is moulded 
by others, but soon after then it begins to think for itself 
and thus its course in life is, to a certain extent, shaped by 
the action of it.s own individuality upon its surroundings. 

134. Is there any part-ic·ular time when the hcrnds can be 
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read to the best advantage ?-The hands can be best read in a 
normal condition, rather than when heated by exercise or after 
a full meal; the conditions of the body should also be normal 
if possible [tncl the morning or fore part of the day is best 
for this. 

135. How is the ha11d dealt with in Palmistry ?-The different 
parts of the hands are cbssified as follows :-1. Mounts. 
2. Lines. 3. Crosses and Lesser signs; all of which will be 
dealt with in their proper order. 



CHAPTER 11 

The Mounts 

S e C t i O n 1. THE MOUNTS. 

136. What is meant by a moitnt ?-The fleshy ball which is 
situate on the pa,lm of the hand, at the root of the thumb 
tind each finger, also at the percussion or outer edge of the 
band. Some mounts are towering, others spreading. 

137. What are the names of the mounts ?-Jupiter, Saturn, 
Apollo (also called Sun), Mercury, Mars, Moon (also called 
Luna), and Venus. 

138. ·where are the different mowits located ?-l. The 
mount of Jupiter is located at the root of the First finger. 
2. Saturn at the root of the Second finger. 3. Apollo at the 
root of the Third finger. 4. Mercury at the root of the Fourth 
finger. 5. There are two mounts of Mars, one located on the 
percussion of the hand, immediately below Mercury's mount, 
and the other below Jupiter's mount: the centre of the palm 
between these two mounts is called the Plain of Mars. 
6. Moon, located opposite the root of the thumb: it is divided 
from the mount of Mars by the extreme end of the middle 
line going across the hand, and reaches to the centre of the 
hand at the base, but does not enter the hollow or palm of 
the hand: it is divided from the mount of Venus by the Life 
line. 7. Venus is the lower part of the thumb on the palm 
side of the hand: it is encircled by the Life line running 
round its base like a hill surrounded by a river. 

139. What does the mount of Jttpiter indicate ?-When defi
cient it indicates a cold, selfish nature, a want of dignity and 
self-respect, and an utter disregard for religion or things of a 
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sacred nature. Such persons are ungentlem:mly and vulgar, 
and are seldom good looking. If fitll it indicates noble am
bition, love of nature, noble desires, much generosity, and love 
of religion. If excessive in development it indicates a super
stitious nature, exaggerated pri_de, and much self-esteem. Such 
persons love pomp and show, are extravagant, loud talkers, 
usually handsome and galhmt, but proud and self-sustained, 
and will proudly sulfer rather than submit. 

140. Wha,t does the mount o{ Saturn indicate?-When de
ficient the individual will have a very insignificant life; no
thing of great importance or great moment will occur to influ
ence him, but he will be devoid of much of the misery, if 
robbed of the fame, etc., which Saturn brings. If full it indi
cates prudence and wisdom, a certain amount of success in 
life, also a nature grave and sensitive, with a tendency to 
occult st_udy. If excpssively developed it indicates a predispo• 
sit.ion to mela,ncholia, and a tendency to commit suicide, al
though a very decided dread of the after life. It also shows 
the individual to be very sensitive and particular in most 
things, and fascinated by anything mysterious and occult, at 
the same time there is a curious indifference to public opinion. 

141. What does the mount of Apollo indicate ?-If deficient it 
indicates a deficiency of artistic ideas and tastes, no desire for 
embellishment, a disregard for popularity and a nature tending 
more to materialism than to anything high or ethereal. lf 
full it indicates love of art, music, sculpture, and literature of 
a poetical order, inventirn and imitative power, love of beauty, 
perfection and show, as also of the applause of the world ; 
such persons are usually eloquent and also affectionate, but 
owing to their high ideas, they are seldom fortunate in mar
riage. If excessive it indicates vanity, frivolity, excessive vain 
glory, and a tendency to do anything for the sake of applause 
or renown. 

142. What does the monnt of Mermry indicate ?-When 
deficient in development it shows a want of intellect; no ca
pacity for science or literature, resulting in a dull, negative, 
cheerless existence in which others do the thinking. If full 
it indicates love of change, trouble and excitement, but elo
quence, activity, cheerfnlness, and desire for renown; good 
capacity for scientific invention and commercial pursuits com
bined with love for occult studies, but extending only to the 
practical. If excessive it indicates impudence and falsehood, 
also a love of gain to such an extent that any means will 
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used 'to acquire it, so that theft and kleptomania., etc. are the 
results. 

143. What does the mount of J,tfars indicate ?-If deficient in 
development it indicates a cowardly spirit, a want of self
command, and inability to lead or govern others. If full it 
indicates courage, passive resistance, resignation in misfortune 
and resolution; ability to lead and command, and much 
warmth and ardour in all undertakings. That portion situate 
under Mercury, indicates passive courage or coolness, and that 
portion situate under Jupiter acti-ve courage or aggression and 
promptness of action. If excessive and spreading into the 
centre of the hand it indicates defiance of manner, a violent, 
insulting and cruel nature; it makes the subject hot-blooded 
and impetuous, and unless the reason is strong it shows an 
inclination to sensuality and tyranny. 

144. What does the mount of Moon indicate ?-When deficient 
in development it indicates an utter absence of all poetical 
tastes and imagination, therefore the nature is prosaic. If 
full it indicates a dreamy, sentimental nature, imaginative 
powers, love of mystery, power for occultism, a deep intuitive 
perception, reliability in dreams and presentiments: a restless, 
romantic and poetical nature, fond of solitude, but not much 
power of expression and no self-reliance. If excessive it in
dicates irritability, caprice unregulated, a morbid melancholy 
and fanatical imagination. Such persons would take pleasure 
in mournful and painful thoughts: they would have a sort 
of half mad joy in cherishing each pain, a fond caressing of 
foes' fiercest darts. 

145. What does the mount of V mus indicate?- lf deficient 
in development it indicates a cold, mean and selfish nature 
with no taste, in fact an utter dislike, for the society of the 
opposite sex, and not much life force or vitality; and what
ever friendships are formed are purely of a platonic, and not 
of a soulful type. This, however, is rarely seen, as it is con
trary to all else in nature, and is the outcome of a perversion 
of nature's laws. If full it indicates love of beauty, melody 
in music, dancing, a tender and affectionate nature though of 
a sexual order: it shows love of pleasure, a benevolent dispo
sition, desirous of giving pleasure to others, and a wish to be, 
prepossessing as well as a love of society, with capacity 
for painting, for musical and for poetical occupations. If 
excessive it indicates an excessive fondness for material and 
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sensual pleasures, a nature given to debauchery, vanity, flir
tation and inconstancy: it also shows a love of and capacity 
for a long existence, especially when that part nearest the 
wrist is very large. 

s e C t i O n 2. 'l'HE COMBINA'l'ION 0~' MOUN'l'S, 

146. What relation hcwe the mounts to the health ?-It has 
been observed that when certain mounts are excessive in devel
opment, the person is liable to suffer from certain diseases: 
thus with Jupiter excessive, there is a liability to lung and 
chest disorders, sudden fevers and apoplexy. With Satu1'1i 
excessive there is a liability to nervous disorders, and affec
tions of the bones, joints, spleen and teeth. With Apollo ex
cessive, there is a liability to weak sight, and other eye diseases, 
also brain affection, weakness of heart, spine, etc. With Mer
cury excessive, there is a liability to bilious attacks, coughs, 
impediments of speech, and a tendency to insanity. With 
Ma1·s excessive, there is a liability to small-pox, fevers, throat 
affections, hemorrhoids, and accidents from minerals and wea
pons. With Moon excessive, there is a liability to melancholia, 
madness, dropsy, consumption and accidents by water. " With 
Venus excessive there is a tendency to suffer from hysteria 
and female disorders; more especially if the mount of Moon 
be equal in development. 

147. Ilow can it be judged whether a mount is deficient, full, 
or excessive ?-In comparing it with the development of the 
whole hand: for instance, if Jupiter's mount be deficient, the 
hand will seem lean and small in that particular locality; 
but if it be full there will be a fleshy lump on that part, and 
if excessive that part of the hand will look too large in 
proportion to the other parts. 

148. Does a .~in,qle mount et/feet the character to the exclusion of 
all othe1·s ?--Sometimes, but it is a very rare occurrence, for 
generally two or three are equal in influence; hence it follows 
that the character will show a combination of the powers or 

• This is perhaps the most important mount. If thick and rather 
short, it shows strength of constitution and depth of feeling. If long 
and thin, it denotes inactivity of the system and great weakness: 
if very full at top part (near Mars) it indicates a gouty and bilious 
tendency: if full in the centre, it is a sign of internal weakness: 
but the best and happiest characteristics are indicated when it is 
larger at its base, than at the top neru: to Mars. 
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qualities indicated by the mount strongest in influence, and 
the lesser developed mounts will indicate the weakest parts 
of the character. 

149. If one mount is pi·edominant must it of' necessity indicate 
the leadin,q traits of the charcicter ?-Most certainly, a predomi
nance of power must have a predominance of effect and 
influence upon the character, but all the signs in the hand 
should be taken into account before judgment is given. 

150. Can it be ascertained whethe,· CJ large development of 
any moiint indicates good or bad chnracteristics ?-This may be 
easily ascertained (in a general way) from the tips of the 
fingers: for instance, if the finger be Spatulate the character
istics will tend to the material qualities of the mount; if 
Square the influence shown by the mount, will be absorbed 
and used by the reason; and if Psychical the manifestations 
of characteristics will be idealistic, intuitive, and imaginative. 

151. When all the mounts ewe equnl in development what 
does it indicnte ?-It is a sign of an harmonious character, one 
which will go through life without much friction, but the 
person will be devoid of great pleasures as well as have an 
absence of great trouble. 

152. When one mount runs into another what does it indicate? 
-A strong,· well-developed mount or factor in the character, 
attracts towards it weaker traits: for instance, a well-developed 
mount of Mercury will attract a weaker mount of Apollo, and 
then the artistic tendencies indicated by the latter, will be 
drawn into the stronger currents of the former, and thus 
artistic capacity will be made to serve the ends of commer
cialism or science shown by the mount of Mercury. 

153. Are nny of the mounts more particuforly developed on 
the SpatiilCJte hand ?- Yes: for instance, in a Spatulate hand, 
where the fingers are longer than the palm, Mercury is usually 
large, and there is a good amount of intuition, versatility, and 
scientific ability displayed in the character; but if the fingers 
are shorter than the palm Ma.rs will generally be found full 
and_ the nature will be a bold and courageous one, fond of 
field sports, agriculture, etc., but rather sensual. 

154. Are any of the mounts more particulcwly developed 011 

the Squa1·e type of hnnd? -If the t.ype is Square, the hand 
large and the fingers knotty, Venus is often fully developed, 
and it indicates respect of persons and for those in authority: 
love of order and things practical rather than ornamental, 
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,t reasonable, but very rom:1Dtic nature; if, however, Lhe fingers 
and palm are of Lhe same length, Jupiter will lie well defined 
,Lnd the person will be domesticated, pr:tetimtl, fond of mate
rial comforts, and will show a considerable amount of respect 
for persons. 

155. Are any .of the mounts more particularly developed on 
the Psychical type of hand?- Yes, with the Psychical hand 
thick aL the base, and short finger~, Venus iA usually large 
and the subject possesses a lov_e of luxury, refined tastes, and 
a bzy and luxurious disposition; such persons are usually good 
singers: but if the fingers are longer than the palm the 
mount of Moon will be well developed, consequently the char
acter will partake grcat.ly of those qualities which the mount 
of Moon indicates. 

156. What does a well-developed mount of Jupiter ind-icate 
on the different type8 of hands ?-On the Spatulatc type of 
hand it indicates love of rule and sway, amounting almost to 
tyranny and despotism; on the Square hand it indicates an 
increase of pride, self-respect and also love of show: but in the 
Psychical t.ype of hand an increased love and ardour for re
ligion and religious exercises will be manifested. 

157. What does a well-developed mount of Saturn illdi'.catc 
on the diff,,rent type,q of hands ?-On the Spatulafe hand it 
serves to cool the dash, ardour and enthusiasm of the suuject 
by imparting prudence and discretion; on the Square t.ype 
it shows a love for scientific religion, rather than a belief in 
set forms, creeds. and ceremonies, more especially if the fingers 
are knotty, which .tlso indicates much love of reason; and on 
the Psychical type it reduces the effect of an active imagina
tion and idealism by throwing a veil of prudence over it. 

158. What does a well-devoloped 1nou11t of Apollo indicate 
on the di'.lf aent types of hands ?-On t.he Spatulate hand it in
dicates a desire for wealth and I uxury; on the Square hand 
love of art in things practical only, or realistic art; on the 
Psychical lrn,nd it shows an exaggerated love of glory, and an 
intensified love of beautiful, iLleal, and perfect states. 

159. What does a well-developed mount of lYlercury indicate 
on the diffe,·ent types of hetnd8 ?-On the Sptttulate hand it in
dicates an increase of force and vehemence in desire for car· 
rying out ideas; on the Square hand, clearness of ideas either 
for science or cornmercP; and on the Psychical hand an in
crease of the ornamental powers which Mercury indicates. 
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160. What dors a well-developed 111/Junt of Mars indicate on 
·the diff'erent typ,•s of hands i'-On the Spatulate hand it indi
cates love of martial and field sports and a desire to over
come all opposition; on the Square hand it indicates vehe
mence to enforce Jnetholl, order, etc.; and on the Psychical 
band love of pictures representing battle fields, naval engage
ments, and RO on. 

161. What does a well-developed mount of Moon indicate 011 

the diff'ere11t type of hand8 ?-On the Spatulate hand it indicates 
an act ire imagination for the planning of new schemes, but 
it also embellishes the practical prosaic nature and shows 
poetic tendencies; on the Square type it indicates a constant 
struggl,! between the desire to act in accordance with the 
inugin,Ltion, and the wish lo deal with facts pure and simple; 
on the P8ychic,Ll type it shows an increase of imagination, a 
heightcnell desire for ]Jerfection, and if' the hand is soft the 
char:wter will be dreamy, unpractical and idle, but if the 
hand is firm and rather h,trd there will be good capacity for 
literature and art, as well as for poetry. 

162. TVhat does a well-developrrl mount of Venus indicate 
0,1 the diff'erent types of hands ?-Since the mount of Venus in
dicn,tes the desire to please, gracefulness, and love of melody, 
its development upon any type of hand shows an increase of 
that subtle something which in man is called "manly" and in 
woman "loveliness", "grace", "feminine charms", etc. 

163. ·when Jnpiter's mount is equally developed with each of 
the other monnt.~, whctt does it indicate ?-Jupiter and Saturn 
both fully developed indicate t.hat, the fate is a decided one, 
which strengthens and aids the ambition and good intentions 
of Jupiter, thus proclaiming the goodness of the individual; 
it also Rhows love of general knowledge and seience from an 
amateur point of view, with excellent power to individualize 
men and things. EqmLl with Apollo it is a sure indication 
of wealth and celeLriiy by scientific talent, as well as by 
fortune and dignity. Jupiter and Mercury both full shows 
an equal amount of ambition and capacity for science and 
commrrcial aLilii.y for the wholesale line of business; Jupiter 
and M,us both well-.developed indicate a strong de•sire to 
rise a.nd conq ner in opposition ; these mounts are generally 
equal on the h,iml~ of officers of the Army and Navy: such 
persons would manifest a desire to excel in literature, music, 
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etc., and with Venus equnJ to Jupiter t.l1ere would be a ~trong 
desire for praise, much vanity and a tendency to conceit. 

164. What effect has et large thumb with the first joint well 
developed itpon a large mount of Jupiter ?-This combina.iion 
indicates a love for religion and things of a sacred character, 
combined with a love of freedom in thought, and liberty to 
think out t.hings for self. 

165. When Saturn's ino1111t is eq1ially dr·veloped with oth,·r 
different mounts what does it indicate?-Equally developed with 
Apollo, it shows that inspiration, art and extravagance are 
subdued by the serious reflections from Saturn; eqnal wi lh 
Mercury it indicates a sullen revengeful nature, falsehood in 
love affairs, and a tendency to dishonest practices in business, 
but love of antiquarian research and talent for medical 
science; equal with Mars it indicates aggressive power, an 
audacious character, eccentricity in beliefs and opinions as 
well as a lack: of moral tastes; equal with the mount of 
Moon it indimLtes large intuition, power of comprehending 
things very quickly, an active but sober imagination and 
extraordinary powers for investigating occult science. It, also 
affects the health and shows a tendency to indigestion and 
insomnia. Saturn equally developed with Venu~ indicates 
piety, a desire for truth in religion and hence a tendency for 
thingR occult. The effect of Venus upon the gloomy influences 
of Saturn is to bring life and vivacity, beauty and grace into 
the nature, and so counterbaln.nce its depressing power, but 
there is a tendency for jealous suspicion arnl a love of display, 
although these things are mostly under control. 

166. W'/1en the ·mount o( Saturn leans towards Jnpiler what 
does it ·indicate ?-This Hhows an increase of the earnestness 
and seriousness of the religions tendencies which Jupiter 
indicates, but tones clown to a solemn and serious nature that 
a,mbition which a large development of tlrn.t mount is ,t 
sign of. 

167. When lltc mow,t of Satnrn leans to Apollo what does 
it i1uUcate?-This threatens a fatality which must Le striven 
agiiinst, for it i➔ the gloom of Saturn trying to ~hut out the 
light of the Sun (Apollo) and it has the effect of making the 
subject sad ancl taciturn. 

168. When the nwnnt of Apollo is equal in development with 
the vario1t.s other monnt.s what does it indicate ?-Equa11y devel-
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opecl with the mount of Mercury it indicates love of justice, 
scientific research and eloquence, but all artistic instincts 
will be subject to the clesire for commercial prosperity; there 
will also be much cheerfulness and hopefulness in the nature. 
Equally developed with Mars it is an inclication of much 
energy and ardour in the pursuit of art and also perseverance 
and force of action. with a love of representing active life in 
art. Equal in development with the mount of Moon it indi
cates light-heartedness, good sense, and imaginative powers; 
and equally developed with Venus, it shows poetry of motion, 
affauility, artistic grace and a desire to please others. 

169. When Mercury is equally developed with the va1'il)1tS 
other mou'llts what does it i11dicate ?-When equal in develop
ment with l\fars it indicatt>s a love of argument and strife, 
especi,illy of words; sprightliness, rapidity of thought and 
motion, and a tendency to disbelief or infidelity, but it is 
seldom that Mercmy is seen in equal development with Mars. 
Equal with the mount of Moon, it indicates intuition in deep 
scientific suujects and invariably a good amount of financbl 
success; when Mercury is equal in development with Venus, 
we find sympathy, eloquence, good fortune, humour, and often 
sincere piety, but if the hands have other unfavourable signs 
this combination will show n, tendency towards meddlesomeness 
and "inconstancy. 

170. When are the charctcteri,qtics of Mercw·y most favour
ably indicated ?-When Mercury is equal in development with 
Jupiter or with Venus; uut it is only when in conjunction 
with an equal development of Saturn that the evil aspects of 
this mount are manifested. 

171. When 1l1.en111·y leans towards the mount of Apollo what 
does it i11d1'.cate ?-Commercial instinct of an artistic nature and 
a love of speculation; it is also a sign of eloquence. 

172. What shape of hands are best for the favourable 11wni
festations of 1lferc1u·y's characteristics ?-Rather long hands, fin
gers smooth and soft, and the type mixed; the finger of Mercury 
long and pointed with the First joint developed, and the 
mount cut with deep straight lines; this combination indicates 
much power of thought, ability to reason on scientific subjects, 
and capacity to succeed both in the commercial and scientific 
world. 

173. How will sho1·t fingers affect the manifestation of Mei·• 
cn1·1/s characteristics ?-By indicat.ing thn.t the ideas, actio1rn 
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and words of the subject are brief and concise, and the 
manner of doing all things impulsive and hasty: such persons 
are very often envious, though amiable generally, and for the 
sake of having success would be inclined to take up many 
different pursuits, especially if others were having success in 
them. 

174. When Mars ·is equal in cleveluzmwnt with the ·various 
other mounts what does it inclicate ?- Equally developed with 
the mount of Moon it indicates love of navigation, an active 
imagination, love of talee and adventure, army life, etc.; 
equally developed with the mount of Venus it indicates much 
ardour in love, warm affectionate tenderness, and love of mar
tial music, but a jealous nature and inclination to sensuality. 

175. Is .ilifa.rs aff·ectecl by et large or .~mall thumb?- Yes, a 
large thumb with Mars well developed indicates that the 
subject is able to keep his temper under, to be persevering, 
but calm and not erratic; if the thumb is short or small, a 
good development of Mars indicates strength and courage to 
overcome the impulse shown by the short thumb. 

176. When the 11101111ts of JI.loon etltll Vcnns arc eqiwl in 
development u·lwt cloes -it -indicate ?-A romantic temperament, 
whole hearted devotion, an idealistic a,nd fantastic nature, and 
also much interest in all love matters and works of fiction. 

177. What effect has a lwrd hancl upon a large dc·velo.pinent 
of the mount of Moon?-The hardness of the hand shows the 
addition of grelLt activity to the imagination indicated by a 
large mount of Moon, and the subject will thereby be able 
to make good use of those powers by exercising them in a 
practical direction. 

178. What infiitence has a lcirge mount over one a trifie 
smaller ?-A large mount influences one a trifle smaller than 
itself, for the better manifestation of its own qualities. 



CHAPTER III 

The Palms 

179 .. In what way cloes the pctlm reveal character ?- First, the 
palm is divided into three 11arts representing the three worlds, 
material, intellectual, and Divine, in the same manner as the 
thumb and fingers are. That part of the hand including the 
mounts of Venus and the Moon up to the Hj'!ad line (see 
Plate IX), represents the animal nature or material world; 
that space between the Head line and the Heart line including 
the mount of Mars, represents the intellectual world or 
reasoning powers; whilst that portion above the Heart line 
to the roots of the fingers indicates the extent of the moral 
and intuitive powers, or the influence of the divine world upon 
our nature. Thus we see that a generalisation of the character 
is arrived at by a single glance at the hand. 

180. Do ctll Palmists clivicle the hancl into three when reacl-in_q 
the charncter?-No, Cheiro divides the hand into two only, 
calling the different portions hemispheres; in his readings the 
animal portion of the nature is separated from the intellectual 
portion by the Head line. 

181. Does the shape or size of the palm itself reveal charac
teristics? -Yes, in the science of character reading by the 
hand it is of great importance, and its size and shape, 
together with consistency, thickness, colour, etc., reveals much 
to the experienced Palmist. 

182. What cloes a wicle palm indicate ?-Courage, and love 
of· action; and if the outer edge or percussion of the hand 
possesses a decided curve it is an indication of plenty of cool 
courage in cases of emergency and self-defence: also good 
business ability and mechanical skill. 

40 
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183. What does a narrow thin palm indicate ?-A conventional 
soul, a narrow, yet weak-minded bigot, a want of sympathy 
and warm-heartedness, with scarcely any ability for business; 
but if the fingers are exceedingly long, thin and pointed, with 
Mercury's mount and finger well developed, there are tendencies 
for miserliness and avarice, especially if the thumb is straight 
and will not allow the hand to open freely. 

184. What does et th-iclc clwnsy palm indicette?-A rough, 
uncultured mind, with scarcely any sense of delicacy or 
refinement, a blunt soul, an intellect by no means keen, but 
there is plenty of obstinacy, brute force, and strong unbridled 
passions, especially if the thumb is wide and thick at its first 
phalange. 

185. Gem the shape of the pcdm be altered ?-Cheiro says: 
" The shape and type of ha,nds are mostly hereditary, whilst 
the lines, etc., are the result of external, astrological, cerebro
nervous, magnetic, and internal influences;" and to this 
opinion I agree, for the shape of the palm remains the same, 
although different kinds of employment, atmosphere, etc., may 
make it harder, or it may become thicker and softer by sedentary 
work or luxurious living, yet its inherent shape will remain_intact. 

186. What is the canse of lines being prodnced in the palm 
of the hand ?-Its extreme sensitiveness, for in the band the 
nerves are far more numerous than in any other part of the 
body, except in the tongue, and in the palm the nerves are 
more in number than in any other part of the hand; this 
accounts for the very keen sense of touch which the palm 
possesses, and it also accounts for the readiness of the palm 
to register the internal heat of the body: for in a fever the 
hand becomes very hot though the rest of the body may be 
cold. These are proofs that the nervous fluid from the bra.in 
acts directly upon the hand ; therefore the thoughts, feelings, 
actions, etc., clone through the medium of the brain impress 
themselves upon the hand, the more so because the nerve 
branches are ananged in regulai· rows in the palm of the 
hand, and are very close together. In this way, the band be
comes a register of feelings, passions and experiences, whether 
caused from within or without; and according as the impres
sions be deep or slight, or the subject impressionable oi" 
unimpressionable, so will the record be' more or less clear to 
the band reader. 

187. What does et hollow palm signify ?-It is not a very 
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fortunate sign, for although its possessor is of a hard working 
nature, there will be much disappointment, many reverses and 
failures in the struggle for success, owing chiefly to a lack of 
courage and determination. 

188. Whctt does et fiat palm indicate?- When there is no 
perceptible hollow in the palm of the hand it indicates a 
strong degree of resistance, courage, and fighting ability: 
such an individual usua,lly overcomes adverse circumstances 
and opposition, however fierce, especially when also endowed 
with a good development of thumb: 

189. Is the hollow of the JJCtlm always iJt the cenfre of the 
hand?- No, sometimes it inclines to one mount more than 
another, or is situate nearer to one line more than another. 

190. When the hollow of the pctlin incUnes to a pctrticitlar 
monnt or line what does ·it indicate ?-When it inclines to the 
line of Life or Venus it indicates unhappy experience in do
mestic life and with relatives: nearer the Fate line or centre 
of the hand dislLppointment in business and money affairs; 
under the line of Fortune or Apollo's mount, disappointment 
in position and failure in artistic undertakings ; and under 
the Heart line it shows sorrow through misplaced affection; 
thus we see the hollow palm to be a sign of a disappointed 
life in whatever direction it tends. 



---~----------~---------

[Before studying the following chnpters it would be wise for the 
student to acquaint himself with the names of the lines and general 
signs of the hand, so as to prevent confusion. 

For purposes of classification they are divided as follows :-1. Piin
cipttl lines. 2. Lesser lines. 3. Lesser signs. 4. Chance lines. 

'I'he Principal lines consist of:-The Life line, the Head line, the 
Heart line, the Fate line, the line of Fortune, the Health line, and 
the Ring of Venus. 

The Lesser lines comprise lhe Maniage line, the line of Mal'S, the 
line of Intuition, Vin Lnscivin, and the Rascette (lines on the wrist). 

'rhe Lesser signs comprise the Triangle, situate in lower part of 
palm, Upper, Lower and Outer Angles (parts of the Triangle): the 
Quadrangle, situate in Upper part of the palm; the Croix Mystique 
(Cross of Mystery), tho Cross, the Star, the Square, the Island, the 
Point, the Triangle, the Circle, the Grille, and Solomon's Ring, nil of 
which are small lines formed into tlie shapes which their respective 
names indicate.] 

CHAPTER IV 

Principal Lines 

8 e C t i On 1. GENERAL QUERIES. 

191. How many lines are there in the hand ?-The actual 
number of lines in the hand varies to a considerable extent, 
but the number of the principal lines which are of most im
portance in Palmistry are seven. 

192. What a1'e the names of the Principal lines ?- l. Life, 
2. Head, 3. Heart, 4. Fate, 5. Fortune, 6. Health, 7. Ring of 
Venus (or Saturn). 

193. Where are the Principctl lines located ?--1. The line of 
Life encircles the thumb; 2. the line of Head commences 
close to, or is joined to the Life line, and crosses the centre 
of the hand more or less; 3. the line of Heart starts 
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beneath the mount of Mercury on the percussion, or outside 
part of the hand, and crosses the palm towards Jupiter's 
mount, which it sometimes passes; 4. the line of Fate starts 
in the palm or in the base of the hand, and goes towards 
Saturn's mount; 5. the line of Fortune starts from near the 
Life line or on the base of the lmnd, and goes towards the 
mount of Apollo; 6. the line of Health (or Hepatic line) 
starts from near the Life line and goes towards the mount 
of Mercury; 7. the Ring of Venus (or Saturn) encircles the 
mounts of Saturn and Apollo. (See Plate I.) 

194. Of what form ou,qht the lines to be in order to have et 
good indication ?-They should be neither too pale and shallow, 
or too deep and narrow, but decided and clear, and when 
such is the case the manifestation is always happiest. 

195. What are very red 1-ines an ind-ication of?- Very reel 
lines denote activity and cheerfulness, with a good degree uf 
healthy ambition, bodily strength and arterial circulation, 
therefore the indication is a good one. 

196. What do pale lines signify ?-Pale and bloodless lines 
show weakness of constitut.ion and inequality in the circulation 
of the blood, they are also an indication that the natuml 
forces of the character are weakened. 

197. What do da1·k or piirple lines ·indicate ?-They are a 
sign of low spirits and a melancholy nature; at the same 
time they indicate a proud and haughty reserve, with capacity 
for cunning and underhanded cruelty. 

198, What cire yellowish lines a sivn of ?-These indicate 
a bilious tendency, for the yellow colour }Jroves that an excess 
of bile has mingled with the blood, thus showing the person 
to have a tendency for liver complaints. 

199. Wh,tt do black ,spots and livid or colourless holes on ci 
1-ine indicate?-Black sp·ots show a tendency for nervous diseases. 
n,ncl n, colourless hole shows organic affection, according to 
the line upon which it is seen; for instance, on the Heart 
line organic affection of the heart., etc. 

200. What is the fodfoation of branchrs upon a principal 
line ?-When a brnnch rises or goes towards the fingers it is 
a sign of ambition, progress, and gain, no matter where seen; 
but if it descends, or goes towards t be wrist,,,the indication is 
bad, showing n, retrograde nature, losses, or liability to go 
backward rather than forward in social life. 
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201. What does ci chainecl or broken 11:ne indicate ?-Chained 
or broken lines are a sign of obstacles or weakness of the quali
ties indicated by the particular line which is chained or broken. 

202. What does a wa:vy line indicate ?-It is a sign of 
constant ill luck in the undertakings or health, according to 
which line it appears upon; and the ill luck lasts as long as 
the wavy appearance is visible. 

203. Are small iines which cross the chief lines good or bad 
omens ?-Generally bad, as they indicate obstacles, but their 
proper signification will be dealt with as we come to each 
individual line. 

204. Is a forlcecl appearance at the end or conunencement of 
a line a good or ci bad indication?- When a line is split into 
two, that is just forked, it is good: but if split into several 
pieces representing a tassel, it is a sign of weakness in those 
characteristics represented by the special line on which it 
is seen. 

205. What is the meaning of a double line ?-A double or 
sister line always counteracts any evil signs that may be in 
a principal line, whilst it strengthens the good; it is therefore 
a favourable sign wherever seen. 

206. What does a hancl marlced with very few lines ind·icate? 
-That the individual is not very sensitive or easily impressed, 
but is capable of controlling his feelings well, that he has a 
strong nene and is not readily influenced either for good or 
evil; for it must always be borne in mind that the hand is 
the chronicle or register of impressions, thoughts, actions, 
events and feelings; and according as the impression is deep 
or· shallow so will the hand record it. A scantily marked 
hand is also a sign of activity and hard work. 

207. What is the meaning of the palm being covered all over 
with numeroi.is sma/ l 1-ines ?-It is an indication that the tem
perament is. nervous or mental, that the person is easily af
fected by surrounding influences, feels everything very keenly, 
is capable of great enjoyments, as well as intense pain and 
sorrow and is sensitive to atmospheric changes and soon upset. 

208. Why are the lines in one hand frequently marked more 
plain and cleep than in the other?-Some Palmists teach that 
those persons who are born at night, have more plainly 
IIHtrked lines in the left hand than in the right, and those who 
are born during the clay have the right hand marked more 
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clearly: this, however, is not reliable. I have found that every 
sensitive person, i.e. persons possessing psychic or spiritual 
gifts, has more and deeper lines on the left hand than on the 
right; whilst an active positive person, who holds his own life, 
action and fate as it were in his own hands, or under the 
control of his own will, has the deeper marks in the right hand. 

209. Sho1,tld a single indication be taken cts "final or conclii,sive 
when seen on a hand ?-No, if a sign appears in one hand, 
either of illness or any other misfortune, it should be taken 
,1,s a warning of the approach of clanger: before it is accepted 
as -final, or not likely to be overcome in any other way, a 
similar mark in the other hand, or corroborating signs should 
be present, for it frequently occurs that good signs in one 
hrtnd counteract the signs of evil indicated by the other. 

s e C t i On 2. 'fflF, LIFE LINE. 

210. Where is the line of Life sitnated ?-It runs round the 
base of the thumb, starting at the edge of the hand about 
midway between the index finger and the thumb; in some 
cases it quite encircles the thumb, but in many it ends wl1en 
it reaches lbe wrist. (See Plate I.) 

211. What does the line of Life ·indicate ?-It shows the 
health, past, present and future, of the individual, also time 
of illness, accidents, shocks, influences of other persons on the 
individual, and probable length of life. 

212. What is considered a good Life line ?-It should be 
clear cut, well formed, entirely surrounding the base of the 
thumb, coming far out into the palm and of a good healthy 
colour; it then promises a life which is long and without 
serious illness. 

213. What ·is the appearcrnce of et bad Une of Life?- When 
pale and cut deep into the hand it is a sign of ill health 
and a bad disposition; when it is chained or shallow and 
broken the subject bas delicate health, and when it is short 
in both bands, it is an indication of ,Ln early death. 

214. Ilow can the len,qth of life be told from the. Life line?
It is divided into sections of five years, and according to the 
point on the hand where the line ends, the catastrophe, or 
death will be notified. (See Plate IX.) 

215. Can the time of death be acciii·ately precl-icted?-Not 
decisively, for that would imply dire fatalism. When the 
Life line stops suddenly in both hands, at the same time, in 
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all probability the life will end suddenly at that time; but 
it must only then be taken as a grave warning, for careful
ness in habits, etc., may prolong the life, especially when the 
lower part of the mount of Venus is large, showing good life 
force, since it is for our actions in the prc,cnt to build up 
our future for us. As a rule when care is taken to rwoicl an 
impending clanger, the lines will gradually alter aml present 
a more favourable appearance; this has taken place under my 
own persona.I observation. In the same way, when a careless 
system of life and habit is pursued, a hand full of promise 
for a long life of health and prosperity will gradually alter 
for the worse, and the career end before nature intended it 
should; so that the will and action of the subject must always 
be taken into consideration when making a prognostication, 
or reading the probabilities which the future has in store. 

216. Are there any s,igns which modify the et>il effects of et 
short Life line ?- Yes, if the first phalange of the thumb is 
long, the Head line good, straight and clear, and a sister line 
running parallel by the side of the broken or short Life line, 
the life may then be preserved, because the desire to live 
will be strong and the strength of will also being great, these 
two powers overcome many obstacles in the way of recovery 
from illness or weakness. 

217. What effect has a Sister line 1ipon the Life Une ?-This 
is a counteraction for the ills shown on the Life line, tmless 
the same ills reach to and affect the sister line also, when 
the life will indeed be unfortunate; but as a rule the sister 
line means strength and vitality whenever seen: it also indi
cates an increase of happiness and promises a life of pleasure 
and luxury. 

218. What is the meaning of et f01·Tc on the Life line ?-A 
fork at the commencement is a sign that the subject is vain 
and undecided in character and changeable in love and friend
ship. A fork from the Life line attaching itself to the Head 
line is an indication of uprightness and sincerity, also of 
faithfulness in affairs of love. A forked Life line in the 
centre of the hand shows a failure of nerve force, and great 
care must be taken at tlrn,t period of the life, or there will 
be great danger to the health, and more especially if one 
encl of the fork goes towards the mount of Vemis. A forked 
termination to the Life line shows clanger of poverty and 
threatens overwork in old age and consequent weakness to 
health. (See Plate X.) 
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219. What is the indiccttion of et tasselled end to the Life 
line ?-This is an unfortunate sign, for it indicates loss of 
money and property, a,nd consequent poverty in old age: it 
is a confirmation of the evils which the forked end threatens. 

220. What is the mecming of the Life Une stctrting high up 
on the rnount of Jupiter ?-This sign is very rare, but when 
seen it is fortunate, for it denotes strong ambition rewarded 
with success; prosperity in all undertakings and general good 
fortune, also a good and noble disposition. 

221. What is the meaning of the Life Une coming far ont 
into the palm of the hand ?-Where this is seen, there is al
ways a very large stock of vitality, as it is caused by the 
mount of Venus being large and this mount always signifies 
the life giving power or capacity to exist; it may there
fore be safely inferred, that a person possessing this sign, will 
live to a very great age and enjoy good health provided ac
cidents, etc. are avoided. 

222. What does a Une from the Life line to Jitpiter' s mount 
indicate ?-If clear and strong, it indicates healthy ambition 
crowned with success: it shows lofty aims and a certain 
amount of independence and self-reliance, but it is always a 
happy sign. · 

223. What does a straight line. from the Life line to Satitrn's 
mount -indicate?- It shows a new enterprise, or work taken up 
which will affect the future life and fate of the subject, and 
the date of the starting of the enterprise can be ascertained 
from its position on the Life line (see Plate X); if, however, 
this line is broken, but joined to the Fate line, it indicates 
a dangerous illness from which the subject is preserved by 
fate or his surroundings. 

224. What does et line from the Life line leading up to the 
base of Satitrn's finger inclicate?-This is an unfortunate sign, 
especially for a female, for it is an indication that the bane
ful influence of Saturn upon the life is strong, and thus in
creases the danger to the health and life of females during 
parturition. 

225. What cloes et clear strnight line f1·om the Life line to 
the mount of .Apollo indicate ?-lt is an indication that success, 
fame and celebrity will be obtfl,ined by the subject at the 
date shown by its starting point on the line of Life, and that 
the success will be obtained from artistic employment: if the 
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line is not very clear it shows difficulties in the way of 
personal character; these difficulties ca,n, however, be overcome 
by care and prudence. 

226. What is the indication of a line from the Life Une to 
the mount of Mercury ?-If clear and straight this line is a 
sure indication of success in either business or science. 

227. What does a line from the Life line to the mount of 
Mctrs indicate ?-Great danger of the subject receiving a wound 
in battle, by strife, or by going under an operation. 

228. What is the meaning of et clectr line from the line of 
Life to the centre of the mo1mt of Moon ?-This is a sign of a, 
love of excitement of all kinds, more especially if the line 
starts just on the mount of Yen us; for it shows an intemperate 
nature and predisposition to drunkenness. 

229. What is the meaning of a short thick line from the 
Life line at bctse of hand to the mount of Moon ?-It always 
denotes the presence of the germs of gout or rheumatism in 
the system of the subject upon whose hand the line appears. 

230. What does a split Life Une indicate when one bra11ch 
runs on to the mount of Moon and the other round the mount of 
Venus ?-This is an indication that the subject will travel, will 
take up his abode in another country and die there: some 
authors assert it a sign of madness or brain trouble towards 
the encl of life, but the assertion requires proof. 

231. TVhat is the meaning of smaller lines going from the 
Life lfoe to the different mounts?-The indication of these must 
be looked for in the mount towards which they lean, the 
influence of other lines which cross these must also be taken 
into account before judgment is given. 

232. What is the meaning of small ascendin_q branches on 
the Life line ?-These are a sign that the subject is of an 
aspiring nature, will make the most of life's opportunities, and 
if these lines •pass through the Head or Heart lines they show 
much personal merit rewarded by success. (See Plate X.) 

233. What is the meanin,q of descendin_q branches 011 the 
Life Une ?-They are a sign of losses both of health, riches and 
friends, and the time of such loss is shown by the age at 
which the branch starts on the Life line. (See Plate X.) 

234. What is the indication of lines which 1-i.m towctrds the 
Life line from the other mounts or lines ?-Their individual sig
nification depends upon the starting point: for instance, a 
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line from the Head line to the Life line indicates a disease 
or illness ,1,rising from the brnin or an injury to the head by 
a blow or accident; whilst a line from the cent.re of the palm 
to the Life line tells of struggles with trouble of a natural 
order affecting the life and surroundings. 

235. What is the meaning of lines from the mount of Venus 
cutt-ing the Life line?-These lines always denote worry and 
trouble according t.o the length and direction in which they 
go after cutting the Life line, but they will be fully explained 
under the heading of "Lines from the mount of Venus". 

236. What does a Une from the Heart line to the Life line 
indicate?-This is a sign that the health is injured at that 
particular age by anxieties caused by love atfairs: but if no 
corroborative signs of love troubles appear in the hands, this 
sign shows illness caused by weakness of the heart. 

237. What does a break in the Life line -indicate ?--It is a 
sign of illness at the age shown by the position of the break; 
if present in both hands it shows very great danger of death: 
but a sign of danger in one hand should always be confirmed 
in the other before reliance is placed upon it. 

238. 1'Vhat is the fodication of a c1·oss bar joinin,q together 
a broken Life 1-ine?--It is an indication of preservation from 
the danger of death which the break in the Life line threatens, 
and a Square formed by two crossed lines connecting the two 
broken ends of Life line has the same signification; for a 
Square or a mend is al ways a sign of preservation from clan
ger. (See Plate X.) 

239. What is the meaning of a branch from the Life Une 
being cut across by. ci small ray ?-This is an unhappy omen 
a.ncl shows clanger of a lawsuit, or separation from husband or 
wife, or some similar domestic calamity at the age when it 
appears on the hand; especially if the branch line runs on to 
the mount of Venus. 

240. What is the meanin,q of many little cross lines on the 
Life lhie?-These are indications of illnesses, though not of a 
serious nature, and are usually headaches, biliousness, nervous 
prostration, neuralgia, etc. 

241. What is the indication of a Une {ormin.lJ a circle on 
the Life line ?-This is a very unfortunate sign and indicates 
blindness, or an injury to the eye: if seen on both hands it 
is a sure sign of total blindness. 
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s e C t i On 3. THE HEAD LINE. 

242. Where is the line of Head sitnate ?-It starts witb, or 
near to the Life line and runs across the hand in rather a 
sloping direction, instead of following the same course as the 
Life line. (See Plate I.) 

243. What does the line of Head ind·icate ?-It shows the 
amount of intelligence which its owner possesses, the strength 
of mind, memory, brain power, prudence and capacity to fight 
life's battles from an intellectual standpoint. (See Plate XI.) 

244. What ls the appe,irctnce of a good Head l-ine ?- It 
should sta,rt with the Life line, but separate from it between 
the first and second fingers, go clear and straight across to 
the mount of Mars, Lut without crossing that mount; it should 
be without branches or cross lines except those of Fate and 
Fortune, and of a good colour without being too deep. The 
r1ualities indicated by such a. Head line are those of a clear
headed, intelligent, self-reliant but prudent person, with a 
good amount of courage, concentration, force and energy of 
character combined with uprightness of mind. 

245. How can rt weak or bail I-Iea.d Une be lcnown?-By start
ing apart from the Life line, and yet reaching only to the 
centre of the palm, it then shows weakness of intellect combined 
with over self.confidence, thereby giving rashness of action in 
some things and indecision in others. When it reaches only 
opposite to the second finger it indicates a short life, espe
cially when this sign is in both hands ; if it is chained there 
is great liability tu headaches, and when it is broken in both 
hands under the mount of Saturn it is a sign of death by 
violent measures. If pale and short it indicates a weak will 
and poor intellect. 

246. What doPs a long line of Head ind·iccite ?-In a sensi
tive hand (that is much rayed or with many lines all over it) 
a long Head line indicates power to sift, reason and enquire 
into the promptings of intuitive power indicated by the rayed 
hand, also great self-control and coolness in time of danger 
or emergency; whilst the intellect gives reasons, ways and 
means for averting the same: if, however, it is over long and 
reaching on to the percussion it is au indication of meanness, 
avariciousness and selfishness, although this would be greatly 
modified by a good mount of Jupiter and Apollo, also by a 
soft hand and by fingers and thumb which turn outward. 
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When long a.nd thin without any branches or rays, it is an 
indication of unfaithfulness and treachery, both in business, 
love, and domestic affairs. If long and sloping on to the 
mount of Moon, it indicates a love of the mysterious and 
beautiful a,nd a, drea,my, inmginative nature, fond of poetry. 
(See Plate XL) 

247. What is the ind·ication of a short Head 1-ine ?-If it 
stops immediately under the mount of Saturn, it is a, sign of 
an early deat.h when other signs appear on the Life line to 
corroborate it: if not, it is a sign of loss of reason through 
some love affair, more especially if repeated in both hands. 
If it stops under the mount of Apollo it shows the subject to 
have a want of order and fixedness of ideas, and consequently 
a love of change and carelessness will be shown. A short 
Head line combined with a short Life line, is a sure sign of 
an early and sudden death, if events are allowed to take 
their own course. 

248. What does a Double line of Head indicate?-" Cheiro" 
says, "I have noticed that persons possessing this line have 
a, double nature; one side sensitive, a,nd the other side cold 
and cruel. They also have wonderful powers of constrnction, 
their plans are good, their advice excellent, and with a strong 
thumb it shows them to possess power to win ancl make 
a name, and to hold and keep their position. " This definition 
may, or may not be the correct one, for the double Head line 
is a rarity and does not afford much opportunity for observing 
its effect upon individuals as a whole: but from my own ex
perience I am of opinion that it indicates an increase of in
tellectual capacity ancl good inheritance and fortune. 

249. ·what would be the indicat-ion supposin_q the Bead line 
to be absent?-An entire absence of any of the principal lines 
denotes either a, physical or moral deformity or imperfection, 
according to which line is absent. The absence of the Head 
line would indicate the presence of the germ of an incurable 
disease in the system, hindering the full development of the 
mental powers and thus producing a onesided cha.racter. On an 
otherwise good and sensitive hand the absence of this line 
shows intense feel-ing and an emotional nature, a person whose 
life is governed by feeling rather than by reason, by the 
heart more than by the head. Those cases where the Head 
and Heart lines form one bnr across the hand must not be 
taken as an entire absence of the Head line. (See Question 289.) 
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250. What -is the mea11i11_q of the Head l-ine bein.(J 11rnchjoi11ed 
to the Life 7-ine ?-This union of Head and Life line shows the 
subject to be very sensitive and impressionable, and a victim 
to severe headaches; but it also shows much cautiousness, a 
lack of self-confidence, and is an indication that the early life 
of the subject was sheltered and guarded by others so that 
responsibility was not felt at a tender age; in such a case as 
this, faith and confidence in self should be stimulated. When 
these lines are joined together, the t.humb strong, and other 
favourable signs arc present in the hand, it is merely an in
dication of caution, prudence and circumspection; a tendency 
to think a matter well over before deciding. If the Head line 
does not leave the Life line until it arrives opposite Saturn's 
mount, it is an indication of education and brain development. 
being acquired late in life. (See Plate XL) 

2fil. What does the Head Une ind-icate when separate from 
the l-i11e of Li( e ?-If a good way apart it is an indication of 
a g·o-ahead nature, too much self-confidence, impulse and 
rashness; a foolhardy person whose life is governed by egotism 
rather than by reason or intelligence. lt is good, however, 
for persons in public life such as actors, lecturers, etc., to 
possess the sign, because it enables them to be prompt in 
action and confident of success: but it also needs a well de
veloped thumb to keep steady the impulse, and it would be 
well for anyone possessing this sign at all distinct to sleep 
before giving their opinion or deciding upon anything. (See 
Plate Xl.) 

If the line is only just ::tpart from the Life line it indicates 
energy and a,bility to carry out the dictates of ambition, also 
power to govern and command : if the hand is otherwise good, 
such a person may be certain of success ; he will rise in the 
world, for he possesses sufficient faith in himself to enable 
him to succeed in his own undertakings, ::tnd yet is not above 
receiving hints and advice from others. A Head line that is 
weak and yet sep::trate from the Life line indicates a poor 
intellect, but over confidence, also a deceitful, envious and 
jealous nature; some writers assert it n, sign of a tendency 
to weak sight, but I have not verified this. If the Head line 
be separated from the Life line but connected by branches, 
it. shows a good amount of self-confidence and intelligence, 

. but want of tact, producing impulsiveness in action and es
pecially in speech, with a bad temper. When the Head line 
is connected to the Life line by small lines in the foi·m of !I, 
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cross, it is an indication of domestic trouble, and if the rest 
of the hand be good it betrays a tendency to too rapid con
clusions on things of an important nature: if the mount of 
Mars or Saturn be well developed also, audacity and enthu
siasm will be the result. 

252. When the Head line is separate from the Life line in 
one hand ctnd joined in the other what does it indicate·?-lf it 
is separate in the left hand and joined in the right, it .is an 
indication that the self-confidence of the person has been 
snubbed so much in early life, and the consequence of impulse 
has been so bitter, that it has taught him a lesson: the results 
of that lesson are shown by the Head line being attached to 
the line of Life in thP right (active) hand. If it is joined in 
the left hand and separate in the right, it shows the self
confidence has been cultivated :md the natural timidity overcome, 
which makes the chances of success in life far more promising. 

253. lYhen the Head line starts on the rnount of' Jnpiter 
what does it indicate ?-This is a sign of unbounded ambition, 
but if the Head line is long, it also denotes distinct success 
and the reward of ambit.ion. 

254. TVhen the Head line turns in the direction of any 111ow1t 
what does it indicate?-This is an indication that the Head, 
or mental powers are too much influenced by the qualities of 
the mount to which it turns; for instance, if it turns towards 
Saturn the subject will be affected with gloomy and melan
choly feelings: if towards the mount of Mercury, the desire 
for riches may result in dishonest practices such as thieving, 
etc., unless the thumb is well developed; and when towards 
the mount of Moon excessive imagination and dreamy idealism 
is the result. If the Head line reaches up to any of the 
mounts the result is still more unfortunate, as it indicates 
such an excessive manifestation of the qualities indicated by 
the mount as to entirely overbalance reason; hence if it 
reaches up to the mount of Saturn, religious mania will 
follow: to Apollo, madness on art: to Mercury excessive deceit, 
and madness on occultism or business; and if it inclines 
midway between the mounts of Apollo and Mercury, it is an 
indication of success in artistic labours, although the success 
achieved is mainly clue to a knowledge and the influence 
of science. (See Plate Xl.) 

255. TVhat is the indication of lines runnin_q from the line 
of Head to the different 11101111/s ?- Such lines indicate a strength-
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el)ing of the qualities of the particular mount to which 
they run and show the intellect to be in harmony with the 
action of the qualities indicated by the mount; or in other 
words that the intellect controls _ and directs the natural 
capacity: for instance, a line to the mount of Moon indicates 
that the occult and imaginative powers are directed and 
controlled by the intellect: to Mercury, that the intellect is 
used for science or commerce; and to Apollo, that love of art 
is assisted by the intellect and reason. 

256. rVhat is the mecining o{ a line fi·om the Head line 
rumning to the root o{ J1tpiter's fin_qer?-'I'his is a sign of great 
ambition, intense pride and vanity which is easily wounded; 
but it also indicates the capacity of the subject to make a 
way in life and betokens success generally. (See Plate XL) 

257. rVJwt is the meaning o{ a broken and blurred Head 
line 1mder the mount of JupitPr ?-It is a sign of brain and 
nervous disorders, probably of the spine or paralysis, but the 
Head line should be joined to the Life line at the same time, 
for this to be re liable. 

258. What is the mea11ing of a broken Head line ?-Jt is a 
sign of a wound c;ausecl by an injury to the head, an accident 
or an operation-if this appears shattered, with a cross on the 
plain of Mars (centre of hand) with short nails, it shows a 
tendency to epilep8y. When broken in several places it is a 
sign of continual head suffering, loss of memory and general 
weakness of the nervous syatem; such a Head line counteracts 
much of the good influence shown by a strong thumb: long 
fingers also lose their signification of love of detail when this 
sign is present, for it denotes inability to attend to details. 

259. What is the meanin.CJ of many /foes crossing the Head 
line ?-'l'hese show little illnesses such as headaches, nervous 
disorders, etc.. but when these small lines are only in the 
very centre of the hand they are supposed to be a sign of 
dishonesty: however, such is not my experience, except where 
the rest of the hand denotes dishonest tendencies. 

260. JVhat is the mecmin_q of the Head line ly-i?ig close to 
the Heart line ?-lt shows that the heart rules the bead, or 
that the intellect and reason are less in power than impulse 
and feeling: the subject will therefore be guilty of rash and 
foolish acts especially where love and friendship is concerned. 
'i:Vhen small lines run from the Head line to the Heart line, 
it. is an indication that the affections are governed by fascina• 
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tion, without the aid of the intellect or reasoning power, and 
this is more sure in the bands of females, as they are naturally 
the more easily fascinated and more impulsive .. 

261. What does the Head l-ine ind-icate .when t·urni'.ng in the 
clfrectio11 of the Heart line ?-This is an indication that the 
passions or affections domineer over, and unduly influence the 
reasoning power, and is therefore unfortunate: if this line 
should touch the Heart line and become merged into it, it is 
a sign of a deep affection which threatens to over-balance 
reason, culminate in madness, and bring the unhappy subject 
to an early grave. If the Head line brnnches into the Heart 
line at its end, it is an indication that Rome terrible fascina
tion or love aff,tir has overtaken the subject, and affects him 
so strongly that it blinds him to all sense of reason, and 
makes him oblivious of danger, and if this sign is repeated in 
both hands it is a sign that ruin is the resu It oft hat fascina
tion. (See Plate XI.) 

262. What -is the meaning of the Head line tum-ing rouncl 
towards the thwmb ?-This shows much self-esteem and exag
gerated egotism, which usually results in the misfortune and 
downfa,ll of the subject. 

263. What is the mean-ing of et chctined appearance to the 
Head line ?--This shows a want of fixedness of ideas, and a 
tendency to falter and be undecided in matters of importance. 

264. What does et wnvy Head l-ine indicate ?-It is a sign of 
weakness of brain power, unequal circulation of the blood in 
the brain, showing head suffering; and if there is a cross on 
the line with dotted points near it, in the centre of the hand, 
it is a sure sign of epileptic tendencies. 

265. What does a Heacl l-ine twisted and of unequnl thick
ness -indicate?-This is a sign of weakness of liver, and where 
thin also, it shows bad health for as long a,s the thin condi
tion remains: an unequal Head line also indicates a selfish 
disposition and lowness of spirits. If the line has the ttppear
ance of being knotted up, it is a bacl sign, because it shows 
the subject to possess such a bad temper ancl cruel dispo
sit.ion that he will have a tendency to commit murder on the 
spur of the moment. 

266. TVha.t does a long narrow Head line indicate?-This 
means that the subject will be fond of speculations and run
ning risks in business, and if the second and third fingers 
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are of equal length such a person may be safely called a 
gambler. If it slopes very much ou to the mount of Moon, 
there will be too much imagination controlling the intellect 
and producing many eccentric ideas and habits. 

267. What is the meaning of a sloping Head line in one 
hand and et straight O.'le in the other?- This is an indication 
that the possessor has strong intuitive perception, an intellec
tual love of the beautiful, with good occult powers, as shewn 
by the sloping line, but this is held in abeyance by the de
ductive and logical powers as indicated by the straight line 
in the other hand. 

268. What is the meaning of a fork at the end of the Head 
line ?-If this fork is on or leading to the mount of Mars, it 
shows stratagem and ability to see all sides to a question, 
especially if the line of Fortune is clear. If the line is joined 
to the Life line at commencement, this fork indicates a love 
of literary work, also originality and much imagination: if 
the fork is a long one and curves towards the mount of 
Moon, then the subject will be fond of occultism, will possess 
clairvoyant and intuitive gifts, with accuracy in dreams, pre
sentiments and first impressions, will rilso be a clever sophist and 
always able to emerge from a dilemma, and fond of controversy 
and argument; if, however, this sloping line forks almost to the 
wrist it shows a danger of self-delusion and tlrn,t the imagination 
has a fatal influence over the life; when one end of the fork 
goes straight across the hand and the other comes downwards 
to the wrist it indicates good practical sense of an idealistic 
and poetic nature, for it combines a good ·strong Head line 
with the influence of a good mount of Moon. If one end of 
the fork touches the line of Heart-, and the other goes on to 
the mount of Moon, it shows an affection so strong that in
tellect-, reason and all else is sacrificed for it, and if the Fate 
line is also stopped by the line of Heart, ruin of' body and 
mind has followed this strong love. 

269. Wha,t is the meaning of the I-lead l-ine straight with the 
except·ion of -its end tnrnin_q towctrcls Mercnry ?-This is an in
dication that the subject has very good business ability, but 
i~ grasping and penurious, using all his intellectual capacity 
for the purpose of procuring weftlth. 

270. What is the meanin,q of a l-ine ·in the form of a circle 
at the end of a I-lead l-ine which nms into the inou,nt of .Moon?
'This is a sign of danger of death by drowning, and if this 
indication appears in both hands the signification is sure. 
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271. Wh.at is the meaning of a semicircular 1-ine on or near 
the Head line?- When below the Head line and yet attached 
to it., it is the sign of a violent death through the fault of the 
person himself, but this sign is rare and must not be con
f01mded with an island. 

272. Does et good Head line modify any evil or wectk signs 
in the hand ?-Yes, especially if the mount of Mars is well 
developed, because these two combined indicate good reason, 
energy, constancy, coolness and power to resist; which forces 
will br. enough to counteract much that is evil. 

S e C t i O 11 4. THE HEAR'l' LINE. 

273. Where is the Heart line situated ?-It runs across the 
hand under the mounts: it starts at the outer edge of the 
hand and generally reaches to the mount of Jupiter; occasion
ally it goes to the edge of the hand between the thumb and 
first finger, but this is of rare occurrence. (Sec Plate I.) 

274. What does the He!J.rt line si'.g11ify ?-It denotes the 
amount and quality of the heart's affections, and also shews 
the condition of that organ, etc., according to its length, 
colour, and formation. 

275. What is the best coloitr for the Heart Une to be?- Of 
a healthy pinkish colour, for when very red it shows much 
passion and affection, a warm-blooded, enthusiastic nature, 

consequently impulsive and wayward in love affairs; and if 
Saturn's ring (or ring of Venus) is present and broken up it is 
a sign of hysteria. lf the Heart line is yellow it is a sign of 
jaundice and biliousness; and if pale it is a sign of weak cir
culation, a cold--blooded and indifferent nature a,lmost free 
from naturnl affection: this is especially so if the line be also 
chained. A pale line also shows a nature given to dissi
pation. 

276. Of what format-ion should the Heart line be ?-It should 
be straight and clear, not too broad or hollow, and should 
send out branches towards the mount of Jupiter. If this line 
passes the mount of Jupiter and turns round the edge of the 
hand (which is very rare), it shows excessive love and s11crifice 
of self for the object of that love. (See Pla,te XII.) 

277. 1-Vhat cloes a long Heart line indicate ?-The strength 
of the affection is known by the length of this line, and 
therefore the longer Urn line, the stronger the affection. 
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When this line goes straight across the hand from the per
cussion to the mount of Jupiter and turns round the fore
finger it shows the affection to be very strong and lasting: it 
is indeed the love of a soul which soars high into the world 
of idealism and perfection : such a love forgets all faults, for
gives all weakness, and pours itself out in rich profusion at 
the feet of the loved one; but if spurned and slighted it 
mea"Ds ruin to the subject both of body and mind, for the 
heart would break and listlessness ensue. Turning round the 
percussion at the mount of Mars and going fully across the 
hand, without turning round the first finger, it shows an ex
cess of a_fl:'ection which produces jealousy and suffering on ac
count of its intensity, and this is especially the case if the 
mount of Moon be large also. 

278. What does et double Heart line ind-icette?-A sister or 
double line always shows an increase of the power of the 
origiual line, therefore a sister line of the Heart l which is a 
very rare occurrence indeed) shows great tenderness in love, 
susceptibility to friendship, and a strengthening of the health 
so far as t.he circulation is concerned; ar.d indicates the pos
session of much nervous force. This is more especially the 
case where the original Heart line is chained, weak, or much 
crossed, at the same time it is probable that sonow will be 
the result of a love so deep and tender, and capable of such 
untiring devotion. 

279. What is the i11dicatio1i when the Heart line is absent?
A complete absence of this line is very rare and must not be 
confused with those cases where the Head and Heart lines are 
joined in one, forming a bar across the hand: when the Heart 
line is really absent it is an indication of heart disease, or 
great weakness of that cirg,tn, unless the lines of Life and 
Health are exceptionally good, when it shows a cold, sel6sh, 
avaricious, isolated nature, capable of malignancy· and ti-each
ery, but for this reading it is necessary that other signs of 
badness should also be present. 

280. Whctf is the meaning of' the Jlecwt line being d-ivided 
into brcmches 1inder Jitpiter ?- Divided into three branches 
under Jupiter's mount it indicates strength of love, energy, 
friendship and general good fortune; a good upright humane 
disposition with a healthy condition of the heart: if the 
Heart line bm,nches into two, between Jupiter and Saturn, it 
is still good, though not as fortunate as when immediately 
under Jupiter. In the case of two branches, the love is 
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mostly pure but it is not so free from selfishness as when 
there are three branches which go quite on to Jupiter's mount. 
(See Plate XII.) One part of the fork going on to Jupiter 
and the other to the mount of Saturn is a bad sign, for it 
tells of failure in seeking for success, the gloom and taciturn
ity of Saturn's influence clouding an otherwise hopeful nature. 
]f it is divided into two under the mount of Jupiter, but 
sloping towards the Life line instead of ascending the mount, 
it indicates reverse of fortune and that the inclivicluf\,I is in 
clanger of being cheated by others. If it branches into two, 
with one fork going on to Jupiter's mount H,ncl the other ending 
between Jupiter and Saturn, it indicates a love quite as pas
sionate as pure, and such a person would hf\,ve a continual 
warfare between his higher and his lower nature as regards 
love affairs, for Saturn indicates material, whilst Jupiter in
dicates ideal love. 

281. What does the Hwrt line indicate when it tonches the 
base of Jnpiter' s finger and is withont bl'Ctnches ?-This is rat.her 
H,n unfortunate sign, for it promises no success whatever in 
the undertakings of the subject unless the Fate line is an ex· 
ceptionally good one; for it shows the feelings H,ncl emotions 
to have too much sway over the nature, and thereby over· 
come common sense m1cl judgment. 

282. What is the meaning of the Heart line t·nrning down 
towards the Head l-ine nea1· to the mount of Jupiter ?-This is 
f\,11 indication of some deep grief which arises through mis
placed or unrewarded affection, or the loss of some clearly 
loved one; and if a small ray crosses the part which turns 
clown, it means danger of a miserable marriage. (See Plate XII.) 

283. When the Hectrt line has no bl'Ctnchcs ctt all whett does 
-it ind·icatc ?-This is an indication of a loveless 1 ife so far as 
the affection of the opposite sex is concerned, an existence 
entirely blighted and deprived of its natural encl, which is 
that of love and its consummation: if bare of brnnches only 
f\,t the percussion, it is a sign of sterility in either man or 
woman; H,nd if quite bare under Jupiter it shows clanger of 
poverty and general misfortune. When it encls between the 
fingers of Jupiter ancl Saturn and has no bra11ches, Heron 
Allan says, • This is a sign of a life of endless labonr," but 
my own experiences go to prove that when the line termin
ates here, there is a scarcity of friends, anJ therefore the life 
is more or less a lonely one, owing to the inability· of the 
subject to H,clapt himself to other natures. 
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284. What is the meaning of the Hecirt line end-ing irmnedi
citely imder the mount of Sat·nrn ?-This is a dangerous sign, for 
if seen in both hands it indicates a short life and sudden 
death, caused most probably from a shock through grief, from 
apoplexy or from heart disease; but if only seen in one hand 
the danger is lessened, and the love is of a strong nature, al
though of a material kind. 

285. What cloes et chained Heart line incUcctte ?-'l'his shows 
a weak action of the heart resulting in flutterings and pal
pitations, especially if the Ring of Venus is present, for this 
is a sign of a. highly strung nervous organization, A chained 
Heart line is also considered a sign of flirtation, or instability 
in love affairs; but this latter is not reliable unless the mount 
of Venus be large and the Grille appears upon it. A chained 
Heart line which reaches only to the mow1t of Saturn, shows 
contempt for the opposite sex and a disregard for the senti
ment of love. 

286. What does a broken Heart line indicate ?- With one 
break it is an indication of feebleness in the heart's action; 
very much broken up into fragments it denotes changeability 
in love and an aversion to the opposite sex: broken under 
Saturn it denotes sensitivenesR of feeling, and also a shock 
to the affections, but if in both hands the shock has a fatal 
effect. Broken under the mount of Apollo in one band, it 
shows ability to be pleasant and affable, capacity to adapt 
oneself to circumsta.nces: but broken here in both bands it 
indicates that love has been cast aside through the tyranny 
of pride; and if the mount of Apollo be also large, there is 
clanger of suffering through a weakness of the heart. 

287. Should the Heart line be nea1· to the Head line ?-No, 
for then the subject would have a tendency to suffer from 
asthma and also palpitation. It also indicates double-mincl
eclness, envy, selfishness, hypocrisy and deceit, for the affec
tions and feelings are governed by.the head or by selfish motives. 

288. What is the mecming of the Heart line being joined to 
the Head Une?-When it is joined under Jupiter or Saturn it 
is an indication of great danger of sudden or violent death, 
and this danger is increased if the sign is in both hands. 
When the Heart line is thin and weak, and yet joined to the 
Head line, it is a sign that the life will be full of struggles 
and misfortunes, caused chiefly by temper and miscalculation, 
more especially if the Head and Life lines are also joined 
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together until Saturn is reached ancl the Heacl line travels 
to the mount of Mars. A good Fate line will, however, mo
dify these bad signs to a great extent, and the person will 
be really benevolent if pleasure can be obtained through its 
exercise; but such a mixed up state of lines never appear 
upon the hands of a practical person who is able to make 
much headway in life. 

289. What is the meaning of the Head and Hecirt lines form
fog one deep bar across the hand ?-The indication of this line 
depends very much upon its position. If in or near to the 
usual place of the Heart line it is an indication that the 
heart and impulse swallows up and overbalances the reason
ing power, resulting in many foolish actions and unwise con
clusions. If this line lies close to the Life line or near the 
place of the Head line, there will be much selfish calculation, 
and self interests will swallow up all sympathy and affection, 
so that the person will be cold-hearted and avaricious. (See 
Plate XII.) 

290. lVhat is the meanfog of the Hecirt line touching the 
1-Iead lilne iuider Satwrn ctnd then going on in -its natnral 
conrse ?-This shows a clanger of a violent death by accident 
if in the left hancl, but unless the same sign is present in the 
right hand also that clanger can be avoided by care. If it is 
in the right hand only the death will probably be clue to 
personal action or carelessness on the part of the subject. 

291. What does ci straight and rnther short Hecirt line -in
dicate ?--This shows a cruel and revengeful disposition, with 
little or no tenderness or affection, and when the temper 
is fully aroused the person is capable of committing murder. 

292. What is the meanin,g of small lines which cut cicross 
the 1-Ieart line ?-Many little lines crossing the Heart line, in 
addition to the lines of Fate, Fortune and Health are an in
dication of misfortunes and ill-hmtlth arising from the heart 
or liver; and if these lines are irregular or twisted they show 
sorrow and disappointment in the affections. 

293. Is disappointme11t in love indiccited on the 1-Ieart Une ?
Yes, if it is branched towards the mount of Jupiter ancl any 
of these branches are cut by another one coming from the 
direction of the Head or Life lines, it indicates disappoint
ment in some person who has been ardently loved by the 
subject. 
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294. 1¥hcit is the meaning of small lines nsing iip to the 
Heart Une?-These show the number of persons ha,ving power 
to influence the life so far as affection is concerned, but if 
a,ny of these lines are crossed it shows that trouble and sorrow 
have been the result of the friendship. 

295. What is the meaning of the Heart line ascending the 
monnt of Jlfercury ?-This shows great ability to adapt oneself 
to others, to imih,te and mimic others: good actors often 
possess this sign prominently in their hands. 

296. What is the meaning of ri point 01· spot on the Herirt 
line ?-This sometimes indicates a wound, but more often it is 
a sign of grief at hea,rt, and its nature must be looked for in 
the nearest mount: for instance, a reel spot under Saturn in
dicH,tes the loss of some love, either by death or treachery; 
under Apollo the grief will be caused through an artist or 
man of fame; and under Mercury a scientific, professional, or 
business man will be the cause of sorrow. White spots indi
cate love affairs, and the kind of lover may be known from 
the nearest mount: for instance, if nearest to Apollo he will 
be interested in art, etc. Livid or purple spots on the Heart 
line indicate an affection of the heart or liver; and if it re
presents a scar it shows strong tendencies to fl,poplexy. 

297. What is the. meawing of ci curved l-iue from the line 
of Heart to the monnt of Jlfoon?-'l'his is a bad sign and denotes 
the unhealthy influence of too much imagination over the 
heart and the reason: it is also a sign of cruelty in whatever 
direction the fancy may lead, and murder is frequently com
mitted by those in whom this sign is plainly seen. 

s e C t i O 11 5. 'l'Frn l'ATE LINE. 

298. Where ·is the Fate line shown on the hand ?-It is the 
line which runs up the centre of the hand and goes more or 
less to the mount of Saturn: it may be known by its tendency 
to reach this mount, fr0111 which it takes its name, as Saturn 
means Fate or Destiny. (See Plate I.) 

299. What does the line of Fate signify ?-It relates to our 
social position, influence in the world, success or failure, and 
worldly affairs in general; and according to its position, 
clearness, etc., we may know whether ours is or is likely to 
be, a life of importance or influence upon other people. 1See 
Plate XlII.) 
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300. Does the term "fate" mean "su1·e fatality" ?-Not in 
its broadest sense: the indications and circumstances over which 
we have no immediate influence or control are certainly 
marked here on the sensitive hand, but it is "fate" only in the 
sense that as a man sows, so shall be reap, and if our natures 
indicate that the gratification of such nature will lead to 
certain bad effects if allowed to go unchecked, it does not 
unnecessarily follow that we are unable to avoid being carried 
away by the strength of our evil inclinations, or that we 
must perforce choose the evil instead of the good. The line 
of Saturn or the "Fate line " then, denotes what will take 
place according to your nature, unless that nature is trained, 
curbed or led by the power of will and discipline in an opposite 
direction: for we have our •fate" to a great extent in om· 
own hands, and it is only where several signs corroborate 
each other, that we need expect a calamity or evil beyond 
our power to avoid or modify. 

301. Does et good Fate line counterbalance the indications of 
an otherwise bad hand ?-Only to a certain extent: for in
stance, the power it indicates often overcomes the influence 
of a weak and poor Life line, but for the Fate line to mani
fest the full force of its indications it ought to be in har
mony with the rest of the band, which will go to prove that 
fate has some foundation; for instance, a good development 
of' the finger and mount of Mercury with a good Fate line 
indicates that science :1nd commerce is the foundation upon 
which success must be built: but a good development of 
Mercury's mount and finger with · a poor Fate line, shows 
power and capacity put to no use, or in other words unfa
vourable circumstances for the manifestation of natural talents. 

302. Does the Fate line indicate the nature of the ill-htclc 
1l'hich its bad S'igns p1·ognost-icate?-No, it only shows good or 
bad fortune: the nature of such things must be looked for in 
other parts of the hand; there is however, generally a con
necting line indicating from what direction the good or bad 
fortune will come. 

303. Does the Fate line indicate the probable length of life?
Y es, when long and well traced it indicat.es a long life: from 
its base to the Head line is reckoned 30 to 35 years, accord
ing to the position of the Head line: from thence to the 
Heart line is reckoned another 10 or 15 years, according to 
whether they lie close together or far apart, bringing it to 
45 or 50; and from the Heart line up to the root of Saturn's 
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finger brings the age up to 80 or 90, according to its length; 
but the age is reckoned from the wrist upwards on the Fate 
line in contradistinction to the Life line where the age is 
· eckoned from the palm downward to the base. (See Plate IX.) 

304. What is the indication when no Fate Une is pre
sent ?-That the subject has a vegetable or negative existence; 
not particularly happy, but certainly not having great battles 
to fight. The absence of this line is frequently found in the 
hands of Laplanders and the hands of others of a pure Ele
mentary type, whose whole life is spent in obtaining sufficient 
to eat and drink, with no higher aim than mere physical ex
istence. 

305. Where does the Fate line start ?-It has several points 
of departure: for instance, it may rise direct from the centre 
of the wrist, from the mount of Moon, from the Life line, or 
it mn,y rise only at the Head line, the Plain of Mars, or 
even at the Heart line. · 

306. What does the Fate line indicate when sfctrting from 
the wrist?-If it goes direct to Saturn's mount without being 
cut or broken, it indicates very good fortune, resulting from 
inheritance, and personal merit. If it is cut by a line rising 
from the mount of Moon, it indicates that fortune has been 
ruined by the imagination, leaving the mental powers more 
or less injured. If stopped by the Head line it indicates that 
some foolish action, or error in judgment has hindered the 
success, or that an illness of the head has brought disaster: 
if it is the latter there will be corroborating signs on the 
Life line. If it is stopped by the He[u·t line it shows that 
misfortune bas arisen _through disappointed love, or if the 
hand be otherwise a weak one it indicates heart disf:ase. 

307. What does the Fate line ind·icate when starting on the 
moitnt of 111oon?-This is an indication that the happiness and 
prosperity of the individual will come chiefly from the influ
ence, whims and caprice£ of the opposite sex: this does not 
always mean money, but silent influence, or perhaps mere 
association which has the effect of arousing latent ambition 
and energy. The writer has seen this position of the Fate 
line on the hands of a gentleman whose greatest and best 
good fortune always came to him when he was assisted in his 
business transactions by his wife, and therefore his wife was 
his good fortune, though not literally so, in the sense in 
which such things are usually understood, If the Fate line 

5 
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which rises on the Moon's mount reaches only to the Heart 
line it shows a prosperous marriage, but more especially if 
the Heart line runs on to the mount of Jupiter. 

308. ·what does the Fette line ind-icctte when it rises from 
the Life line?-If it starts low down on the Life line, it indi
cates that· "Fate" or destiny is so fully in the hands of the 
subject, that success will only come after trying for it: this 
success, however, will be considerable if the Fate line goes 
straight and clear on to the mount of Saturn. 

309. Why is the Fate line sometimes closely Joined to the 
Life line ?-Because the wishes of friends and parents having 
been followed when the individual first started out in life, he 
has been hindered from striking into new paths and using his 
talents to the fullest extent : thus his fate has become differ
ent or inferior from what it would otherwise have been. 

310. What does the Fate line indicate when stetrting from 
the centre of the palm ?-It indicates a painful and troubled 
life, with many obstacles to be overcome, especially if the 
Fate line enters the finger of Saturn; success, however, is 
ultimately achieved if the line is clear and unbroken. 

311. What does the Fate line indicate when it starts from the 
Head line ?-This is a sign of much labour and a need for 
perseverance, for much difficulty bas to be overcome; but if 
the Head line is clear, success will be obtained through the 
intellect, rather than by fate or fortune, although it will be 
rather late in life. 

312. What does the Fette line indicctte when it stctrts from 
between the Head and Heart line ?-This is a bad sign, for it 
indicates great sorrow, difficulty and trouble, often imprison
ment; but in an otherwise good hand, the imprisonment will 
be undeserved, or will be in a good cause. 

313. T,Vhat does the Fate line indicate when starting from 
the Heeirt line ?-This is an indication that success only comes 
to the subject very late in life, when his vital powers are 
almost exhausted; but it means rest for the weary at last, and 
is also the sign of an ingenious if not an inventive nature. 

314. How far oitght the Fate lfoe to extend in orde1· to have 
et good meemin_q ?-In a good hand, if it goes straight up to 
the root of Saturn's finger, it is an excellent, sign of great 
honour, riches and importance. 

315. Should the Fate line enter the finger of Satitrn ?-No, 
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for in a weak and poorly regulated hand it is a bad sign, 
and even in a good hand it is an indication that everything 
is carried too far, and it consequently brings disaster: the 
higher the line rises into the finger the more disastrous will 
be the trouble: with a star on the first phalange of the finger 
also, it is a sign of a violent death, most probably by the 
hands of the law. 

316. If the Fate line cuts through the Rascette what does it 
inclicate ?-It is not a favourable sign, for it shows sorrow 
:Lnd trouble in the affairs of life, the subject taking everything 
too deeply and seriously; the trouble, however, can be modified 
to a certain extent by a careful governing of the affairs of 
life, such as temper, passion, etc. 

317. What does the Fate line indicate when it is stopped by 
the Head line?-This indicates a mistake on the part of the 
intellectual powers of the subject., which spoils the fortune 
and stops the progress; but if the Life line shows bad health 
or brain disorder at this period, this latter will be the cause 
of the obstruction. 

318. Whcit does the Fate line ind-icate when stopped by the 
Heart line ?-This indicates that happiness and prosperity is 
upset by an unfortunate attachment of the heart, but if the 
line commences again and goes on well the difficulty is over
come. If the Fate line starts from the mount of Moon, loses 
itself in the Heart line, and the Heart line goes to Jupiter's 
mount, it is a sign of a rich and honourable marriage. 

319. What is the ind·iccition of brnnches from the Fate line 
going in the direction of the different moimts ?-It is an indica
tion that success can be achieved through the qualities which 
the particular mount indicates: for instance, if the branch 
goes towards Mercury, success ca,n be obtained in science or 
commerce; if to Mars success,in wa,r a,nd implements of war
fare, in athletics or mecha,nicism; to Apollo success in a,rt, 
dramatic impersonation, etc. 

320. When the Fette line ends towards Jiipiter's monnt whctt 
does it -indicate ?-That pride and ambition will rule the life, 
and that success will be obtained and the ambition gratified: 
if it starts from the mount ofMoo_n and gradually rises towards 
the mount of Jupiter it foretells prosperity and happiness as 
the results of a happy marriage. (See Plate XIII.) 

321. What is the indicat-ion of et branch from the Fate line 
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reaching to the 1-Iectrt line ?-This is an indication of marriage 
at the time when the branch leaves the Fate line; but to be 
thoroughly reliable it should be corroborated by other signs 
of marriage on the hand. (See Plate XIII.) 

322. What do short lines frorn the Fate Une tou-ards the 
Heart line -indicate ?-These are sure indications of love which 

.does not end in marriage unless they touch the Heart line. 

323. What does the Fate line ind-icate wheii it is nnequal in 
depth, colonr, and clearness ?-It shows that fortune is not stable 
in her dealings with the subject, causing ebbs and flows of" 
fortune and making a change "from grave to gay, from lively 
to severe," thus creating more or less anxiety and disappoint
ment according to whether the line is broken or not. 

324. What does a b1'0ken Fate line indicate?-It is a bad 
omen, usually showing a chequered existence, but if one branch 
overlaps· the other, so that the line does not cease to exist, 
even for a short space, it only shows a change of position in 
life which will be for the hetter or worse according to the 
improved or otherwise condition of the line as it proceeds np 
the palm. (See Plate XIII.) 

325. What does the Fate line indicate ichen broken at the bot
torn and then good for the rest of life ?-This indicates that 
misery and trouble orertake the person in childhood, but 
that those troubles are overcome as maturity is reached, and 
the power to exercise the will and reason is developed. 

326. What does the Fate line indicate when broken just 
below the Head Nne ?-'l'his is an indication of both physical 
and moral troubles: if, however, Saturn's mount is full, the 
difficulties will be modified, especially if the mount of Moon 
is also fully developed, as this will help the subject to go 
through life more smoothly than otherwise. If it is broken 
between the Head and Heart lines, it shows that fortune will 
be retarded in midrlle life; but if the line of Fortune is good 
and the Fate line starts again at the Heart line the obstacles 
will be overcome in the end after a severe struggle. If the 
F>1te line is broken and jagged all the way, it is a sign that 
its J)OSsessor will have a life of trouble, anxiety and constant 
change. 

327. What does et twisted or zi,q-zag Fate line indicate?
This indicates an abuse of material pleasures, resulting in 
ill-health if the twisting lasts all the way: but if only at 
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the commencement it indicates misfortune or ill-health in 
youth which is overcome as time goes on. (See Plate XrII.) 

328. What does a double Fate l-ine indicctle ?-If it is clear 
and straight, and the ends lean towards different mounts, it 
is a sign of increased influence and importance in life; as a 
rule. however, the double Fate line is blurred, broken or wind
ing, then it is an indication of an abuse of material pleas
ureR and spoils to a great extent the indication of a good 
original Fate line. lf the extra line starts from the Heart 
linP. and goes to Saturn's mount, but is not very clear or 
straight, it denotes much worry and toil for the individual. 

329. What is the mecming of et smaller line r1.tnning petrctl
lel with the Fate l-ine for some time?-This short line indicates 
the influence of some other person on the life, at the time 
and for the period, which it appears on the hand. It may 
mean an engagement or marrin.ge, but if so, there will be cor
roborating signs on other piirts of the hand. (See Plate XIII.) 

330. Whnt is the meaning of lines from the mount o/ J,foon 
going to the Fate Z,:ne ?-These indicate the inBuence of other 
people on the life, but not necessarily love affairs, although the 
imagination will play some part in the influence, the person 
inBuencing being to a greater or lesser extent idealised hy 
the subject; the duration and depth of the influence depends 
upon the length and depth of the line; if the inBuence line 
does not touch the Fate line but merely rises towards it, the 
influence will have no marked effect upon the life. If the 
influence line is cut by another t-he influence is disturbed by 
circumstances. (See Plate XIll.) 

331. What is the indication of' smctll npward branches on 
the Fate line ?-It is a sign of riches, a gradual rising from 
poverty to affluence, from an obscure to an important position 
in life. 

332. What is the indi'.cation of short cross lines on the Fate 
line ?-These are indications of worry and trouble, occurring 
at the age when the cross lines appear on the Fate line. 

333. What does a forked commencement of the Fate line in
dicate? -If one part of the fork goes towards the mount of 
Venus, and the other towards the mount of Moon, it is an 
indication (when the fork is large) of a mixltue of influences 
on the early life of the subject, such as being partly brought 
up by someone other than the parents: when the fork is not 
so large or clea1:, it shows a strife for success between ima-
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gination (Moon) and love (Venus). If the Fate line reaches 
well on to Saturn's mount, success will be obtained, however 
fierce the struggle between the two conflicting powers may 
be; but if the line be broken, life will be a misfortune and 
n. failure, unless the line of Fortune and the finger of Apollo 
are very good indeed. (See Plate XIII.) 

334. ·what is the ind-icat·ion of lines from the mmtnt of Venus 
which cut the Fate line ?-The~e show misery caused by the 
opposite sex, and if the mount of Jupiter be clouded and 
badly marked it also indicates conjugal unhappiness. 

335. What cloes a line from the Hectrt line which cuts the 
Fette line ind-icate ?-It indicates widowhood, if corroborated by 
other signs on the marriage line, and by troubles on the Life 
line at the conesponding age, as one single sign is not reli
able. (See Chap. 5. Sect. 1 for full particulars.) 

336. By what si_qn on the Fate line may et hctppy old age be 
known ?-When the line is clear and straight, distinct, and 
of a good· colour, from the Heart line upwards to the root of 
the finger of Saturn; then peace, prosperity and freedom from 
worry mn.y be expected in the latter days. 

337. Is a _qood Fate line an ind-icat-ion of powei· to overcome 
the sensiti-veness of a much rayed hand?-No, not unless it is 
very straight and regular, for any other form, however strong, 
denotes constant irritability and a hyper-sensitive state of the 
nerves. 

8 e C t i O 11 6. THE LINE OF FORTUNE. 

338. Where is the line of Fortnne situate ?-This line (also 
called the line of Fame, line of Apollo, or Solar line) runs up 
the palm of the hand towards the root of the third finger, 
from which it takes its name; but may start from the mount 
of Moon, the Life line, the Head line, the centre of the l)alm 
or the Heart line. (See Plate I.) 

339. 1Vhctt does the line of Fort1.me indicate ?-lt denotes 
success in art or literature, fame, merit, riches and honour, 
according to other signs and the general shape of the hands 
and fingers. It also indicates a sensitive nature, fine suscep
tibilities, a tendency to be easily pained or grieved. 

340. TV hat ls considered a good line of Fortm1e ?-When 
the lin_e is clear, deep r1,ml of n. good pink colour, and cuts a 
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distinct furrow from the base or centre of the hand on to the 
mount of Apollo; its good indication is increased if it cuts 
the mount in three distinct straight lines instead of one, there 
is then clear indication of natural talent, the favour of great 
persons, riches and glory, with self-satisfaction and ability to 
enjoy the good things of this world. (See Plf1,te XIV.) 

341. If the line of Fortune is absent what does it ind·icate f'
It is an unfortunate sign, for although the Fate line and other 
indications of the hand may be good, their power will be 
weakened by the absence of this line. The absence of any 
chief line betokens a want of the qualifications which the line 
indicates when present; thus, however clever and deserving the 
subject may be, unless this necessary line is present, great 
success will never be achieved. In an otherwise artistic hand 
absence of this line shows the necessity for hard work, and 
even then the worth of such persons, however talented, is 
generally known and aclmowledged when too late to be of 
any value to them. 

342. Does a good line of" Fort·une alu;ciys indicate riches cmd 
siiccess?-No, for unless the mount of Jupiter is good, the suc
cess cannot be great except in the matter of money, 11,nd unless 
the line of Fa,te ·is also good, there may be position but not 
wealth; and if the palm of the hand is hollow, the line of 
Fortune loses its signification altogether. 

343. Does a .r;ood line of Fortnne alwciys ind·icate that its 
vossessor will cultivate the fine cirts ?-No, but whether these 
things be cultivated or not, the natural inclination and talents 
will be there, and appreciation of these things will be shown 
in person, habits, clothing, taste, etc. 

344. Does ci good line of Fortiine cilso shew -in what direction 
the cirtist-ic t~ndencies woi,ld be most snccessfiil ?-The largest 
mount in the hand shows the best direction in which the talent 
can be displayed: for instance, a good line of Fortune and 
the mount of Venus large. would indicate that the subject 
would do best in music and painting; with the mount of Moon 
large, poetry or elevated literature would be best, whilst with 
a Spatulate finger of Apollo and a good development of the 
same mount the subject would be successful in dramatic 
work, etc. 

345. What does the line of Fortune indicate when it 1·ises 
from the wrist beneath the mount of Venus ?-This is an indica
tion that although the subject bas not· been born to it, or 
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inherited it, success and fortune will be obtained thi·ough a 
strong friendship or perhaps marriage. 

346. What does the line of Fortwie indicate when it ·rises 
from the Li,fe line?- This is a good indication and promises 
success : the lower the line rises on the Life line the better 
indication it is, for then fortune is gained either by personal 
merit or by inheritance. 

347. What does the Une of Fortwie indicate when it rises 
from the Moon's mount ?-This is an indication of rather too 
much influence of other people, and although the subject will 
be really worthy of success, yet that success will be attained 
mostly through the influence of others, rather than by per
sonal merit. If in addition to this the Head line slopes on to 
the mount of Moon, it indicates capacity for poetry and lite
rature, and with a good Fate line success can be achieved 
therewith. 

348. Wlrnt does the liue of Fortnne indicate when it rii;es 
on the plain of ]fctrs (centre of' hand) ?-'I'his indicates a great 
amount of work, or untiring devotion to art must be expected 
before success can be obtained; it will, however, be ultimately 
attained if the line is clear as it traverses the hand. If it 
rises between the Head and Heart lines it indicates that riches 
will not be obtained until late in life, at least not until 50 
years of age. 

349. What does the Une of Fortime indicate when it rises 
from the Heart Une?-It shows great taste for art, and if the 
Head line is good success may be obtained in dramatic work 
if the energies are turned that way. It also shows a generous 
and sympathetic nature. 

350. 1Vhat does a pale l:ine o/' Fortune indicate ?-'l'his is 
an indication of artistic instincts, but not active artistic powers; 
strong appreciation of beauty and brilliancy, without the 
power to produce it: and it has the same indication as .fL 

good mount of Apollo with the line of Fortune quite absent. 
351. What is the indication of Unes from other pcirts of the 

hcmd cntting the line of Portune ?-From the mount of Mercury 
it indicates a changeable mood and inconstant nature; from 
the mount of Mars, it indicates the influence of an enemy 
spoiling the opportunities: if this line does not quite cut the 
line of Fortune the bad influence can be overcome. From the 
mount of Moon,· success in connection with nautical things, 
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or in travelling m:i,y be expected. When a line comes from 
the mount of Venus and cuts the line of T<'ortune it is a sign 
of loss of money; but if the line only comes up to it without 
cutt.ing it, it indicates a legacy or an acquisition of money 
by some good fortune, and the time at which these things 
are likely to occur may be known by the time the line 
crosses the Life line. A line from Venus cutting the line of 
Fortune in early life indicates loss to the subject through 
the misfortune of parents. Lines from the Heart line to the 
line of Fortune indicate obstacles caused by relatives or loved 
ones: from the Fate line they indicate hindrances in the 
shape of poverty, and if from the Health line cle:tr and straight, 
business will be successful. 

352. What is the indication of a. forlcecl enclin,r; to the line 
of Fortune ?-If it is equally branched into two upon the mount 
of Apollo, it indicates that the energy is split and it conse
quently spoils the success which would have otherwise been 
obtained. When the line is formed into a pointed trident 
just above the Heart line, and the ends of the trident a.re 
straight and equal in length, -t.hen it is a good indication, for 
it shows wealth, honour and glory; if, however, they are mixed 
and unequal in length or depth, its indication is unfortunate 
and shows many things attempted, but nothing accomplished. 
(See Plate XIV.) 

353. What is the indication of c,·oss Unes on the l-ine of 
Fortune?-They denote oLstacles in the way of success: if not 
very deep, the difficulties can be surmounted, but if the cross 
lines cut the line of Fortune failure will occur; these lines are 
usually the outcome of the malice and jealousy of other people. 

354. What cloes a broken line of Fortnne indicate?- That 
the na,tural capacity is not concentrated on one line of work; 
if the line is broken- in the centre and clearer above, it indi
cates weakness and difficulties overcome by perseverance. 

355. T,Vhat does a blaclc spot on the 7-ine of Fortune indicate?
'l'his is an unfortunate sign, especially where the line of For
tune touches the Heart line, for it indicates great clanger if 
not certainty of li>linclness. 

356. What effect hai;e twisted fingers npon a good Une of For
tune ?-This, especially if in conjunction with a hollow pr.dm, 
indicates that the good influence of this line is wrongly guided, 
and that the powers of which it is a sign are used for a 
bad end. 
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s e C t i O n 7. THE HEALTH LINE. 

357. What does the line of Hectlth indicate ?-As its name 
implies, it indicates the general health of the subject, but the 
condition of the liver and digestive organs are more especially 
indicated on this line; it also show characteristics commonly 
accompanying diseases of the digestive organs. It is some
times called the Liver or Hepatic line. (See Plate I.) 

358. Where is the line of Hectlth sitnate ?-On the palm of 
the hand, and rnns upwards from the base of the band towards 
the mount of Mercury, and may shLrt from the mount of 
Moon, froru the wrist, the Life line or from the line of Heacl. 

359. Where is the best plctce for the line of Health to stcirt ?
From near the wrist and close to the line of Life, but not 
touching it, and should go direct to Mercury's mount. (See 
Plate XV.) 

360. Whcit is considered a good line of Health ?-It should 
rise clear, but not too deep or red, should · be straight and 
unbroken, and reach to the mount of Mercury, when it is a 
sign of good health even to old age; this is so even though 
the line of Life may not be very good, as it promises good 
digestive powers. In character the possessor of such a Health 
line will be cheerful, gay, have a conscientious way of doing 
business and will be successful. 

361. T¥hat is the general appecircmce of a bcid Health l-ine ?
When it is twisted, wavy, uneven, and of a yellowish colour, 
it then denotes poor digestive powers, a sluggish liver and 
bilious tendencies: this is especially so if there is an island 
on the line also. When blunt and thick in appearance, it 
shows poor health in old age, and when very thin and narrow 
it is an indication of a rigidly proud and stern nature, and 
haughty overbea,ring manners. When it is reel all the way 
it indicates pride and a, passionate nature, but when reel only 
at the base it shows a tendency for feverish complaints: when 
red in the centre it shows headaches, and reel only as it 
crosses the Heart line it shows apoplectic tendencies, and if it is 
also stopped by the Heart line it foretells sudden physical 
affection of the Heart. 

362. Whcit is the ineanhig of ci double Health Une ?-This 
indicates a robust constitution generally; if not too near each 
other it promises health and happiness, and if joined to the 
line of Fortune at its base by a small ray it also denotes 
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riches: a double or sister Health line also shows animal pas
sions of an energetic and forcible nature which require a 
strong will to keep in order; and when the sister line is very 
close to the Health line the influence is bad and shows a 
sordid and selfish character. 

363. What is the meaning when the Health line is absent?
This shows activity of body, a good constitution, sprightliness, 
excitability and aptitude in conversation, but if the skin is 
delicate it does not show great physical strength. 

364. What does the Hecilth lvne indicate. when it crosses the 
Moon's mount ?-This shows many changes in life and a capri
cious and whimsical nature, more especially if the mount of 
Moon be large or much marked. 

365. What is the mean-ing of the line of' Health rising from 
the Life line?- When it touches the Life line it shows a weak 
action of the heart and consequently a delicate state of the 
general health. 

366. ·what does a broken Health line indiccite ?-It is a sign 
of weak digestive organs, and if it has the appearance of 
being in little islands it shows danger of disease of the chest 
and lungs. 

367. What is the meaning of the Health line ,iust passi11g 
throngh the end of the Head line and then stopping so as to form 
a cross at the ends of the two lines ?-This shows the subject 
to possess a distinct tendency and love for occultism and all 
things connected with the hidden forces of nature, Magic, 
Mesmerism, Astrology, Divination, Psychometry, etc.: this is 
still more sure if the junction of Health and Head lines form 
an acute angle inwards towards the palm, which would be 
caused by the Head line sloping downwards to the mount of 
Moon and the Health line starting from near the Life line. 
(See Plate XV.) 

368. What is the meanin_q of the Health line being joined to 
the Heacl ancl Hecwt line ?-This shows a danger to the bra.in, 
fever or nervous disorders, and also affection of the heart. 

S e C t i O 11 8. 'l'HE RING OF VENUS, 

369. What is the Ring of Venus ?-'I'his is sometimes called 
a Girdle, sometimes the Ring of Saturn, and is a line in the 
shape of a half circle starting between the fingers of .lupiter 
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and Saturn and enclosing the mounts of Saturn and Apollo, 
ending between the third and fourth fingers. (See Plate I.) 

370. What does the Ring of Venits indicate?-To a great 
extent it shuts out the influence of the Sun and of Saturn 
from the rest of the hand, leaving these two to exercise their 
influence on the character alone as it were; it follows there
fore, that persons with this sign clearly developed are subject 
to fluctuations of spirit, at one time being highly elated in 
their minds, and at others being deeply depressed and me
lancholy, impatient and irritable, according as the inBuence 
of Satum or Apollo predominates: the increased sensitiveness 
also ea.used by this state of things, augments the brain power, 
renders t-he subject nervous and impressionable to a high 
degree, shewing aptitude for magic, mysticism and the occult 
side of nature generally; and if the 'study of such things is 
indulged in, the subject would be likely to show mediumistic 
tendencies for spiritualistic manifestations, and where other 
signs are favourable, an hysterical nature. 

371. Wh!J is this line sometimes cctlled the Girdle of Venus?
It was formerly supposed to be a sign of sensuality, so that 
its presence in a hand was taken as a bad sign and considered 
unfortunate; but later investigations proved that its indica
tions more _properly_ belong to Saturn, as the person in whose 
hands it is seen is much under the influence of characteristics 
indicated by a large development of tlrn,t mount: the upper 
part of the palm also denotes intellectual capacity, rather 
than animal instincts, the latter being shown by the devel
opment of the base of the hand; therefore a more appro
priate name should be given to this sign, which is by no 
means unimportant, as will be shown. My own experience on 
the matter is that this sign is more often found clearly de
veloped in the hands of mor:,,l and intellectual, though highly 
sensitive persons, than in those of a degraded sensmtlist. 
" Cheiro" says: " I have not found this sign to indicate the 
debauchery that has so often been ascribed to it, on the 
contrary I consider it to be associated with an intellectual 
nature, but one changeable in moods, easily offended and 
touchy." 

372. Is the Ring of Ve.nus et betel sign ?-In a hand other
wise bad this sign has a tendency to make the evil in a 
nature more apparent, as it shows a highly nervous and sus
ceptible temperament, but in an ordinary band it enriches 
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the nature, indicates ardour and enthusiasm and sharpens 
the intellectual capacities. 

373. Does the Ring of Venus ind-icate talent of any lcind ?
When clearly developed and not crossed by many little lines, 
it indicates talent for literature and for lyric poetry, but 
these things should be shown by other signs also in order to 
be relitLble: as a rule the ring of Venus indicates general 
energy and ardour to every undertaking, and ability to enjoy, 
as well as to suffer to an intense degree. 

374. What does the R-ing of Venus indicate when crossed by 
many little lines ?-This shows an hysterical tendency, owing to 
very highly strung nerves, especially if the mounts of Venus 
and the Moon are highly developed. 

375. What is the meaning of the R-ing of Venus cutti11g the 
Unes of Fate and Fortune ?-This is an indication of obstacles 
in the way of success, frequently caused by some overflow of 
petulance or temper, on the part of the subject, or by some 
love affair. 

376. What is the 11i.ecmi11g of the R-ing of Venus opening out 
and extending furthe1· across the hand than the mount of Apollo ?
This is a good sign because it opens a way for the extra 
nervous force which is derived from the influence indicated by 
the mount of Mercury, to flow ii1to it, and will help the 
subject to work in a safer channel, such as commercialism, etc. 

377. What is the meaning of the Ring of Venits being mt 
on Apollo's monnt by et line not the line of Fortwie ?-This is an 
indication of a loss of fortune by folly or dissipation. 



CHAPTER V 

Lesser Lines 

S e C t i O n I. 'l'HE MARHIAGE LINE. 

378. _ Is Marricige shown on the hand?- Yes, but not neces
sarily marriage as contracted by church services or nationr1,l laws. 
Marriage as shown on the hand, means the union of the heart 
or spirit, two persons joined toget.her by love, for this is na
ture's marriage; and if one of the parties is false even aft-er 
years of such union, a sign to that effect will be shown on 
the hand, though there may have been no outward indication 
in the life of such persons that a second alliance ever existed. 
[t is also asserted by some Palmists, that where a person pos
sesses the devoted love of another (even though quite unaware 
of it) a mark on the hand to that effect may be recognized, 
though I think this is not always reliable. 

379. Where is the Marricige line situate ?-Marriage is in
dicated by two or more marks upon the hands at different 
parts, lrnt the love, or Marriage lines proper, are situate at the 
percussion of the hand, on the side of the mount of Mercury 
and above the Heart line. The Marriage lines are those 
which run horizontal or the same way as the Heart line, and 
according to its position, depth, length and clearness, so is 
the love affair of the subject known to the Palmist; there are 
signs also on the Fate line, and sometimes on the Life line 
indicating marriage; and often there are influence lines from 
the mount of Moon to the Fate line corresponding with the 
time of marriage as shown by the marriage lines. (See 
Plates I and XVI.) 

78 
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380. What is the appectrcmce of et good Mct1Tictge Une ?
When it starts clear and deep, with a bright colour, comes 
well on to the mount of Mercury and gently slopes a little 
towards the Heart line. 

381. Does the age at which et love ct/f ctir takes place, show 
on the hand ?-My opinion is that when the marriage line lies 
close to the root of the finger of Mercury the marriage takes 
place in early life from 18 to 25, according to its position, 
and when on the centre between the Heart line and the root 
of the finger, the age is from 25 to 30, but when lying nearer 
to the Heart line, marriage will not be until late in life, 35 
or after; the exact time can be known in most cases by a line 
from the mount of Venus just cutting the Life line, and a 
change on the Fate line at the corresponding age should be 
looked for, as the Fate line registers changes of all kinds in 
a hand at all sensitive. 

382. Does a judicial separntion or cli·vorce show itself on the 
hand ?-Yes, if the Marriage line is forked with one branch 
drooping towards the Hea1,t line, it is a sure sign of a sepa
ration or divorce, and more especially if a fine hair-like line 
from one branch of the fork can be traced across the hand to 
the mount of Venus. It is very important, however, to take 
the disposition of the subject into account when giving judg
ment on lines like these; for it has been proved that a sepa
ration for a few months of the husband and wife even for 
business matters, or because of the health of one of them, 
has caused the Marriage line to split or fork for a time and 
then when the separation was about to close the fork has died 
away. This fact teaches us how necessary it is to take every
thing into consideration and not be guided by one or two 
lines alone. (See Plate XVI.) 

383. What does cm island on the Mctrr·ictge line indicate?
It is an indication of some heavy trouble in married life, 
probably of separation caused by relatives, but without the 
interference of the law. 

384. What does the Mctrriage l-ine indicate when it cuts 
through the line of fortwie and bi·eaks it ?-This indicates that 
the person on whose hand the sign is seen, will lose a good 
position in life through marriage. 

385. What are the s,:gns of Mcwriage in other parts of the 
hand ?-In a really good hand an island on the Fate line 
shows a love affair, but it does not end happily unless a star 
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and a cross au present on Jupiter's mount, when it indicates 
love for a person of celebrity; but if the island is present on 
a hand where the fork exists on the Marriage line, and it 
otherwise is not good, it foretells conjugal infidelity. A rich 
and fortunate marriage is also indicated by the Fate line 
starting on the mount of Moon, travelling to the Heart line, 
being mixed up with it and the Heart line going on to the 
mount of Jupiter. 'rhe same is true when the Fate line goes 
direct from the Moon's mount to the mount of Jupiter. There 
are some Cheirosophists who hold the opinion that marriage 
is shown by branches from the Moon's mount reaching up to 
the Fate line; but these do not indicate love affairs, q,S far 
as I can ascertain by my own observations, they simply 
represent influences on the life from persons of t-he opposite 
sex. (See Chapter IV, Sect_. 5.) 

386. What is the mectnin.c; of two distinct Man-ictge lines?
Unless the one is cut by a line, and other signs of widowhood 
are present, the second line indicates that a love affair is 
contracted after marriage. 

387. What is the indication of 1ncmy ·very small lines on the 
percussion of the hand ?-They are an indication of a changeable 
nature, capable of forming many, though not lasting attach
ments; for small lines mean &hort love affairs, and only the 
deep -and longer ones show marriage or clee11 love. 

388. Whctt is the meaning of small lines ·rising 1ipward on 
the perr:ussion of the hand as if approct.chin.c; the 11farriage line? 
These indicate law troubles in connection with the marriage 
and the family married into, lmt they do not show personal 
danger unless the Marriage line is touched by them. 

389. What is the meaning of the Marrictge line sending et b1·anch 
on to the mount of Apollo ?-This is an indication that its pos
sessor will marry a person well known in some artistic profession. 

390. What are the signs of widowhood?- Widowhood is 
shown by several different signs, one or more of which may 
be present. 1st, by a break in the Marriage line, when it 
indicates the sudden death of the partner; 2nd, when the 
Marriage line after going straight for a time, turns clown and 
touches the Heart line without branching; 3rd, when the 
Marriage line is cut by another line crossing it. at the end; 
4th, by a spot or point being visible on the Marriage line; 
and 5th, by the Marriage line ending- with a star on the 
mount of Mercm-y. (See Plate XVI.) 
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391. How can it be k11own whether the s{qns of widowhood 
relate to the past 01· the futitre ?-This can only be told when 
knowing the age of the subject, and looking on the Life, 
Heart, or Fate line, for the time when a shock or change i~ 
shown which corresponds to the sign of widowhood. 

392. Is it a dangerous sign f01· the Marriage Une to touch the 
Ring of Vemts ?-Yes, for the sensitiveness indicated by the 
Ring of Venus is against the happiness of married life; since its 
possessor has such high ideals and strong desires for perfec
tion in a partner which are not to be found in frail human 
nature, therefore the unhappiness which this sign would indi
cate must necessarily follow the disappointment consequent 
upon the discovery of human weakness. 

393. Does Palmistry indicate the number of children a per
son is likely to have ?-Yes, in most cases, but it depends to a 
great extent as to whether the children would be welcome or 
not, and whether the event would make any very great im
pression upon the subject, as to how successful the prediction 
would be ; for in Palmistry we count time and events by 
Heart throbs, or by the depth of impression made inwardly, 
rather than by any outward manifestation. 1 have read the 
hands of persons where no children were shown, and upon 
enquiry have ascertained that three or ruore children were 
the outcome of a marriage in which not the slightest Jove 
was felt by the wife for the husband; on the other hand 
I have met with cases of maiden ladies who had adopted a 
child, and the sign of having one child was clearly shown; it 
therefore seems that it is with children as with marriage, the 
indications on the hand are more affairs of feeling than any
thing else. 

394. What ·is the sign for children in Palmistry ?-Small 
vertical lines on the percussion of the hand running up to 
the root of Mercury's finger above the Marriage line. If long 
and clear the children are already born, and if one of these 
lines is cut by a cross ray it is an indication that the death 
of one of those already born will occur, especially when cor
roborated by a loss on the Life line: if these vertical lines 
are short and faint- they denote children either dead or yet 
unborn. These lines appear and disappear more rapidly than 
is generally supposed, so that, it is necessary to take into 
account the present age of the subject before giving judgment 
upon them : if one of these lines touch or enter on to the 
finger of Mercury it is a sign of great success for the child; 
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and when one of these lines is weak at the commencement, 
and grows st.ronger as it nears the finger it shows delicate 
health for the child in its early life. 

395. Is phy,c;ical-incapacity to procure children shown on the 
hand?- Yes, when the Life line lies ,·ery close to the root 
of the thumb it indicates sterility; also when the lines of 
Head and Health are joined together by a star; if both of 
these signs appear in a. hand the indication is quite sure; 
when the Heart line is bare of small lines and when there 
are no branches on the percussion arising from it, and no 
small vertical lines beneath Mercury's finger: if also the 
vertical lines are there, and a line starting from a star on 
Mercury's mount cuts through them; each or any of these 
signs are an indication of an absence of posterity, and on a 
woman's hand a cross on the third phalange of Saturn's finger 
has the same signification. 

s e C t i O n 2. 'l'HE LINE OF MAits. 

396. Where is the line of Mars situate ?-It is a line on 
the mount of Venus running parallel for some time with the 
line of Life, and is sometimes called the Sister line of Life. 

397. W'liat does the line of Mcu-s indicate ?-It shows cou
rage and daring and indicates that its owner possesses the 
courage of his convictions; it is very requisite on a soldier's 
hand and a successful Army or Naval officer is not seen with
out it. Its presence shows a military spirit, which admits 
of no cowardice. In a female it indicates a desire for power, 
promotes the ideas of the " new woman", and causes the 
female to exult over her victories and conquests of love. It 
is a sign, however, of a renewal of strength to a weak Life 
line, and its commencement, usually if not always, marks the 
time when a strong influence comes into the life (generally 
a love affair). The influence of the line of Mars on the cha
racter is to make the temper hasty and excitable, and if the 
hand is broad and the first phalange of the thumb thick, the 
person becomes brutish; the presence of this line, however, 
indicates power and ability to achieve success, and so pro
mises riches and prosperity. 

s e C t i On 3. THE LINE OF IN'l'UI'l'ION. 

398. Where is the Une. ol Intuit-ion situate ?-It starts on 
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the mount of Moon and runs in a semicircular line up the 
mount of Mars on to the mount of Mercury. 

399. What does the l-ine of Intuition indicate ?-Tt indicates 
the possession of clairvoyant gifts, love of occult things, pre
monitions, visions, somnambulistic tendencies; it is a rare 
line, and though choice, yet in the hands of a bad person it 
is capable of being used for bad purposes. It is most fre
quently seen on females, and more often on pointed or 
smooth hands than on other types. 

s e C t i On 4. VIA LASCIVIA, 

400. What i11 the Via Lasr.ivia ?-It is a line proceeding 
from the base of the hand between the mount of Moon and 
the Life line, towards Mercury, and is supposed to be a sister 
line of Health, but is very rarely seen. 

401. What does the Via Lascivia indicate ?-It indicates ar
dour, energy, and warmth in love and the pmsuits of life, but 
it does not show extreme sensuality unless it starts from the 
mount of Venus and the rest of the hand indicates a degraded 
nature. It seems more like a channel of reserved· fluid of 
vital force, and increases the chances of success; more espe
cially when it is clear, unbroken and running parallel with 
the line of Health. fully on to Mercury's mount: it is then 
an indication of good luck arising from eloquence and talent, 
and it promises a long life of uninterrupted happiness. When 
twisted its goodness is perverted and t!;ie subject becomes 
unfaithful in all things, also full of finesse and cunning. 

s e C t i On 5. THE RASCETTE, 

402. What and where is the Rascette ?-It is composed of 
the lines which go across the front part of the wrist at the 
base of the hand. (See Plate I.) 

403. What does the Rascette indicate ?-Length of life, riches 
and many other things are told from the lines on the wrist, 
according to their depth and clearness. 

404. What i,q considered a good Rascette?-To have a good 
indication, there should be three distinct unbroken lines run
ning across the wrist; each of these lines when whole indicate 
30 years of existence; the colour should be a bright pink, 
the subject may then expect a long life of Health, Wealth, 
and Happiness. 
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405. What is considered a bad Rascette ?-When the lines 
are pale, not clearly marked, are chained or broken, then it 
is a sign of disappointment and trouble, also difficulties with 
regard to health. 

406. What is the meaning of the lines fonnhig the Rasl'l!tle 
being marked cleai·er in one hand than fa the othei· ?-If the 
lines on the left hand are better formed than those on the 
right, it is a sign that opportunities have been wasted, talents 
hidden ancl the career of the subject spoilt by the wrong 
exercise of his own will: or in other words, there is more 
capacity than !ms been used. If on the contrary, the lines 
of the Rascette are more clear and distinct on the right hand 
than on the left, it is a proof that good use has been made 
of the natural powers and capacities, and that great care has 
been taken of the nature of the subject to such an extent as 
to improve both the physical and mental condition: the right 
(or active) hand ever indicating what use is made of the in
herent powers portrayed in the left (or passive) hand. 

407. IV hat effect has a good Ra.•cet/e 011 a wealc Life line?
'l'his shows a strengthening of the life forces, so that to read 
a person's band properly the Rascette ought to be studied 
before giving judgment on the Life line. 

408. TVhat does the fir8t line nf the RaHcetle ind-icale when 
chained?-lf the first line is good but chained and the others 
are not, it indicates a long life of labour but good fortune in 
old age as the result of it; if the line is _a badly formed one 
and also chained, it indicates a careless and extravagant, 
!.hough hard working nature. 

409. lfTlwt is the rneanin_q of branches from the Rascette lo 
other parts of" the hand ?-A line from the percussion side of 
the Rascette over the mount of :Moon indicates a voyage, the 
length of which is according to the duration of the line: if 
this line goes up to the mount of Jupiter the voyage is a 
long and happy one; if to the mount of Saturn without touch
ing it the journey will be one from which no return is made: 
if the Voyage line goes to the Life line, it is a sign ofprob
ahle death on the voyage, especially if shown on both hands. 
A straight line from t.he Rascette to Mercury's mount shows 
sudclen and unexpected wealth: to the mount of Apollo it 
indicates an access to honour through the influence of some 
personage of artistic renown. A line from the Rascette up 
the mount of :Moon and joining the Health line is an indica• 
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tion of sorrow and trouble connected with poor health, espe
cially if the line be uneven and badly traced. A line to the 
Head line shows a change to a more important position in 
life; and if this line passes through Lhe Head line and goes 
to any of the different monnts, it indicates the kind of posi
tion which the person will hold after the change, according 
Lo the qualifications indicated by the dilferent mounts. 

410. T-V hat is the meaning of small branches on the Rascette? 
-Upward branches show the person's nature to possess a ten
dency to rise in power and position: downward ones indicate 
a nature just the reverse. 

411. Is there ever a f ottrth l-ine 011 the' wrist ?-Yes, some
times, but it is rare, and when seen it is an indication of 
capacity to live to a very great age, for its possessor usually 
exists for a century or more. 

412. What does a cross on the Rascette indicate?-If in the 
centre of the first line it is a sign of good fortune and re
ward after toil, a quiet peaceful ending to a tumultuous life. 

413. T-Vhat does a sta1· in the centre of the Rascette indicate?
If the hand is a good and pure one, this is a sign of an in
heritance: but in an otherwise sensual hand, it is an indica
tion of unchastity and debauchery. 



CHAPTER VI 

Lesser Signs 

8 e C t j O n 1. GENERAL QUERIES. 

414. What are 1h11 Lesser sign.~ ?-They are small lines 
formed into different shapes, each with a distinct indication, 
and are found either in connection with the principal lines 
or apart. (See Plate XVII.) 

415. Why are they called Lesser signs?- Because their in
dividual meanings are very much affected by their several 
positions and also by the nature of the mount or line lo 
which they are most near. Many of these Lesser signs are 
not found on the average hand at all. 

416. What are the Lesser signs called ?--1. Triangle. 2. Quad
rangle. 3. Crofa: Mystique, found beneath the mount of Saturn, 
is a rare sign and denotes the possession of mystic gifts. 
4. Crosses, which usually bring or are the indication of trouble. 
5. Stars which are indications of circumstances over which the 
subject has no control, and for that reason are termed fatal
ities. 6. The Island, an elongated space made by a small 
line being attached to a regular line (or otherwise) in two 
distinct places, thus encircling a portion of the h:md; these 
are usually unfortunate signs, but care should be exercised 
in giving judgment of them, for when they are longer than 
usual, they are sometimes taken for sister lines. 7. The Square, 
formed by either principal or chance lines, is a sign of 
protection and preservation. 8. The small Triangle, which is 
a small space formed of regular or irregular lines and is 
always favourable. 9. The Circle, this is often a bad sign and 
is generally found distinctly apart from other lines. l 0. 'l'he 
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Spot. 1 L 'fhe Grille, this is composed of several lines cross
ing each other in the form of a woven piece of canvas and 
is generally a bad sign; and 12. Solomon's Ring. 

s e C t i O 11 2. Tirn 'l'RIANGLE. 

417. What i.~ the T1·iangle?-The Triangle embraces that 
space formed by the lines of Life, Head and also by that of 
Health (when this latter is not present its boundary is known 
by an imaginary line drawn from the base of the hand near 
the Life line, and going direct to the mount of Mercury in 
the usual direction of the Health line). As human hands 
differ very widely in the impressions made upon them by the 
nervous fluid which causes the lines, the shape and form of 
both the Triangle and Quadrangle must of course necessarily 
differ; but it will be found that exactly as these shapes differ 
in different individuals, so will the lives and character of 
the different subjects differ. For the convenience of character 
reading the 'l'riangle is divided into three angles, first, second, 
and third, The first angle is caused by the union-or close 
proximity- of the Life and Head lines at their starting point. 
'fhe second angle is caused by the line of Health joining, or 
being in close proximity to the Life line near the base of 
hand. The third angle is caused by the line of Health (or by 
that of l<'ortune) touching the Head line in its journey up 
the hand. 

418. What does the Triangle indicate?- When large it shows 
a liberal mind, generosity and a noble disposition, but should 
be of a healthy pink colonr: when small it indicates a cow
ardly selfish person, with a narrow min_d and cramped ideas. 
lf the skin is hard and rough it shows a strong nerve and a 
hardy constitution: if in early life the lines are not distinct 
so as to form the Triangle and when maturity is reached the 
Triangle appears, it is an indication of weak traits of character 
overcome and an improved condition of health. 

419. What does the first or upper angle indicate ?-When 
clearly defined it shows mental activity, a refined and delicate 
mind and a good and noble disposition; if extremely pointed, 
it indicates an envious and a.rtful disposition; but if obtuse 
it is a sign of a dull and weak intellect. When it appears 
under Saturn's mount it indicates the bad influence of a full 
development of that mount, and the person will be narrow-
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minded a,nd selfish a,nd have a miserable and covetous 
existence. 

420. What does the second 01· lower angle indicate ?-This 
a,ngle, which is formed by the Life a,ncl HenJth or Fate lines 
being joined at the base of the hn.nd, when very acute or 
slrn.rp shows a poor condition of health; but when distinct 
without being slrn.rp it is a.n indication of good health: if 
very obtuse or indistinct it is a sign of an. evil and indolent 
na,ture. 

421. What does the third or outer angle indicate ?-This 
a,ngle which is formed by the Health line touching the Head 
line as it passes the edge of the mount of Moon, shows a 
good intellect and when clearly defined promises cheerfulness 
and a long life; if very acute, it shows a nenous disposition 
a,nd a, tendency for nervous disorders; if obtuse or indistinct 
it indic:1tes a dull intellect and a faithless friend. 

422. What does a cross on the Triangle indicate ?-A quar
relsome disposition and a stroke of bad luck. If there are 
nmny crosses there will be continual bad luck in every un
dertaking. 

423, Jf7iat does a star in the Triangle indicate?-Riches ob
tained, but only with difficulty a,nd worry; a,nd if this star 
is at the end of a line which comes from the mount of Venus 
it indicates sorrow through the death of some relative or 
IJarent. 

424. What does a line ·in the form of a crescent i11d-icate 
when in the Triangle ?-It is an indication of a bullying 
disposition; when it proceeds from the Head line it shows 
danger of a violent death through the subject's own fault, but 
if it is joined to the Health line-it increases the power of 
tha,t line, and promises good health to the subject whose 
health is weak. 

s e C t i O n 3. nrn QUADRANGLI,. 

425. What is the Qttadi-angle ?-It is the space in the palm 
of the hand which is formed by the lines of Head and Heart, 
and reaches across the hand from between the first and second 
finger, to the beginning of the mount of Mars under the mount 
of Mercury. 

426. What does the Quadrangle indicate?- When the posi-
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tion of the lines cause the Quadrangle to be of a clear shape, 
and the outer ends wider than the centre, it is an indication 
of an honest and devoted nature, a 1rnrson whose character 
and constitution alike are good: but if the Head ancl Heart 
lines are close together so as to make the Quadrangle narrow, 
it shows a want of decision, a nervous, timid, and rather weak
minded person, also a poor constitution. If the Quadrangle 
is too large in comparison with the size of the hand it is a 
sure sign of folly and imprudence. 

427. What does(! poorly traced Quadrangle indicate?- When 
the lines of which it is formed are Rcarcely perceptible, it 
indicates misfortune and an unlucky character generally; but 
if quite absent the misfortune becomes more sure and shows 
a bad disposition, as well as a want of intelligence. 

428. What does the Quadrangle indicate when narrow on 
the percussion side o( the hand?-'l'his is a sign of great sen
sitiveness as to what other people think and say, anxiety 
about reputation, and a certain affectation in the manner 
consequent upon the desire to be thought well of; but selfish
ness and ability to look after one's own interests. 

429. ·what does a line indicate when starting in the Quad
rrtngle cmd going to different varts of the hand ?-To the mount 
of Jupiter it indicates patronage and assistance from some 
person of power and influence which will be of great service; 
but through the Head line into the triangle it is tt bad sign 
and shows clanger of violent death from accident. Many little 
lines upwards to the Hea,rt line indicate versatility of talent, 
power to adapt oneself to different kinds of work, and also 
considerable ability for science; but it does not denote a 
practical nature, although there will be a lttrge degree of 
curiosity. 

430. What does a cross on the Quadmngle indicate?- When 
clear and regular it is a sign of ability for occultism (see next 
section), but when badly formed it is not a fortunate sign, for 
it indicates the bad influence of Saturn. 

431. What do rnciny smcill line.son the Quadrangle -indicate?
These indicate a tendency to nervous disorders, neuralgia and 
weakness of the head generally. 

s e C t i On 4. nm CROIX MYSTIQUE. 

432. Where is the croix mystique situate ?-It is ~ituate in 
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the Quadrangle under the mount of Saturn, and to have the 
best indications it should be clearly defined with all the ends 
regular. 

433. What does the croix mystique indicate ?-As the name 
signifies it indicates a love of the mysterious, power for occult
ism, Astrology, etc., also credence in things supernormal, such 
as witchcraft, spiritualistic manifestations, etc.; but in an other
wise good hand religious instincts will be strong and there 
will be much danger of bigotry and hallucination. 

434. What does the croix mystique indicate when developed 
in both hands ?-This indicates an excess of superstition and 
folly which will be most apparent when used in connection 
with the principal mount of the hand: for instance, with Ju
piter large, ambition to succeed and be known in connection 
with occultism will be manifested to such an extent as to 
cause ridiculous actions in pursuit of its gratification; with 
Saturn large a misanthropic nature will be shown; and with 
Venus large there will be danger of a separation from the 
loved one on account of the superstition of the subject. 

435. What does the croix mystique indicate 1.chen joined to 
the Fate line ?-That its possessor will be the recipient of good 
fortune but that it will come through the channels of religion. 

436. What does the croix mystique indicate when placed 
towards any other pai·t of the hand ?-Lying closer to the 
mount of Mars or the percussion of the hand, it ·indicates 
changeability of iderts with regard t.o occult things, but that 
the fortune will eventually be good: if it is mixed up with 
the line of Heart it is an indication that the health will be 
impaired if occult investigation is pursued too closely. 

S e C t i O n 5. THE CROSS. 

437. 1-Vhat does a c1·oss indicate ?-It is usually an unfor
tunate sign but not always, as it often indicates a change of 
position in life; but much depends upon what signs are con
current with it. 

438. 1-Vhat does a cross indicate when seen on any of the 
111ounts ?-On the mount of Jupiter it is a sign of domestic 
happiness; when on Saturn it shows fanaticism with a love 
for occultism in clanger of leading to error: on Apollo's mount 
there will be error of juclgment in connection with things 
artistic; on Mercury's mount it indicates a tendency for 
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dishonesty if not theft, and on the mount of Mars it shows 
an obstinate and quarrelsome nature, which brings the subject 
into great danger of trouble. When on the mount of Moon 
near the side of the band, it shows a tendency to deceive, 
to lie and to use stratagem; on the mount of Venus it is an 
indication of trouble through loving one and one only, except 
when in conjunction with a cross on Jupiter, and then it is 
a sign of love gratified; if very close to or joining the Life 
line it indicates trouble through the action of relatives. 

439. What does a cros,q indicate when in the palm of the 
hand ?-This shows a struggle of some kind, either physical 
or mental according to its position: if near to the Life line 
at the lower l)art of the Triangle, it indicates a danger of 
loss of position through the struggle, and a consequent change 
of life. lf in the centre of the band near the Head line it 
is an indication of trouble from the action or interference of 
strangers. 

440. FVhat doPs a cross indicate when on the Life line ?-'rhis 
is always an unfortunate sign and portends sickness at the 
time noted: if a branch from the Life line goes through the 
cross it is a sign of still greater misfortune if not death. lf 
at the commencement of the Life line it is a sign of an ac
cident which happened to the subject early in life, and the 
time at. which it occurred may be known by its position on the 
line. lf seen at the end of the _Life line it is an indication 
that the subject is really clever and possesses much ability, but 
it is also a sign of love of worldly possessions, with pride of 
position. At the end of a Life line which is otherwise clear 
and good, the presence of the cross is an indication of a 
prosperous life, but when old age steps in the reverse of for
tune follows, and riches gained in the prime of life are lost 
in old age. 

441. What does a. cross on the Hend line indicate?- This, if 
. appearing in the middle of the hand is a sign of danger of a 

near approaching death, and if the Head line is broken at the 
same place it is an indication of a mortal wound. 

442. What is the meaning of a c1·oss 011 the third phalange 
of Jnpiter's finger connected with the Hearl line by a branch?
]t is an unfortunate sign and forbocles failure in almost if not 
all the undertakings; and if the branch is touched by the 
Fate line also, it indicates excessive vanity and self love. 

443. What is the 111ra11i11g of a cross on the Fate line?-
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When it touches the Fate line it indicates a change of posi
tion at the age indicated by its position on the line; if, how
ever. it is only near to the Fate line it shows the death of a 
relative or dear friend. If the centre of the cross touches the 
Fate line it is an indication of a misfortune, the cause of 
which must be looked for on .the lines of Life or Head. A 
cross at the encl of the Fate line indicates danger of violent 
death in old age, but it, should be corroborated by signs 011 

the Life line also. 
444. Whnt does et cross on the Henlth line indfrate ?-This 

is a sign of coming illness, but there is usually a correspond
ing sign on the Life line, and the age at which the illness 
may be expected can be told by this. 

s e C t i On 6. THE STAR. 

445. What does a star ·indicate ?-Generally it is an indi
cation of some event beyond the reach of our control, and 
shows clanger of some kind: when in both hands it is clanger 
that is unavoidable; but the lJOsitiou of the lines, etc:, in rela
tion to it causes its individual meaning to vary. 

446. fVhat does a stnr indicate when seen on a11y of the 
·monnts ?-On the mount of J upiL~r it promisP-s gratified am
bition and good luck; if a cross accompanies it a,n honourable 
marriage may be looked for; on Saturn it is a very bad sign, 
showing a fatality from violence: this sign is usua,lly seen on 
the hands of murderers and assassins. On the mount of Apollo 
it indicates excessive celebrity, and when the line of Fortune 
is good and there are some lines on the mount, the star is a 
sure indication of wealth; but if the line of Fortune is absent 
it is an indication of wealth without the happiness to enjoy 
it: seen on :Mercury the star indicates a tendency to theft 
and dishonesty; and on Mars it shows a violent na,ture and 
great clanger of the violence leading to homicide. On the 
mount of Moon a large star shows a hypocritical nature, hys
teria and misfortune arising from a too active imagination ; 
but if it is small and clear, it is a sign of the love of mys
tery and reverie; on a Voyage line, a star indicates clanger 
of death by drowning. A star on the mount of Venus is a 
sign of a single love, but unless accompanied by other signs 
of a happy union, it shows that the love is in vain and the 
life ruined in consequence; if at the base of the mount it is 
an indication of misfortune through the opposite sex. When 
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a line is attached to a star on the mount of Venus it shows 
disaster and sorrow according to the _length and direction of 
the line, but these lines are dealt with under the head of 
" Lines on the mount of Venus." 

447. What does a star on the· Life line i11dicc1te?-'rhis is 
generally an indication of a catastrophe at the age on which 
it appears. 'l'hree stars on or near the Life line shows the 
subject to be much loved by the opposite sex, but the love 
will prove unhappy and sorrow will accompany it. 

448. What does a star 011 the Head line indicate ?-This is 
a warning of clanger of an injury to the head or the mental 
powers, either by a shock to the nervous system bringing on 
brain fever, or by an accident; and if this star is connected 
to the Life line by a ray, the age at which the shock is 
likely to occur may be knowo .. If a star is on the Head line 
at the point where it touches the Health line it is a sign of 
sterility, or if any progeny is obtained it will only be with 
danger and suffering to all concerned. If the star is at the 
encl of a fork on a long sloping Head line, it indicates danger 
of a violent death, probably self inflicted, through the mind 
being in a diseased condition. 

449. What does a star on the Fate line indicate?-A star 
on the Fate line connecteLl to the Life line by a small ray 
indicates that a disaster will occur to the individual at the 
age implied by the time the ray touches the Life line; but a 
star on the Fate line not connected with the Life line indi
cates a disaster at the time it appears on the Fate line. A 
star at the base of the Fate line shows misfortune caused by 
parents in early life (failure in business or sickness so as to 
damage the future prospects of the individual), but if there 
is also a star on the mount of Venus and it is connected with 
t.he star on the Fate line it indicates loss of parents in early 
life. If the star is at the end of the Fate line and on the 
mount of Saturn it indicates misfortune caused by the ill will 
of others, but in an otherwise good hand the misfortune will 
be overcome; if, however, there is a star at the end of the 
Life line also, it shows danger of death by paralysis. 

450. What does a sta1· on the line of Fo1·tune indicate ?-It 
is a sign of wealth, but the very wealth is the means of trouble 
and anxiety, though not unmixed with favour and help from 
friends. 

451. What does a star on the Health line indicate ?-This is 
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an unfortunate sign and indicates great clanger of jaundice, 
unless great care is taken of the health. 

452. What does a. star on Via Lascivia indicate ?-That riches 
will come to the individual, but that great sorrow, trouble, and 
worry will be experienced before receiving them. 

453. What does et stcir indicate in the Quadran,qle?-This 
shows that however clever and intellectual the subject may 
be, he is but a tool in the hands of some designing persons of 
the opposite sex; but if the will is good and the thumb strong 
the subject will be able to recover from the misfortune after 
awhile. 

454. What does a star on any of the fingers indicate ?-This 
always indicates an extreme thing either very good or very 
bad: on the first phalanges it indicates good luck as a rule, 
but on the finger of Saturn it shows great folly, and on the 
third phalange of that finger it indicates danger of a violent 
death. 

455. What does et sta1· indicate on the third phalange of 
.Jupiter's finger, connectrd to the Head line by a ra-y ?-It is an 
indication of continual good luck in all undertakings, as well 
as strong self-control and faith in own powers. 

Se C t i O 11 7. THE ISLAND. 

456. What is the island ?-It is formed either by itself, 
or by a line proceeding out of one of the principal lines, tra
velling with it for a time and then joining it again, so as 
to enclose a portion of the hand of a more or less elongated 
form. 

457. What does the island indicate?-lt is usually a sign 
of hereditary tendencies, or else it indicates some disgraceful 
thing connected with the life of the subject. 

458. What does an island indicate on Jupiter's mount when 
connected by a smaller Une with the Life line ?-This is an in
dication of pleurisy or lung disease, and the time at which 
t-he smaller line starts on the Life line will indicate the time 
of life at which it will be manifested. 

459. What does an island indicate when seen on any of the 
principal lines ?-At the commencement of the Life line, it 
indicates a mystery connected with the birth of the subject, 
and when another is on the base of the Fate line, it is a 
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sign of illegitimacy; when nearer to the centre of the Life 
line, it shows a delicate or weak state of health during the 
time the length of the island indicates. lf there be no Health 
line present on the hand, an Island on the Life line is an 
indication of bilious tendencies, and also of indigestion: when 
on the Head line of an otherwise good hand it is an indica
tion 0f suffering connected with the brain and nervous system, 
for it shows the pei:son to be of a nervous temperament, and 
the brain activity so great as to cause great sensitiveness to 
surrounding influences, and conseque.nt liability to nervous 
depression. When shown on the Heart line the Island shows 
heart disease. but if the hand be otherwise bad and the Mar
riage lines show difficulties, it indicates conjugal infidelity; 
the same is true when it is present on the Fate line in an 
unfavourable hand, and on the Health line the Island indicates 
weak digestive powers and danger of internal and intestinal 
complaints. If quite at the base of the Healt,h line, it denotes 
the faculty of clairvoyance or second sight; and if very Jong the 
subject is a somnambulist, more especially when in poor health. 

460. What does an island indi'.cate on the Fate line ?-In 
an unusually good hand it indicates a hopeless untold love; 
if there is also a star on it, and a cross on the mount of Ju
piter, the passion will be for some celebrated person: if the 
hand is not otherwise very good an island on the centre of 
the Fate line indicates conjugal infidelity, and misery arising 
from the same; but if the island is at t.he base of the Fate 
line, there is some mystery connected with the subject's birth 
if not illegitimacy. A double island shaped like the figure 
eight at the commencement indicates a somnambulist. 

461. }Vhat does a11 island indicate when on any of the minor 
01· chance l-ines?-These always indicate temptations for evil 
according to the mount or line to which they are most near, 
but a good first phalange of thumb and Head line always 
show ability to overcome the weakness. 

s e C t i O n 8. 'l'HE SQUARE. 

462. What is the square ?-It is a space surrounded by 
Jines formed into a square, and may be composed partly of 
the principal lines, or by small lines apart from others. 

463. What does the square indicate ?-It indicates a protec
tion from evil, and is a sign of power and assistance to that 
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part of the hand, line or mount, to which it is most near; 
it also shows good sense, calmness and impassioned justice, 
on the part of the subject in whose hand it is seen. 

464. ·what does a stai· iml-icate when surrounded by a 
square ?-On the mount of Saturn this would signify preser
vation from assassination or other violent death, and if the 
corners of the square are very reel, it shows preservation 
from death by fire. On any other part of the hand it is a 
sign of almost miraculous escape from some catastrophe which 
appeared inevitable. 

465. Does the sqita1·e alwa.ys hai•e a good significcttion ?
With one ex:ception, for when it is seen on the upper part 
of the mount of Venus it is an indication of secluijion from 
the world, or imprisonment of some kind; whether in a con
vent, asylum or prison, can be best ascertained by other 
signs on the band which would confirm it. 

466. What doe8 a square on the Head line indicate?-lt 
shows a critical moment when the brain is exerted to its 
utmost capacity, because of the imminent danger brought 
about by · enemies or the force of circumstances; but the 
square is the sign of a preservation preventing the intellect 
giving way under the strain, which would occur if the Head 
line were broken. · 

S e c t ion 9. THE ·rmANGLE. 

467. What ·i8 a triangle?-Tbis is a sign composed of 
three small lines, or by the junction of other lines with a 
small line, and is quite distinct from that space in ihe palm 
of the hand called the Triangle and a.lready dealt with. 

468. What doe.~ a triangle inclicate?-It is an indication 
of an increase of power to a mount or line, and has a good 
signification generally. When. seen on Jupiter's mount it 
shows diplomacy; on Saturn's mount a love of and power for 
occult studies and fortune telling, but if a star is also on 
the finger of Saturn, it indicates a confirmation of the evils which 
the star foretells. When seen on Apollo's mount it indicates 
science in art, and on Mercury for politics. On the mount of 
Mars it signifies great talent in war, and self-confidence: on the 
mount of Moon wisdom in mysticism and things occult, as 
well as a well regulated imagination; and on the mount of 
Venus it indicates interest and prudence in love affairs. 
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Se C t i O 11 10. THE CIRCLE AND THE SPOT. 

469. What is the mea1iing of the circle ?-'l'his sign is very 
rare, and yet an unfortunate one on the whole, for it indicates 
an injury to the qualities of the line or mount to which it 
is most near; for instance, on the mount of Apollo it indicates 
success and glory to a dangerous extent, on the mount of 
~loon clanger of death by drowning, and on any other mount, 
dangerous brilliancy arising from its particular qualities: on 
the Life line it is an indication of blindness, and on the 
Heart line it shows weakness of that organ. 

470. What does the spot indicate ?-Its meaning is according 
to its position and colour: for instance, a white spot is almost 
harmless, except when on the Head line, and when on the 
Heart line it indicates a conquest of love. A blue spot indi
cates the presence of a nervous disease: if on the Head line 
it shows danger of brain fever, or nervous weakness; and if 
on the Heart line, weakness of the heart or an illness through 
love. A red spot indicates a wound from a blow, or an acci
dent, according to its position: for instance, on the Head line 
a blow or fall on the head; and if on the Life line, an ac
cident causing an illness. White spots on the Head line 
indicate illnesses according to which mount is highest in 
development: for instance, with Saturn highest toothache will 
be the result; if Apollo, the eyes will be affected; if 
Venus, then deafness will ensue, and the ages at which these 
things are likely to occur are generally shown by rays which 
connect them with the Life line. 

471. Wha.t is the mea,ning of a l-ine from a spot on the ui/e 
Une, ending on the mount of' Venus with a star ?-This is an 
indication of some unhappy love affair which has been wrecked, 
but the effects of which can never be fully overcome, because 
the love has entwined itself so deeply into the nature and 
was a,lso supported by the reason and intellect. 

s e C t i On 11. THE GRILLE. 

472, What does the gr-ille indicate ?-It indicates an increase 
of the bad qualities of a mount or line according to that 
which it is most near, and when seen on a small mount, the 
manifestations of t.hat mount will be as strong as if it were 
a largely developed one without the grille. 

473. Wha.t does the grille indicate on the various mounts ?-
7 
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On the mount of Jupiter it indicates pride and ambition, 
egotism and love of rule; on i::laturn it shows great misfortune 
and bad luck in all undertakings; and if a star is also pre
sent it indicates nervous spasms, morbid imagination and wild 
exaltation, amounting almost to ecstasy. On the mount of 
Apollo it signifies insatiable desire for glory, but excessive 
folly and vanity also; on Mercury it indicates a cunning na
ture ll,nd a tendency for dishonesty; on Mars, danger of a 
violent death through weapons or a quarrel. On the mount 
of Moon it shows a restless disposition, a discontented nature, 
excitable and fond of movement. On the mount of Venus it 
indicates lasciviousness, and morbid curiosity; but with a good 
Head line and line of Fortune, it indicates nervous excitement, 
but refinement; and imparts a dainty colour to the passions. 

474. What development would counternct the bad infiuencc 
of the grille ?-A good Head line and clear line of Fortune 
would do much towards modifying the evil effects of the 
grille when found on any part of the hand, except on the 
mounts of Jupiter and Saturn. 

s e C t i O 11 12. SOJ.OMON
1
S RING. 

475. What is Solomon's ring ?-It is a line coming roun,l 
the root of Jupiter's finger and either going up between that 
and the finger of Saturn, or coming on to the mount of Ju
piter towards the Heart line. Sometimes it is composed of a 
string of small lines, at other times it is deep and clear in one 
groove; and in some cases it is a branch from the Heart line 
going round the root of the finger; but it is very rare indeed 
and probably only marked clear and unbroken on the hands 
of one person in a thousand. 

476. What is the meaning of Solomon's r-ing ?-This is a 
sign of excellent clairvoyant and occult gifts; such a person 
is a good soul-reader, has correct impressions, premonitions, 
dreams, etc., and is a natural seer: but this sign being rare 
those who possess it are often most cruelly misunderstood, for 
they are to a certain extent a different order of beings to 
the majority, being blessed with the sixth sense and having 
progressed beyond their fellows in their Psychic nature. The 
peculiar gifts of which it is a true sign are more or less 
clear and po·werful according to whether this line be deep 
or otherwise. lf only partially formed on the left hand and 
more fully developed on the right it shows that the subject 
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has given time and study to occult things of one kind or 
other; but if clearer on the left hand tlmn on the right, it 
indicates that good talents in this direction hare been ne
glected or ignored. This sign shows capacity for Palmistry, 
Astrology, Mesmerism, Mediumship, etc., according to the type 
of hand and the degree of intelligence which the owner pos
sesses: it is most frequently seen on the hands of females, 
but where found on the male hand he will be extremely sen
sitive and fastidious, and will resemble his mother more than 
his father. 



CHAPTER VII 

Lines on Mounts and Fingers 

S e C t i O n 1. GF.NF.RAT, QUERIES. 

477. When n motint is free [1'0m lines whrit does it indicate?
When there are no lines on the mounts, it indicates il calm 
and unruflled life, and the more rays and marks there n,re 
crossing them, the more worry and difficulty will have to be 
overcome, as they indicate so many cross influences which 
hinder the qualities of the different mounts from appearing 
in their best form. 

478., What does one or 1nore linrs on a mount indicate?
One line on a mount is an indication of the good influence 
of that mount and is always a sign of good fortune and 
success in anything which the mount indicates: if there are 
two lines the success is not so sure, as the force is divided; 
and if there are three lines not very even, it is a sign of too 
much force and activity of the qualities indicated by the 
mount: if, however, the lines are even and regular both in 
length, depth, and colour the signification is good. 

479. What effect have small mounts upon good lines in a 
hand ?-These always have the effect of modifying the mani
festations of the properties of the lines, but in no way is 
their meaning altered. 

480. What do cross li-nes on a ·mount ·indicate ?-These are 
signs of obstacles in the way of success, but if the vertical 
lines cut through the cross ones, ·it is an indication that the 
difficulties will be overcome in the end. 

481. Do the fingers partake of the same qualiti'.es ets the 
100 
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mounts?- Yes, and they are dealt with in the same order, 
called by the same names; and the character, he[l,lth, and 
abilities of the individual are shown according to their indi
vidual development: thus you see that a part of the hand 
corresponds with the whole, just as one part of the body 
corresponds with the whole, except in cases of disease. 

482. What is the meaning of lines which 1·un up the fin• 
gers ?-One short deep line on each phalange of all the fingers 
is supposed to be a sign of sudden death, but corroborating 
signs should be looked for in other parts of the hand. One 
line running the entire length of a finger indica,tes an increase 
of power, energy a,nd ardour to the individual qualities of the 
finger; if it is twisted, danger will accrue from the abuse of 
these qualities. Lines from the first phalange to the second 
are a sign that the inmgination is being toned down to 
reason, and a line from the second to the third plrnlange in
dica,tes intelligence and good management in dealing with 
the affairs of the world; cross lines on any of the pha,la,nges 
indicate so many obstacles to be overcome, and on the first 
phabnges they a,re health obstacles. 

s e C t i On 2. LINES ON THE MOUNT AND PINGEU OF JUPITER. 

483. What is the indical-ion of nuiny confusrd lines 011 Ju
pit.-r's mount ?-This is a sign of unsuccessful attempts to 
obtain greatness, and hence personal and domestic unhappi· 
ness ensues; for I have always found a confused condition of 
this mount in company with domestic unhappiness, and if 
the confused lines are crossed by deep ones the subject is 
impure whether male or female. 

484. What does a cross -011 the mount of Jt1,piter ind·icale ?
This indicates socia,l position and domestic happiness, and is 
a confirmation of a happy marriage when the Marriage lines 
are distinct, but does not of itself indica,te marriage. 

485. What does a star on the mount of Jupiter indicate?
lf a clear distinct line from the Head line ends with a, star 
on the mount of Jupiter it is a good sign, for it promises 
success in whatever the subject undertakes; if a cross is pre
sent as well as [1, star, [1, rich alliance or riches through m'11'· 
riage may be expected. lf the star is on the extreme side 
of the percussion it is a sign of danger of loss through fire, 
and if lower down nearer the Head and Life lines it shows 
danger of pleuri~y. 
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486. What does an island on the moimt of Jupiter indi
cate?-When standing alone and distinct from other lines this 
is an indication of sorrow caused by the persecution of friends 
or relatives, because of a study or profession talrnn up con
trary to their wishes. 

487. TV hat does a squa1·e on the mount of Jupiter indicate?
This is a sign of preservation from the dangers of strong 
ambition, and also shows capacity to lead and command. 

488. What does a .~pot on Jupiter'.~ mount indicate ?-This 
shows danger of a fall from a good position, but it is not at 
all definite or reliable unless the spot is seen in both hands. 

489. What is the meaning of lines on Jupiter's fin,qer ?
One straight line from the mount to the second phalange 
shows high and noble ideas, mixed with courage and audacity; 
but when it goes the whole length of the finger, it shows 
greater strength and energy of the qualities than are indicated 
by the development of the mount alone. 

490. 1l hat do cross line.~ on the finger of Jupiter indicate,
These genentlly mean obstacles, but not always: on the first 
pbalange they are signs of general debility, and when going 
quite round the top of the finger, they indicate danger of a 
wound to the head. On the second phalange these cross lines 
indicate moral ditliculties or falsehood, envy, and general bad 
nature; on the third phalange they are said to be signs of 
inheritances, but this is not reliable unless confirmed by other 
signs on the hand. 

491. What is the ·meaning of lu·o crosses on the second pha
lange of' Jupiter's finger ?-This is a sign that the subject will 
enjoy the friendship of influential persona,ges. 

492. What does a star on Jupiter's finger indicate ?-On the 
first phalange it denotes great good fortune; on the second it 
indicates love of mischief and bolrlness, unless connected l,y 
a line with the first phalange, when !he bad influence is over· 
come. A star on I he third phalange indicates much self-faith and 
egotism, unless connected to the Head line by a ray, and then it 
promises the gratification of ambition and much social success. 

8 e C t i O 11 3. LINES ON 'l'HE MOUN'l' AND FINGER O~' SA'l'UllN. 

493. 11' hat is the indication o.r l-i11Ps on /he mount of 
Saturn P-One upward line indicates Ruccess, but if there are 
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cross lines they show ill luck late in life, especially if they 
cut the Fate line: but if the Fate line is deeper than the 
cross lines the difficulties are overcome. Lines from the mount 
of Saturn leading on to that of J npiter are a sign of progres
sive success and honour. 

494. What does a square on Saturn's mount indicate?-This 
is an indication of a preservation from any evil that may 
be shown by the Fate line, and more especially when the Fate 
line enters the finger of Saturn. 

495. What is the meaning of' li11es on Saturn's fingPr?-A 
line from the mount through the third phalange in an oblique 
direction shows danger of death in war: many straight lines 
show success in mining, but if unequal and crooked they 
indicate a sad and melancholy nature: twisted lines on the 
third phalange indicate ill luck, and on the fast phalange a 
selfish and avaricious nature. A thick line across the second 
phalange shows a narrow escape from poison, and a line the 
whole length of the finger shows a lack of judgment. 

496. What does a star on Saturn's finger indicate ?-On the 
third phalange it indicates much misfortune and danger of a 
violent death, but if on the side of the finger probable death 
in a just and worthy cause. On the first phalange it shows 
extreme folly. 

497. What does a Triangle on the fingrw of' Saturn indicate?-
On the third phalange this is a sign of mischief and ill luck, 
and whenever this is seen the subject should beware of spe
culations. 

s e C t i O n 4. LINES ON THE MOUN'!' AND FINGER OF APOLLO. 

498. What doe.~ the ab.~ence of lines on Apollo's mount indi
cate?-This shows inward peace and a contented nature: if 
the mount is full there is appreciation of art, and some ability 
for it, but no fame or renown is promised. 

499. What i.~ the meaning of' one or more upward lines on 
the mount of Apollo in addition to the line of Fortune?-This 
is a sure sign of good artistic talent and promise of fortune 
and glory; but if there are three lines it shows that ,the at
tention is divided, and success is not so sure: if the lines are 
confused the art will take a scientific turn and there will be 
productions of use. to the scientist; but whether mechanical, 
surgical, nautical, etc., depends upon the development of other 
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mount.s as well as the type of hand. If there are many 
straight lines it denotes an extremely artistic nature, but with 
so many ideas that the very num her hinders success; it also 
indicates a desire for reputation without the patience to toil 
and work for it, and shows incapacity to apply the mind to 
one branch of work. 

500. What does et star on the rnount of Apollo indicate?
lt is an indication of riches but also trouble and anxiety; 
more especially if the line of Fortune is not very long 
or clear. 

501. What does a square on the mount of Apollo indicate?
This shows an increase of force and energy, resuscitation of 
worn out strength, and when on this mount it shows preser
vation from ill luck in art or literature which may be indi
cated by other signs. 

502. What is the meaning of et long finger of Apollo?-If 
the lines of Head and l<'ortune are also good, this indicates a 
tendency for ambition to make money out of art and to use 
all the artistic powers for the accumulation of this world's 
goods, a strong desire to speculate. 

503. ·what is the meaning of lines on the finger of Apollo ?-r 
One line the entire length of the finger indicates great renown, 
but many long lines would annul this sign. A line on the 
third phalange indicates carefulness and happiness, but if it 
turns on one side it means success without wealth; a line 
from the third phalange to the second, indicates goodness, 
cleverness and general good fortune. Cross lines on the finger 
,we difficulties to be overcome: a line from the third phalange 
through the mount shows success without wisdom, and wavy 
lines at the top of any of the fingers are said to be indica
tions of death by drowning. 

504. JV hat does rt cross on Apollo's finger indicate ?-On 
the third phalange it shows an extravagaut nature, and a 
crescent in the same place indicates the same thing. 

505. What does a star on the fin.qer of Apollo indicctfe ?
It indicates renown, but the fame is fleeting and unsatisfac
tory, and does not bring lasting riches or happiness. 

s e C t i On 5. LINES ON 'rHE MOUNT AND FINGER OF MERCURY. 

506, When the mount of Mercury i.s without lines what 
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doe.~ it indicate ?-When foll and smooth but unlined, it indi
cates a good intellect and keenness of perception. 

507. 1,Vhat does one deep strong line indicate on the moimt 
of Mercury ?-In an active hand, this is an indication that in 
the pursuit and study of things occult and mysterious much 
time and thought has been given. 

508. What i.~ the meaniug o( three 01· more vertical l-ines 
on the mount of Mercury?-These indicate great aptitude for 
science: a doctor or a nurse to be very clever should possess 
these lines very clear and distinct. Many cross lines on this 
mount indicate aptitude for scientific work, but not monetary 
success, because thr.y show obstacles in the way of success in 
commercialism. 

509. What does a cross on the mount o.r Mercury indi
cate ?-This is a bad sign, and denotes tendencies for stealing 
or kleptomania, and a love of science carried to such an ex
tent as to lead to dishonest practices in its pursuits. 

510. What does a star on the moimt of Mercury indicate?-
This indicates a dishonest nature, but when it is connected 
with the Marriage lines it has other significations. (See 
~ap. 5, sect. 1.) 

511. What does a gi·ille on the mount of .Mercu1·y indicate?-
It is a sign of danger of violent death, and if in addition 
to the Grille there is a circle also, it indicates death by water. 

512. What is the meaning o( a spot on Mei·cury'.s mount?
This shows misfortune in business, but a good Fate line or 
line of Fortune may be able t.o overcome it if the will is 
also strong. 

513. 1Vhat is the meaning of lines on the finge1· of Mer
cit1'y ?-A line the whole leng:h of the finger promises success 
in science: three lines show t.hat the mind is deeply engrossed 
in scientific research of an unpractical nature: one deep line 
on the first phalange shows a weak constitution, and a line 
from the mount to the third phalange shows astute intel
ligence. A line from the third to the second plmlange indicates 
eloquence, but if that line is twisted it shows that the subject 
has sharpness and cunning to use in defence of self: if from 
the mount to t.he second phn lange, prosperity and success in 
life is sure, whether in science or commerce. Two lines on 
the second phalange only indicate research in occultism; 
but if the lines are confused it indicates unchastity, and one 
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thick line on the third phalange which has the appearance 
of a scar shows a tendency for theft. 

514. What is the meaning of a cross on the finge1· of Mer
cury?- -On the first phalange it means celibacy, consequent 
upon poverty. 

515. What ·is the meaning of a star on the third phctlange 
of Mercury's finger?-This is a sign of eloquence, and ability 
to express one's feelings, or language relating to physical life 
and its requirements. 

S e c t ion 6. LINES ON 'rlIE MOUNT OF MARS, 

516. What does the ,no1mt of .llfctrs indicate when free fro,n 
lines ?-Coolness in danger, courage, and power to control the 
temper, and passive resist.Luce to onslaughts from others, but 
not much aggres$iveness. 

517. What does a mur.h lined mount. of Mct1·s (under Mercury) 
indicate ?-It shows a. love of activity, aggressiveness and 
fondness for overcoming obstacles: with short finger nails it 
indicates much love of contest and desire to dominate; but 
does not promise much good fortune. 

518. What does a much lined mount of' Jl1a1·s (under Jupiter) 
indi,:ate ?-Up the mount from the thumb towards Jupiter lines 
indicate the influence of relatives, parents, brothers and sisters, 
etc.: lines crossing this mount to the Life line show obstacles, 
hindrances and worry through family connections. If these 
lines cross the hand to the Fate line the worries seriously 
affect the life, if to the Heart line they are heart sorrows; 
but if only to the Head line the trouble is more mental than 
physical, and more fancied than real, as in the case of worrying 
over an absent friend who is silent through carelessness, etc. 

519. What is the meaning of et Une from Mars (unde1· Mer
cury) to the Hertel line ?-This shows the treachery and action 
of some enemy which will bring more or less grief according 
to the depth, clearness, :111cl length of the line. All horizontal 
lines on Mars at the percussion indicate adverse influences, 
strong or weak according to their depth. Strong ones mean 
enemies, the short or indistinct ones mean slander. 

520. What does a cross on the mount of' Jllars indicate?
This increases the love of contest :1ncl warfare, and shows 
clanger of trouble a.rising from a. nature which is both obstinate 
and quarrelsome. 
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521. What is the meaning of et star on the mount of 
Mars ?-It is a sign of a shock or accident, probably with 
tools or implements of some description; and in a bad hand 
danger of a temper so violent as to cause homicide. 

522. What is the meaning of a grille on the mount o{ 
Mars ?-This is a sign of danger of a violent death, probably 
in war or by accident with implements. 

523. What is the meaning o{ a triangle on the mount of 
111Iar8 ?-This shows aptitude for a scientific knowledge of 
warfare and implements of war. 

s e C t i On 7. LINES ON THE MOUNT 01' MOON. 

524. Whal is the meaning of an unlined mount of Moo11 ?
It is an indication of a dreamy and unruffled nature: such 
persons take life very easily and enjoy themselves as much 
as possible, allowing nothing to upset their tranquillity. 

525. What does one deep line on the mount of Moon indi
cate?-A short thick line crossed by a small or thin line, un
connected by any principal lines on the lower part of the 
Moon's mount, is a sign of gouty or rheumatic tendencies. 

526. What is the meaning of many lines or rays on the 
mount of Jfoon ?-It is a sign of a very sensitirn nature, pos
sessing vivid instincts or intuitional powers, warnings, pre
sentiments of evil, dreams, clairvoyant gifts, and often som
nambulism; and this power is greatly increased if a line frorn 
the Moon's mount goes direct 1.o the mount of Sat.urn (not the 
FatP. line st.arting on the mount of Moon but an extra line), 
or if the Croix Mystique in the Quadrangle is clearly devel
oped and the finger tips are pointed. A square hand or 
knotted fingers and a strong thumb would counteract much 
of the sensitiveness of a mnch lined mount of Moon. 

527. What is the meaning of cross bars on the mount of 
Moon ?-These are indications of a worrying nature, always 
looking for and expecting danger: it gives the saddest side 
of an active imagination which would be otherwise harmless; 
if the Heart line is good in combination with these croRs 
lines on the Moon's mount, the worries are for loved ones, or 
for affection's sake; if the mount of Jupiter is rayed the worry 
comes from disappointed ambition; if Mercury's mount is rayP.d 
the worry is cause.51 by great anxiety on business matters; 
bnt if Mars mount be foll and clear it connteracts this worry 
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l{ecause of the coolness it indicates in time of trouble. 
Square fingers lessen the tendency to worry, and a strong 
thumb enables the subject to overcome the difficulty a great 
cleftl. 

528. What is the meanin_q of a line straight from the 
Moon's mount to the mount of Jlfercury?-It shows that good 
use is made of the imagination, intuition and ability for 
occultism, and that good fortune has followed the use of these 
things; if the line is a curved one, it is called the line of 
Intuition and is dealt with elsewhere. 

529. ·what is the meaning of a line from th& Jlfoon's moimt 
to the Fate line ?-If the Fate line is clear and straight, the 
extra line from the mount indicates the powerful influence 
of some one who will be a help or a hindrance to the subject, 
according to whether the Fate line is impaired or improved 
after the elate where this line touches it. When lines from 
low down on the mount of Moon rise to the Fate line they 
represent the influence of other people over the subject in 
youth, generally of the opposite sex; some writers call them 
love affairs affecting the life, inasmuch as they affeut the 
Pate: but they are not necessarily so, being usually the in
fluence of a trusted friend of the family, or of a benefactor, 
etc., and they only indicate love affairs when corroborated 
by the lines of Life and Heart, or the lines on the percussion 
of the hand. 

530. What is the meam'.ng o( a star on the Jl,foon's mount?
This is a sign of danger of death by drowning; more especi
ally if on or at the end of a Voyage line. A Circle on the 
same place has also the same signification. When the mount 
is very full and a large star appears upon it without being 
attached to a11y lines, the subject will be found to be of an 
hysterical nature. 

531. What is the meaning of a grille on the Jlfoon's mount?
It is a bad omen and ill health is sure to be experienced; 
and when the Ring of Venus is also present it shows an in
crease of sensitiveness, which causes the system to be in a 
constant state of nen-ous irritation; such persons are fre• 
quently sad and melancholy without any cause, and are apt to 
magnify clanger and trouble to such an extent as to render 
themselves invalids. 

532. ·when is the Jl{oon's ·infiuence most unfavoumble ?·
'iVhen the mount of Moon is large, the Head line forked and 
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the mount of Apollo covered with a Grille: the nature is then 
an envious, slanderous one; there is a want of modesty, too 
much presumption, and yet a lack of courage to fight against 
the evil effects of a too active imagination. 

s e C t i O n 8. LINES ON THE MOUNT OF VENUS. 

533. What does the mount of Venus indicate when wHhout 
lines ?-This shows a cold chaste nature and a probable short 
or delicate life, because Venus well developed (especially the 
lower part near the wrist) shows an abundance of vitality, 
and an unlined mount has the same significance as a small 
one. 

534. What is the mean-ing of many lines on the mount of 
Venus ?-When the lines are of a good colour they show a 
strong sexual magnetic nature, a strong passionate tempera
ment and a probably impure life from the abundance of vi
tality; but if the rest of the hand is good, the bad tenden
cies are held in check, and the signification is then a warm 
heart and general good nature; if the lines are pale the 
nervous system is weak, also the lungs and chest. 

535. What is the meaning of a line from the mount of Ve
nus into the palm ?-If this line goes merely to the Head 
line it is a sign of trouble relating to money affairs and 
caused by relatives; if, however, it goes to the Heart line it 
indicates that relations are the cause of trouble in love affairs 
which prove unhappy; and if there is an island on the Heart 
line near the Life line, this worry line indicates serious con
sequences as the result of the affections; but if these signs 
are on the left hand and not on the right, the evil may be 
averted if t.he subject be on his guard. 

536. ·what i.~ the meaning of a line -starting from a star on 
Venus and crossing the .Life line ?-This sign speaks of trouble 
or quarrels with relatives at the time it crosses the Life line; 
if it reaches to the line of Fortune and cuts it, loss of parents 
by death and consequent ruin is threatened; if, however, the 
line of Fortune is touched without being cut, good will follow 
the evil. 

537. What is the meaning of a line from Venus crossing 
the Life line and ending with a stctr ?-Such a line is called 
a worry line because it shows anxiety as a rule: for instance, 
atarting on Venus and crossing the Fate line into the centre 
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of the hand called the 'rriangle and there ending with a star, 
it .shows clanger to the mental faculties caused by worry or 
trouble through other people: if the line of Fortune is cut 
by this worry line it shows loss of money in early life through 
the misfortune of the subject's parents. ff this line with its 
star reaches to the mount of Mars or to the Heart line, a 
serious illness will be likely to occur at the time when it 
crosses the Life line. 

538. What is the meaning of a very deep l-ine from Venus into 
the centre of the hand ?-If it touches none other than the Life 
line and ends abruptly, it is a sign of astbmatical tendencies. 

539. What is the meaning of lines from the mount of Venus 
to Jnpiter's moitnt ?-Jf these lines are clear and even, and 
start from the centre of the mount of Venus, they are an in
dication that goodness and successful love are combined in 
the subject, and that general good fortune and happiness is 
the result. 

540. What is the meaning of one line from the mount of 
Venus to the mount of Mercnry ?-This, if not stopped or cut 
by the Heart, line, is a fortunate sign, seen mostly on the 
hands of fortunate stockbrokers, the bands of rich Jews or 
Jewesses. and when clear indicates that love and success in 
money affairs join hand in hand. 

541. What is the meaning of a c1·oss in the centre of the 
moimt of Venus?-This shows a deep and selfish love for one 
person, which has a most fatal effect upon the life, unless there 
is a corresponding cross on the mount of Jupiter when that 
love ends in a union by marriage. 

542. What is the meaning of a cross on Venus near the 
Li'.fe line ?-It is an indication of worry and trouble caused 
by friends and relatives. 

543. What is the meaning of a sta.1· at the base of the 
mount of Venus ?-This is an indication of bad influence from 
the opposite sex over the life of the subject, and threatens 
moral ruin. 

544. TVhat is the meaning of an island on the mount of 
Venus ?-This when crossways, is said to be a sign of a good 
opportunity for marriage thrown away, but the statement 
needs verification. 

545. What is the meaning of a squa1·e on the mount of 
V enns ?- It shows a danger of a secluded existence or im• 
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prisonment of some kind, and is the only instance where the 
square has otherwise than a good significance. 

546. ·what is the meaning of a grille on the mount of 
Venus?-It is an indication of a sensual nature and also a 
sign of depravity unless the will is strong and the line of 
Fortune clearly developed, when it is a means of inspiring 
the subject to deeds of manliness and heroism. 

547. In what shaped hands does a large Venus have a bad 
signification?- When the hand is soft, the fingers rounded or 
pointed, when Mars is cross-barred and the Via Lascivia is 
present. 

548. Does the third phalange of the thumb and the mount of 
Venus mean the same ?-Some writers hold them identical, 
but others assert the contrnry, which seems the most reasonable 
course; for characteristics are seen in persons possessing a 
long third phalange of the thumb which are contrary to those 
possessed by a person with the mount of Venus largely devel
oped. By the third phalange in contradistinct,ion to Venus is 
intended the outer and not the inner root of the thumb: 
(see Part. I, Chap. II, sect. 2) for instance, when Venus is 
large it indicates voluptuousness, love of the opposite sex and 
a tendency for sensuality; but when the third phalange is 
large or long, it has often beeu proved to indicate fastidious
ness in love affairs, singular purity of thought and action 
with respect to sexual feelings and a tendency to chastity 
rather than sensualism: but I may also add that when this 
third phalange is so well developed Venus itself is as a rule, 
rather flat. 

549. Does et good thumb affect the infiuence of bad signs in 
a hand?-It frequently modifies the evil effects of other signs 
because of the great influence which the will has upon our 
actions and our surroundings. 

550. What is the meaning of lines going up the thumb?- · 
When there are several lines going the entire length of the 
thumb it shows constancy and devotion both in love and friend
ship; if the lines come from the mount of Venus into the 
second phalange it shows a person much loved. 

551. What are cross lines on the thumb a sign of ?-These 
indicate riches or inheritances, when seen at the side of the 
first phalange near the nail. 

552. What is the meaning of a cross on the side of the 
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thumb nea1· the naU?-This shows unchastity, but when there 
are two crosses close together it indicates a love of ease and 
luxury. 

553. What is the meaning of a star on thr! thumb ?-On the 
second phalange in a female hand it promises great riches ; 
when on the mount of Venus a different meaning is assigned 
to it. (See Chap. VI, Sect. 6.) Ou the first phalange in a female 
hand it shows good fortune, but on a man's hand it is said 
to indicate the reverse. 

554. What do several lines running ro1md the thumb at the 
second Joint indicate?-These lines show that money will come 
to the subject through the influence of other persons. 

555. What is the rneanin_q of lines from the second phalam_qe of 
thumb to the Life line ?-These lines are said to be Marriage lines 
by some writers, and ihe time of marriage is shown by the date 
the Life line is reached; but from experience and observation 
they appear more properly to point to a direct influence by 
persuasion over the life by some relative, and if crooked the 
influence is an evil one. 

556. What is the meaning of a grille on the thumb near the 
nai'.l ?-On a woman's hand this is a sign 0f danger of death 
by violence and through her husband. 

557. What is the meaning of a line from the first phalange 
of the thumb reaching to the Life line and cutting it ?-This is a 
sign of danger of death from iron or other metal at the time 
indicated by the cut on the Life line. 

558. Is it possible to tell if' a verson pos.~esses powe1· to in• 
fluence others ?-If the first phalange of the thumb is well 
developed, indicating will power. etc., and the little finger also 
long, the subject will greatly desire power: and by the do· 
minancy of his will and force of eloquenc:e he will be able to 
influence others so as to further his own objects: a large 
development of Venus would make the influence stronger and 
more magnetic. To a public person this development i.s of 
great help in attaining success. 



CHAPTER VIII 

Chance Lines 

559. What nre Chance lines?-They are lines which appear 
in the human hand, in a position and direction out of the 
ordinary run of lines, and are thus named to distinguish them 
from lines most usually seen. 

560. Have the Chance li'.1fes any special signification?- Yes, 
and their presence in the hand arises from an unusual set of 
circumstances or influences in the surroundings and character 
of the subject; their true meanings may be found by a close 
study of the principal lines and mounts from where the chance 
lines start, and to which direction they tend or swerve in 
their course, as well as the lines and marks which run into 
or cross the Chance lines themselves. · 

561. What does a line from the commencement of the Life 
line to Jupiter's mount and tuniing on to the mount of Saturn 
indfrate ?-This is a true indication of a slave to fashion, and 
shows passion to haYe such a strong influence on the indi
vidual that even the religion which is followed must be a 
fashionable one, personal belief or opinion having no weight in 
the matter; for pride an,d egotism dominate the subject's life. 

562. What is the meaning of a line from the mount of Mars 
going along under the Heart line and turning up to Apollo's 
mount ?-It indicates a burning desire for celebrity, so strong 
that it will be obtained at any cost, by a.ny and every means, 
whether honourahle or not. 

563. What does a line indicate when it starts from a star 
on Venus and ends on Saturn with a fork ?-This is an incli
-::ation of an unhappy alliance; but if it ends in a square in 
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the palm of the hand, it shows an escape from n1arriage with 
a bad and unscrupulous person. 

564. What is the meaning of a line starting from et star 
on Venus to the palm of the hand and _qoing up to .Apollo's 
mount ?-The line from the mount of Venus to the palm indi
cates the death of a relative, and the fact tlmt it turns up 
to the mount of Apollo shows that good fortune comes to the 
individual through that death. 

565. What is the meaning of more than one line barring 
the hand from Venus to Mercury ?-These lines signify intelli
gence, cleverness and ·success arising from love; or in a bad 
hand, the promptings of passion ; the fact of two lines running 
parallel in this direction shows two love affairs going on at 
the same time; but all will end amicably, unless there is a 
Rtar joining either of them, when the quest for love and all 
the cunning with which the affair has been carried on will 
result in exposure and disaster to the subject. 

566. What does a chained Heart line ind-icate when touched 
-under the mount of Mercury by a Line from Venus ?-This is 
an indication that the whole life is marred or blighted by 
some one of the opposite sex, and if a black spot also appe,us 
on the line from Venus the subject will lose a conjugal 
parlnm. · 

567. TV hat is the meaning of many little lines from the Life 
line to the quadrangle?-These show estrangements from friends, 
and if the nails ar;e short the estrangements are caused by 
the argumentativeness of the subject, because the short nails 
indicate a criticising and argumentative nature. 



CHAPTER IX 

Trades and Professions 

568. W hctt is the appearance of a litemry hand ?-Persons 
to be successful in literary work should have the mounts of 
Jupiter and the Moon well de.velopecl, n,ncl a long finger of 
Apollo. 'l'he type of hand should be Spatulate or Squn.re with 
the second joints well developed; the hand should be soft 
rather than hard. Literary critics should also possess short 
nails and have a high mount of Mercury. Capacity for poetry 
is shown by a large development of the mounts of Moon and 
Venus, and the Head line gent.ly sloping downward ; if both 
joints are developed the poetic productions wiil contain more 
logic and reason than mere words which form rhyme and 
rhythm. · 

569. What is the appearance of a sttrcessful actor's hand?
'I'he type should be Spatulate or Square, the mount of Venus 
high, the Heart line slightly turned towards the mount of 
Mercury, and lines running from the mount of Mars to the 
mount of Apollo, showing fame and celebrity which is 
worked for. 

570. What is the appearance of n successful doctor's hand?
'I'he mount of Mercury should be full and three clear, upright 
lines upon it, the line of Fortune clearly traced, the mount 
of Moon well developed to show love of discovery, and for a 
surgeon, the hand should also be rather hard and the fingers 
Square or Spatulate. 

571. What is the shapr rmd appearance of a good musidan's 
licmd ?-For an instrumentalist the type should be Spatulate, 
Saturn's mount high, the nails short, the joints well developed, 
a good mount of Moon, thumb long and strong, good line of 
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Fortune and Ring of Venus clear. For a successful vocalist 
the fingers should be smooth, type mixed, mount of Venus 
most largely developed to give sympathy and a desire to 
please, and that natural magnetism which is always found 
with a well developed base to the thumb. 



CHAPTER X 

Palmistry in Relation to other Sciences 

S e C t i O n 1. PALMCS1'RY IN RELATION TO ASTROLOGY. 

572. Has palmistry any distinct connection with Asfrology ?
Not necessarily, for it is a distinct science in itself, but al• 
though some writers would repudiate the idea of it being at 
all connected with Astrology, if it were not for the influence 
of the electric fluids in the atmosphere and therefore of the 
stars also, upon our nerves, our nerves would not make the 
lines and impressions upon the band, which, after all, are 
merely registered influences from the world without or the 
mind within, to form the science of Palmistry; therefore I 
consider that whilst all the other sciences must and do har
monise with Palmistry, yet Astrology has the closest con
nection with it as a science, and the two are in a measure in
separable as to theory, though not in practice, for a Palmist 
need not understand Astrology, neither need an Astrologer 
understand Palmistry, although the study of the one frequently 
leads to the study of the other. 

573. How can the harmony of Astrology cind Palmistry be 
proned ?-To obtain a full reply it is necessary to understand 
Astrology, the teaching of which is not the aim of this work, but 
each true science must corroborate w bat the others declare; there
fore, Astrology, properly understood, must and does bear out 
what Palmistry in the hands of able delineators asserts, From 
all writers on Astrology we learn that a subject of Venus 
would be fond of music, not inclined to much laborious work, 
but loving; and when in excess, lustful and inclined to immo
rality: these are also the attributes given to the influence of 
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Venus as indicated by a large development of that mount 
from a Palmistic point of view, and the characteristics of the 
other mounts also harmonise with those indicated by the 
planets after which they are named. 

574. Why are the terms in Palmi.~try similar to those used 
in Astrology ?-The fact that the astral fluid of the universe 
influences mankind, no doubt prompted the ancient Palmists 
to name different part8 of the hand after different planets: 
the influence of the different planets upon mankind when in 
ascension, being found to conespond to the characteristics in
dicated by a development of the different parts of the hand 
named after the planets. 

575. What is Astral fluid ?-It is ether, rarefied air, mag
netism, or that subtle something which hovers around us all, 
and which, in fact, pervades everything in nature. It is felt 
in sunshiny weather, in the depressing atmosphere, in the 
invisible power which a cheerful.minded person possesses over 
sad and depressed spirits, in the healing and soothing touch 
of a mother to her troubled child and in a thousand different 
ways ; all proving the presence of what we (for want of a 
better name) call Astral fluid, but it still remains indefinable 
as regards its composition, as it is occult in its influence. 

576. How does the Astral fiuid from the planets ft/feet mctn
kind ?- In the same way as the heat of the sun affects us, 
only it is more imperceptible, owi,ng, of course, to the great 
difference in their size compared with ihat 6f the sun. 

577. Is it true that the signs of particular planets are some
times found in et hand?- Y cs, but these instances are very 
rare: there are also instances· of the sign of a planet being 
seen on another mount; sueh as Mercury seen on the mount 
of Jupiter, etc. 

578. What does the sign of a planet indicate when seen?
Their presence always shows an intensification of the qualities 
of any mount, whether they stand distinctly by themselves, 
or are woven in as if by accident with either the principal 
or chance lines. 

579. TV hat is the ·imlicat-ion of the sign of a 11y planet bei11g seen 
on the mount of another ?-This indicates the intensification of 
the qualitieR of the two mounts i1rntead of one: for in~tance, the 
sign of the Moon on t.he mount of Jupiter iuclicates rnysticiRrn 
and enor in action a11d use of power. Mercury seen on Ju
piter, indicates noble eloquence and administrative talents. 
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s e C t i On 2. PALMISTRY IN RELATION TO PHRENOLOGY. 

580. Does Palmistry harmonise with Phren.ology ?- Yes, for 
instance, those who are large in that part of the cranium 
devoted to "love of applause", "self confidence" and "corn· 
bativeness ", are always fully developed in the mount of Jupiter, 
which indicates ambition, and in Mars which indicates courage 
and self-preservation; again, where " cautiousness " is large 
wit,h an active imagination from a Phrenological point of 
view, the mount. of Moon will be fully developed, which gives 
rise to morbid tendencies and wild imaginations of evil, clanger, 
etc, and thus each branch of character reading can be shown 
to harmonise with the other, but it is best for every student 
to prove for himself. 

s e C t i On 3. PALMIS'l'UY IN llELATION 1'0 PHYSIOLOGY. 

581. Has Palmistry a physiologiral basis?- Yes, it. is a 
wellknown fact that certain forms denote certain character
ist.ics in both man, beast, and the vegetable kingdom: it is 
likewise true of th.e hands. lt is the action of the innumerable 
nerves in the hand which a.re in connection with the brain 
(the chief instrument of the mind), which are the cause of 
lines, or more properly speaking, minute furrows which appear 
in the palm of the hand: this is dernonstra.ble by the fact 
that the more "nervous" or " mental " the temperament of 
the individual is, the quicker is the production of the lines 
in question, and the greater their number; whilst the hand 
of a person whose temperament is muscular rather than nervous, 
and whose nervous system is consequently less impressionaule, 
has but few lines or marks: events of importance may occur 
in the life, and the effects of such event be lasting upon the 
career of the individual, yet in the hand no sign of such 
event may be manifested, on account of the strength of the 
nerves and the general unimpressionability of the individual. 

s e C t i On 4. THF. .PATHOT.OGICAL ASPECTS OF PALMISTRY. 

582. Whrit do habitually closed hands inclicote?-A very 
cunning natnre, with much suspicion, mistrust, and evasive 
power: such persons are very hard to deal with, as it is so 
difficult to get at their real feelings, wishes, or opinions. ] t also 
shows a mean and avaricious nature, and such persons make 
cruel and revengeful enemies. 

583. What is the mmning of hands which are al1nost nlwcty8 
spread ope11 ?-This is an indication· of an open and trulbful 
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nature, a spirit who being honest and sincere himself, thinks 
everyone else is the same, and consequently such a person is 
easily cheated and deceived by the unscrupulous. In love 
affairs the open-handed persons are sincere, straightforward, 
!tnd candid, showing speedily both their love and disdain, 
the latter often to their disadvantage, as it is the cause of 
enemies springing up to their hurt. 

584. What is the meaning of the lifeless and listless hand 
which hangs limp during walking ?-This is a sure indication 
(when not paralysed) of a slow, dull, sneaking and suspicions 
nature, one who is too lazy to put forth any efforts to do 
either himself or any one else any good, but who will not 
object to doing harm to !tnother, if he has not to make any 
great effort. Such persons should be avoided. 

585. What is the meaning of the hcmd ichich moves rapidly 
to ai,.d fro whi'.lst wallcing ?-A brisk moving hand is only the 
outward sign of a brisk, restless, active, and busy mind. One 
that must always be doing something, and is consequently 
li!tble to overstrain the system in the accomplishment of work. 
These are the kind of persons who have been and are of most 
service to the world. 

586. What are habitwrlly bitten nails a sign of?-This is an 
indication of nervousness, a worrying disposition, and a con
stant state of unrest and mental irritation: such a person is 
nsually an annoyance to himAelf and to those around; but it 
is also a sign of mental activity which has been ill-trained 
and wrongly used. 

s e C t i On 5. TllE G~APllOLOGICU ASPECTS OF PALMISTJlY. 

587. Does Pctl,nistry harmonise with Graphology?- Yes, for 
it is tt natural law that according to the instrument so must 
the work be, since no workman however clever, can produce 
such perfect work with a bad instrument as he can produce 
with a perfect one. If the hand is a large one, the naturnl 
outcome will be love of detail, consequently the handwriting 
will be small, neat, and every letter in good shape and in 
proportion to each other. On the other hand, a small hand 
shows an impulsive nature, a love of big things and gigantic 
undertakings; therefore the writing will be large, bold and 
daring, to correspond with the individual plans and ideas of 
the writer. Persons with pointed or rounded fingers whose 
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joints are undeveloped, will write in an artistic manner, and 
writers whose hands are of the Spatulate type, will make 
thick and decided letters, especially in signing their name, 
but will not use flourishes, as will be the case with the owners 
of the Conical and Psychical type of hand. 



CHAPTER XI 

The Religious and Legal Aspects of Palmistry 

588. ls there any scripture to sttpport Palmistry?-• He 
sealeth up the hand of every man; that all men may know his 
work.' (Job, Chapter 37, ·1•er8e 7.) "Length of days :1re in her 
right hand, riches and honours are in her left." ( Prorerbs, 
Chapte1· 3, ve1·se 16.) 

589. Does Palmistry leach Fatalism ?-At first, to many it 
may appear so, but on reasoning the m:1tter out it will be 
seen to be just the reverse. Palmistry does not positively 
state that a certain thing must happen, but points out what 
the tendencies are, and what will probably occur if events 
and circumstances are left to themselves. Man is a fre& agent, 
and is endowed with a free will, not always subject to fatal
ism, therefore he can overrule and guide the circumstances 
and events of his life to a great extent, although be cannot alter 
all the circumstances connected with his dealings with others. 

590. How does the law stand in relat-ion to Palmistry ?-It 
is thus enacted by Statute 9. Geo. IT. Chapter 5. • That no 
prosecution shall for the future be carried on against :1ny 
person for witchcraft, sorcery, enchantment, or conjuration, or 
for charging another with any such offence; but by the same 
Statute persons 1)retending to use witchcraft, or tell fortun,es, 
or discover stolen goods by skill in any occult or crafty 
science, are plinishable by imprisonment." And by Statute 
5. Geo. IV. Chapter 83. "Persons using any subtle crafty 
means or divining by Palmistry or otherwise, to deceive His 
Majest.y's subjects are to be deemed rogues and vag:1bonds and 
to be punished with imprisonment and hard labour." 'l'his 
law applies to Phrenology and all occult sciences. 
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CHAPTER XII 

Concluding Questions 

591. ls it wise to read one hand only ?-No, for both hands 
are not marked the same, but in reading the hands it should 
be a rule to look in the right hand for confirmation of what 
is predicted in the left. The left hand indicates what is 
probable, but if the right hand does not confirm it, it. may 
be presumed that what the left hand predicts, the will of 
the individual is able to ward off if used for that encl; for 
instance, if the Heart line ends in t.he left hand under the 
mount of Saturn and has no branches, it indicates a short 
life; but if it is longer and more promising in the right hand, 
then the clanger of an early death may be avoided by care 
on t.he part of the Jmbject. It is safost to take bad signs as 
warnings, strive to overcome them and by the influence of 
your own will you will often frustrate much ·evil. The Left 
hand indicates what is marked out for us by circumstances, 
the different influences of other persons, astral fluid, etc.; 
whilst the Right hand shows the intiuence of our own will 
and action upon our circumstances, surroundings, etc .. the one 
being passive whilst the other is active. 

592. How can p1'0per Judgment bf given when a pei·Bon 
possesses only one ha11d ?-The signs re)iP.d upon by Palmists, 
like those of all other branches of character reading, deal 
with nature in a normal, not in an abnormal condition: but 
when abnormal conditions are present, nature always finds 
some me:ms of manifesting her powers, as in the case of a 
1ierson who has lost one eye, the other becomes unusually 
strong, and the man who possesses only one leg has double 
the usual amount of strength in it; and when the nervous 
fluid has only one hand in which to register the workings of 
the mind and the experience of the individual it is only 
natural that the one hand becomes douLly expressive: certainly 
it requires more tact, skill and study on the part of the 
Palmist., but it has been successfully done many times, and is 
in itself very interesting. The experience of the writer goes 
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to prove that in such cases the Fate line becomes more than 
usually expressive, and that events which are present or close 
at hand are shown by bright redness of the lines, those to 
come are marked by deep but pale lines; whilst the lines 
indicating past events are pale and much more indistinct: thus 
the past, present and future are shown in the one hand. 

This method of reading the palm of a one-handed person 
holds good, whether the individual was born with only one 
hand, had lost the hand some years previous to the reading, 
or possessed the other hand in a paralysed condition (for a 
paralysed band cannot indicate the workings of the mind 
inasmuch as the electricity, which is the connecting link 
bas been cut off by the paralysis); but it does not bold good 
in the case of a person who has recently lost a band. 

593. What kind of a hand is a murderer likely to lwve ?-A 
very red hand, or of a livid colour: if red, the murder would 
arise from a fit of fury; if livid, then the murder would most 
likely be premeditated as it would arise from an intensely 
evil and cruel mind. The first phalange of the finger of 
Mercury heavily lined, Head line deep, with a circle on it, 
but twisted and probably joined to the Heart line but separ
ated from the Life line, and the Life line thick and spotted 
red at its commencement. When all these signs are present 
it is a sure indication of a murderous nature. 

594. Whnt is the appearance of the hands of a sen~ual or 
voluptuous pe1'son ?-The fingers are smooth and pointed, ihe 
third phalanges fatty and having the appearance of being 
swollen, the hand white and the palm strong. This subject 
will have a very sensitive yet artistic nature, will be endowed 
with a great amount of sex magnetism, especially if Venus is 
largely developed, ancl consequently will be capable of exert
ing a dangerous influence over the opposite sex, but will 
desire no exertion except that which will assist him to gra
tify his selfish and sensual desires; although he could not 
take pleasure in any but refined and artistic society. 

595. What are. the signs of a natural thief?-A twisted 
Head line, its colour very red, the joints well developed, a 
grille on Mercury's mount, small lines running from the third 
pbalange of Mercury's finger to its mount, a deep line like 
a scar on the mount itself and the whole hancl dry and thin. 

596. What a.re the signs of a. deceitful nature ?-A high 
mount of Moon, Head line drooping low on the mount of 
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Moon with red points on the line. A short thumb, and the 
inside of the fingers having a sunken or shrivelled-up appear
ance; these signs are made all the more sure when the Head 
line is separated from the Life line, but the space between 
being filled up with small lines. 

597. Are there any special indications of a quarrelsome 
person?-When the Head line leans towards Mercury"s mount 
and Mercury's mount is flat but covered with lines, when the 
mounts of Mars and Moon are full, and the joints well devel
oped you find all the qualifications for a quarrelsome woman; 
more especially so, if the finger nails are short and wide. 
If the first phalange of the thumb is long there will be power 
to control the hasty nature, but the tendencies are there 
nevertheless. In a man, the Elementary type of hand 
with a large development of Mars and a large heavy palm 
shows quarrelsomeness. 

598. What sign shows prudence to avert any threate11ed 
evil .?-The second joint of thumb, also the mount and finger 
of Saturn well developed, Square fingers and the upper angle 
clearly defined. 

599. Are there any special signs indicating a tendency for 
madness?- Yes, a tendency for hereditary madness is shown 
by a very long and sloping Head line, a star on the mount 
of Saturn and a poor Health line. The Head line split through 
its entire length and ending on the mount of Moon with a 
star, also indicates danger of mental aberration. When a 
line from the Head line reaches to Jupiter's mount, and the 
Fate line turns and loses itself in that line, it shows clanger 
of madness through exaggerated pride and self-love. 

600. What are the signs of an affected person ?-An affected 
person has long and slender fingers, with the first joints of 
philosophy well developed and Jupiter's mount large; these 
persons are also mean, cowardly, and deceitful unless the thumb 
is strong and the Head line clear. 

601. What mounts fully de-veloped would lead to suicide?
Saturn excessively developed, also the mount of Moon large. 
The former would show general depression of spirits and oc
casional mania, and the latter would show love of solitude, 
restlessness, brain sickness, and madness; the mount of Apollo 
being small, would render the person careless of this present 
existence and hence suicidal tendencies. 

602. Why do some writers on Palmistry call different parts 
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of the hand male and female, and North and South ?-Thay 
compare the upper portion of the hand to the m1Lle, and call 
it the Northern part; because the men of the Northern coun
tries are more aggressive and active than those of the South, 
and likewise those whose upper part of the hand is most 
developed are more practical and hard working than those 
whose hands are most developed in the lower or female part. 
We find also that the people of the South are more indolent 
and seekers of pleasure than those of the Northern climes, 
they are also very imaginative, and possess the various gentler 
attributes which characterise the positive from the negative 
in nature; and when the base or Southern portion of the 
hand is most developed we find ·the subject to be easy going, 
pleasure loving, and voluptuous. 

603. What is the mP-aning of white spots on tlte finger 
,wits ?-In the. "Palmist" for February 1894 (page 14) was 
a very interesting explanation which l venture to reproduce 
here. "A friend, a foe, a gift, a beau, a journey to go. 
Friendship is based upon the affection (ball of thumb), our 
friends being chosen (with the third phalange) to the best of 
.our judgment (second phalange) from _amongst our acquaint
,Lnces. Foes always ,trise against people in power, whci rule 
them if they can. This was typified in classical days by Ju
piter hurling his thunderbolts against the Cyclops. Therefore, 
foes are rightly placed or indicated upon the first finger, that 
of Jupiter. A gift comes to us without effort of our own so 
to speak, by a 'fortuitous concatenation of circumstances,' is 
therefore rightly indicated and located on the second finger
that of Saturn or fate. A beau is situated on the third finger, 
that of the resplendent Sun-God Apollo. The main palmar 
artery from the Heart runs straight up the palm to this finger, 
and for this reason, I believe, it has been chosen to wear the 
engagement and wedding rings. A 'journey to go' comes 
from the fourth finger, that of Mercury. This latter was the 
messenger of the gods running their errands, the 'boy-mes
senger ', so to speak, of the period. This is iconologically ty
pified by the wings upon his ankles. Also, most Chirologists 
are agreed that journeys are indicated by lines upon the 
mount of Luna, under the finger of 'Mercury.' The true 
cause of the presence of these spots is too much chalky 
deposit in the bones which works itself into the finger nails. 
Those who inherit rheumatic tendencies have more white spots 
on the nails than other people." 
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Division of Hand. 

Sec pctge 2, section 1. 
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The Elementary Type. 
Sec pcige 2, sectiu11 2. 
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PLAT£ N 
The Spatulate Type. 

See _page 2, section B: 
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PLATE Y.. 

The Square TypeSec Jl(IJC 3, s1•clio11 4. 
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The Conical Type. 
See 7mge 4, sec/ion 5. 
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PLATEW. 
The Philosophical Type. 

See JXtge 4, srction 6. 
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Pr.ATE 1ZIII 
The Psychical Type. 

See page 4, section 7, 
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Age on Lines. 
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See va,qe 46. 
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PLATE X 
The Life Line. 

\ 
See pa,qe 46. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE X. 

The Life Line. 

1. Good Life line=Long and healthy life. 
2. Sister Life line=Strong vital force, enduring power. 
3. Upward branches=Success in fresh unclerht.kings. 
4. Downward branches=ll-luck and Joss of money or friends. 
5. Broken line mended by cross bar=A preservation from 

clanger of death. 
6. Chained Life line=Weak state of health. 
7. Thin and cramped Life linfl=Poor vitality, short e~istence. 
8. Square on Life line=Preservation from accident or 

catastrophe. 
9. Star on Life line=Shock to the system. 

10. Cross riea.r Life line-Qu,t.nel and worry through relatives. 
11. Life line broken up-Sign of ea.rly death. 
12. Branch to Jupiter-Strong ambition rewarded by success. 
13. Branch to base of Moon-~et.tling for life in a foriegn 

country. 
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PLATE TI 
The Head Line. 

See page 51. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLA'rE X I. 

The Head Line. 

1. Good Head line=Excellent memory, good intelligence. 
2. Poor Head line=Poor intellect, uncertain memory. 
3. Chained Head line=Poor health, headaches. 
4. Broken Head line=Serious illness. 
5. Head line broken up=Weak health, accidents or injury 

to the Head. 
6. Very long Head line=Avaricious, selfish, miserly, grasping. 
7. Forked Head line=S.trong imaginative power. 
8. Star on Head line=Danger of insanity or hallucination. 
9. Branch upwards to Mercury=Capacity for business. 

10. Branching to Heart line=Love affair threatening to over-
balance reason. · 

11. Branching to Jupiter=Ambition, pride, and vanity. 
12. Head line turning to Heart line=Affection controlling 

intellect. 
13. Head and Heart line in one=Heart has too much control 

over the head, causing a strong emotional nature. 
14. Cross on Head line=Danger of serious or fatal accident. 
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The Heart Line. See page 58. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XII. 

The Heart Line. 

1. Good Heart line=Strong and lasting love. 
2. Broken and poor Heart line=Feeble action of the heart. 
3. Short Heart line=Danger of apoplexy and sudden death. 
4. Very long Heart line=A jealous nature, but strong love. 
5. Chained Heart line=Palpitation, inconstancy in love. 
6. Branch turned down to Head line=Loss of loved one and 

clanger of unhappy marriage. 
7. Hea,d and Heart line formed in one=Selfishness. 
8. Branch on Heart line cut by ray=Disappointed love. 
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Th 

1. Good Fate line=Good position and much influence. 
2. From Moon to Jupiter=Good fortune and wealthy marriage. 
3. Broken Fate line=Change of position. 
4. Branch upward to Heart line=Time of marriage. 
5. Starting in Quadrangle=Sorrow and difficulty. 
6. Starting at Heart line=Success late in life. 
7. Parallel line=An influence in the life for that period. 
8. Forked commencement=Conflicting influences in early life. 
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PLATE XIIl 
The Fate Line. 

See page 63. 



LATES XIII AND XIIlA. 

te Line. 

Zigzag line=Ill health in early youth. 
Upward bra.nches=Progress and success in enterprises. 
Starting from Life line=Career too much influenced by relatives. 
Starting from Moon's mount=Success through influence of opposite sex. 
13. 13. 13. Lines from moon=Influence lines. affecting the life. 
Island on Fate=Hopeless love unless in very fortunate hand. 

1. Fate stopped by Head=Failure through error in judgment. 
,. Fate stopped by Heart=Failure through error connected with the affections. 
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PLATEXIIIA 
The Fate Line ( Continued). • 

See page 63. 
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The Line of Fortune, 

See page 70 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XIV. 

Line of Fortune. 

I. A good line of Fortune=Success in art and money. 
2.- Rising from the Life line=Success through own merit. 
3. Forked ending of line of Fortune=Success through con

centration. 
4. Unequal forked encling=Failure through divided attention. 
5. Broken line of fortune=Threatened failure overcome by 

perseverance. 
6. Cross lines=DifficuHies caused by jealousy and malice. 
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The Health Line. 
See page 73. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XV. 

The Health Line. 

1. Good Health line=a strong constitution. 
2. Bad Heallh line=lll-health, disordered liver. 
3. Health line crossing Moon's mount=A changeable nature. 
4. Chained Health line=Weak chest and lungs. 
5. Health and I-lea.cl line forming a cross=Sign of occult gifts. 
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PLATE Ill 
The Marriage Line. 

See page 78. 
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EXPLANATION m~ PLATE XVI. 

The Marriage Line. 

1. Clear Marriage line=Happy love affair. 
2. 2. 2 2. 2. Disturbed and broken Marriage lines= 

Signs of widowhood. 
3. 3. Forked Marriage line=Separation or Divorce. 
4. Line from Venus to Mercury= Love and riches united. 
5. Marriage line cutting that of Fortune=Loss of position 

through marriage. 
6. 6. 6. 6. Signs of a rich and fortunate marriage. 
7. Branch line to Apollo=Maniage with artist .. 
8. Influence lines=Time of love affair or marriage. 
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Lesser Signs. 
See 1Htge 86 
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PLATEill[. 
Worry Lines. 

See pages 106-109. 
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EXPLANATION 0.1!' PLATE XVIII. 

Worry lines, etc. 

1. Line to Head line=Money trouble. 
2. Line to Heart line=Trouble with love affairs. 
3. Line to Life line=Quarrel with relatives. 
4. Line to Fortune line=Loss of money and position through 

death of parents. 
5. Line to Triangle and ending with a sfaLr=Danger of 

nervous debility through worry. 
6. Deep line from Venus=Asthmatical tendencies. 
7. Line to Mercury=Love and riches united. 
8. Square on Venus=Danger of secluded existence or im

prisonment. 
9. Influence lines=Brothers and sisters. 

10. Voyage lines=Travels abroad. 
ll. Star on voyage=Danger of drowning. 
12. Enemy line=Treachery and grief affecting head, through 

action of enemy. 
13. Small lines on Mars=Adverse influences, slander, etc. 
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